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Abstract
STOCHASTIC JOINT REPLENISHMENT PROBLEM A
NEW POLICY AND ANALYSIS FOR SINGLE LOCATION
AND TWO ECHELON INVENTORY SYSTEMS
Banu Yuksel

Ozkaya
PhD in Industrial Engineering
Advisor Prof

Ulku Gurler
December 
In this study we examine replenishment coordination strategies for multiple
item or multiple location inventory systems In particular we propose a new
parsimonious control policy for the stochastic joint replenishment problem We
rst study the single location setting with multiple items under this policy An
extensive numerical study indicates that the proposed policy achieves signicant
cost improvements in comparison with the existing policies The single location
model also represents a twoechelon supply chain for a single item with multiple
locations where the upper echelon employs cross docking We then extend our
model to incorporate multilocation settings where the upper echelon also holds
inventory Our modeling methodology based on the development of the ordering
process by the lower echelon provides an analytical tool to investigate various joint
replenishment policies An extensive numerical study is conducted to determine
the performance of the system and identify regions of dominance across policies
Keywords Stochastic joint replenishment problem multiitem inventory
system twoechelon inventory system
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Bu calsmada cok urunlu ve cok yerlesimli envanter sistemleri icin koordineli
siparis verme stratejileri incelenmistir Rassal toplu siparis verme problemi icin
kolay uygulanabilen yeni bir kontrol politikas onerilmistir

Ilk olarak bu politika
altnda tek yerlesimli ve cok urunlu bir envanter sistemi incelenmistir Kapsaml
olarak yaplan saysal bir calsma ile onerilen politikann mevcut politikalara gore
onemli maliyet azalmalar sagladg saptanmstr

Incelenen tek yerlesimli model
ayn zamanda tek urunlu ve ust duzeyin gecis noktas olarak kullanldg iki
duzeyli bir tedarik zincirini de temsil etmektedir Bu model ust duzeyin envanter
tuttugu iki duzeyli envanter sistemlerini de incelemek uzere genisletilmistir Alt
duzeyin siparis verme surecinin gelistirilmesine dayal olan metodoloji farkl toplu
siparis verme politikalarn analitik olarak incelememizi saglamstr

Incelenen
sistemde farkl toplu siparis verme politikalarn ustunluk sagladg bolgeleri
tanmlamak icin kapsaml bir saysal calsma gerceklestirilmistir
Anahtar sozcukler Rassal toplu siparis problemi cok urunlu envanter
sistemleri iki duzeyli envanter sistemleri
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Chapter 
Introduction
The management of multiechelon or multiitem inventory systems has been one
of the most challenging issues both in practice and theory for years This has
become even more critical in the recent years with the concept of supply chain
management The coordination and integration are the key terms to reduce
costs and increase the eciency in an inventory system which has become
possible with the recent advances in information technology Therefore eective
utilization of available information about the inventory status among the dierent
locationsitems in the inventory system is crucial In this study we study
coordinated replenishment policies in both singlelocationmultiitem and single
itemmultilocation inventory settings Specically we study the stochastic joint
replenishment problem SJRP in dierent settings
SJRP was originally described in a singlelocation and multiitem inventory
system It is the determination of replenishment and stocking decisions for N
dierent items to minimize the expected total ordering holding and shortage costs
per unit time in the presence of random demands and ordering cost structures
with rstorderinteraction The rstorderinteraction structure for ordering
costs is dened as the setting where see Balintfy  and eg Federgruen and
Zheng  there are i a common xed cost associated with a replenishment
order regardless of its composition and ii an itemspecic xed cost for each
item that is included in the replenishment order

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The ordering cost structure presents an opportunity to exploit the economies
of scale in replenishment by ordering items jointly Such joint replenishment
opportunities occur when it is possible to include several dierent items in the
same delivery order or when the items are purchased from the same supplier or
they share the same transportation vehicle Hence eective joint replenishment
policies are needed
Under a stochastic joint replenishment policy when an item is taken in
isolation it experiences exogenously generated opportunities of replenishment
with reduced xed costs ie it can order with itemspecic cost rather than
common xed cost When a reordering decision for an item is triggered by
its own inventory position this may generate opportunities of replenishment at
reduced cost for the other items Clearly these aspects are interrelated and
may inuence the performances of the policies However we believe that the
generation of the replenishment opportunity arrivals is crucial in understanding
the SJRP In a multiitem setting the employed policy is the generator of the
opportunity arrival process Hence by choosing a particular policy to employ we
also choose a particular mechanism to generate the replenishment opportunities
to the system In the presence of such replenishment opportunities with reduced
costs it is intuitive that it may be benecial to reorder an item at some or all of
these opportunity arrivals which are no longer the demand instances for the items
Obviously the overall costs incurred by the inventory system depends greatly
on how these opportunities arrive at the system which to our understanding
also dierentiates the performances of the policies It is also important to have
parsimonious joint replenishment policies operating with fewer control policy
parameters and easier to model and optimize
The determination of these opportunity generation mechanisms and hence
joint replenishment policies in multiitem inventory systems is a real problem
faced by retailers and is an integral part of supply chain management in
general Moreover it is becoming an increasingly important problem due to the
recent trend among manufacturers and retailers to reduce their supplier bases
Harland  It is estimated that major Original Equipment Manufacturers
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OEMs have reduced the number of their suppliers by  since the mid
s A best practice study reports that worldclass companies operate with
 fewer suppliers for Acategory items when compared with the average The
Hackett Group wwwthehackettgroupcom Another survey reveals that  
of the rms directly considered the potential cost savings due to the reduction
of transaction costs among multiple suppliers Cousin  In their recent
works Erhun and Tayur  and Cachon  also report particular instances
of considerable cost savings achieved by exploiting the economies of scale due to
joint replenishment opportunities
As will be explained in the next Chapter the SJRP has been usually
addressed in singlelocation and multiitem inventory systems Despite the
successful implementation of ecient coordinated replenishment policies in many
retail companies wwwsmartopscom and considerable cost savings achieved as
reported in Erhun and Tayur  and Cachon  little theoretical work has
been done to evaluate the benets of these coordinated policies in multiechelon
inventory theory
In this study we consider the stochastic joint replenishment problem both in
singlelocationmultiitem and singleitemtwoechelon inventory settings
We begin with a review on the relevant literature of this study in Chapter 
In Chapter  we propose a new class of control policy for the stochastic joint
replenishment problem in a singlelocationmultiitem inventory system The
proposed QS T  policy makes use of the advantages of both continuous and
periodic review policies in a parsimonious manner We derive the expressions
for the key operating characteristics of the inventory system for both unit and
compound Poisson demands
Chapter  presents the results of an extensive numerical study which has been
conducted to study the sensitivity of the policy to various system parameters
and to assess the performance of the proposed policy over the existing policies
in the literature We have found that the proposed policy provides signicant
savings over the existing policies for items similar in their cost structures
and individual demand rates The proposed policy achieves its performance
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levels with parsimony which reduces the computational requirements for the
optimization and provides an easy implementation in practice
The single location model provided also represents a twoechelon supply chain
for a single item where the upper echelon employs cross docking In Chapter 
we extend our model to incorporate a singleitemmultilocation setting where the
upper echelon also holds inventory We study a policy class under the stochastic
joint replenishment problem in a twoechelon divergent inventory system We
propose a general methodology to analyze the considered policy class The
framework we provide is only based on the development of the ordering process
by the lower echelon
Our modeling methodology provides us an analytical tool to investigate
various joint replenishment policies under the considered policy class Chapter 
presents the detailed analysis for four dierent joint replenishment policies within
the considered policy class and present expressions and approximations for the
key operating characteristics of the model under each policy We also give insights
on the behaviour of the operating characteristics of these policies
Chapter  we present the results of the detailed numerical study which
assesses the performance of the policies within the considered policy class in a
twoechelon divergent inventory system We provide discussions on the allocation
of the costs within the echelons and the comparison of echelon costs across the
policies We also present the advantage of allowing the warehouse to hold stock
instead of employing crossdock at the warehouse
In the last chapter some concluding remarks about the study and future
research directions are provided We also provide a table for the notation we use
throughout the study in Appendix
Chapter 
Literature Review
In this chapter we provide a review on the relevant literature about this study In
Section  the literature on the stochastic joint replenishment problem will be
provided Section  discusses the analytical models on common policies studied
in twoechelon divergent inventory systems
 Literature on SJRP
Although the stochastic joint replenishment problem is practically important
the solution for this problem is notoriously dicult To our knowledge Ignall
 is the only study that attempts to nd the structure of the optimal joint
replenishment policy with stochastic demand It has been shown that the optimal
policy may have a very complex structure even for two items with zero lead
time due to the dependence between the order quantity of an item and the
inventory level of the other at an ordering instance Based on this nding one
may conjecture that the optimal policy for N items would involve control surfaces
dened by the inventory levels of other items considered in the replenishment
Even if the exact structure is found it would be too complex to compute and
implement it in practice Hence most of the existing approaches to the problem
have been conned to the evaluation of some intuitive policy classes that are
relatively easy to compute and implement

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The stochastic joint replenishment problem diers from its deterministic
counterpart JRP greatly in terms of modeling methodologies and the employed
policy structures arising from the deterministic nature of demand Therefore
the vast body of research on JRP falls outside the scope of this study We
refer the reader to Aksoy and Erenguc  and Goyal and Satir  for extensive
reviews of the works in deterministic demand environments The literature on the
stochastic joint replenishment problem can be classied into two major streams
based on the type of policy class under consideration In our review we follow
this classication
 Canorder Policies
This stream of research has begun with the earliest work on joint replenishment
with stochastic demand by Balintfy  who introduced the continuous review
s cS joint ordering policy  also called the canorder policy The policy
operates as follows When the inventory position of an item i crosses s
i
 a
replenishment order is triggered to raise its inventory position to S
i
 At the
same time any other item j with an inventory position at or below its can
order point c
j
s
j
	 c
j
	 S
j
 is also included in the replenishment raising its
inventory position to S
j
 Despite its benign structure the analytical treatment
of the system under this policy is extremely dicult even in the presence of unit
Poisson demands Balintfy  only provides an initial insight into the problem
with a queuingbased approach A special case with c  S   and s   in
a item inventory system facing identical unit Poisson demands with zero lead
time has been analyzed by Silver  Under the assumption that shortages
are not allowed and with the objective of minimizing ordering and holding costs
per unit time Silver  proves that the canorder policy is always better than
independent control if the cost of placing an order for two items is equal to
that for a single item! and otherwise there exists a critical value of the joint
ordering cost only below which it is preferable to use joint replenishment An
exact analysis has been possible for this special case because the inventory levels
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of both items provide regeneration points at the order instances and hence the
renewal reward theorem is applicable However the same approach cannot be
used for the general case Therefore dierent approximate models and solution
methods have been proposed in the literature
A common approximation technique proposed by Silver  is to decompose
the N item problem with unit Poisson demands into N singleitem problems
facing unit Poisson demands and Poisson special replenishment opportunities
The resulting singleitem problem has been analyzed by Silver  and solved
optimally by Zheng  The same decomposition technique has later been
extended to compound Poisson demand by Thompson and Silver  and
Silver  Using a similar decomposition approach Federgruen et al 
propose a semiMarkov decision model and use a policyiteration algorithm
to solve for the optimal values of the control policy parameters We denote
this policy by s cS
F
 Van Eijs  and Schultz and Johansen  have
illustrated that the decomposition method assuming a Poisson arrival process
for the special replenishment opportunities can lead to poor performance of
the canorder policies Instead they propose using Erlang distributions in the
decomposition The optimal values of the policy parameters are obtained through
policy iteration and simulationbased updating of the stochastic process governing
the opportunities Melchiors  has proposed to use a new compensation
approach and been able to improve the previous approximations of the continuous
canorder policies for unit Poisson demands We denote this policy by s cS
M

However the approach and the approximations used require extensive iterative
computations and may result in signicant deviations from simulated costs in
some cases Recently Johansen and Melchiors  proposed a periodic review
version of the canorder policy which performs well when there is high demand
variation across the items
As the above summary indicates almost all of the works on the canorder
policy have focused on alleviating the inherent modeling complexities arising from
the nature of the policy class Another major diculty with the canorder policy
is the size of the optimization problem For an N item setting the continuous
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review s cS policy employs N control policy parameters whereas the periodic
review counterpart has N "  policy parameters
For completeness we also cite Liu and Yuan  who study the canorder
policy in a twoitem inventory system with correlated demand processes and Van
der Duyn Schouten  who considers quantity discounts within the framework
of canorder policies
For realistic operating environments this implies extensive numerical
optimization eort Coupled with the iterative nature of the decomposition
techniques developed in the literature the canorder policy appears to be a
prohibitively tedious control policy class Therefore a number of researchers
have proposed control policies that are more parsimonious ie with fewer control
policy parameters andor easier to model and optimize We discuss such policies
next
 Other Policies
The continuous review QS policy was rst proposed by Renberg and Planche
 and subsequently studied by Pantumsinchai  with Poisson demand
Under the QS policy when the aggregate consumption since the previous
order reaches Q all items are raised up to the vector of orderupto levels S
The policy employs N "  policy parameters in an N item setting This policy
has been motivated by and is suitable for environments where the items have
to be procured at a predetermined quantity such as a truckload size due to
transportation limitations An exact analysis is presented in Pantumsinchai 
and the numerical ndings indicate that the performance of QS policy vis a
vis the canorder policy is remarkable for high ordering cost small number of
items and low shortage costs whereas the latter performs better only with small
ordering costs
Cheung and Leung  study the QS policy for a twoitem inventory system
in a replenishmentquality control context and illustrated that the sampling
plan in coordinated replenishments is more complex than that of independent
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replenishments and therefore decreases the cost savings owing due to joint
replenishment
Atkins and Iyogun  propose two basestock periodic review policies for
unit Poisson demands developed on the basis of a lower bound on the cost rate
established previously by the authors Atkins and Iyogun  The rst policy P 
imposes the same review period length T for all items and the inventory levels of
all items are raised to their orderupto levels dened by S The policy employs
N "  policy parameters The second policy MP is a modied periodic policy
that utilizes itemspecic review period lengths based on the aforementioned
lower bound! it uses N policy parameters Their numerical study indicates that
the proposed policies dominate the s cS policy except when the xed ordering
costs are small
As reported in Pantumsinchai  the performance of the MP policy is
comparable to that of the QS policy An extension of the P policy of Atkins
and Iyogun  to compound Poisson demand is provided by Fung et al  under
a service level constraint They observe that this extension results in signicant
cost reductions over canorder policy especially when the leadtime is large
Viswanathan  recommends a new policy class Under the proposed policy
P sS one uses an independent periodic review s S policy for each item with
a common review interval T  This policy employs N "  policy parameters for
an N item setting An approximate solution is provided under the assumption
that an order is placed at each review epoch An extensive comparison of the
P sS policy is made with the MP  QS s cS policies It is found that
P sS dominates the other policies especially when the holding costs are high
compared to the backorder costs
Cachon  proposes another periodic review policy  called the QSjT  or
minimum quantity periodic review policy Under QSjT  policy the system is
reviewed every T time units and any item j is ordered up to its maximum level
S
j
if a total of at least Q demands have accumulated for the items In an N item
inventory setting the QSjT  policy employs N "  parameters Cachon 
also considered shelfspace and truck capacities for the SJRP
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In a very recent study Nielsen and Larsen  proposed the QsS policy in
which inventories are reviewed only when Q total demands accumulate since the
last review instance At the review instance any item j the inventory position
of which is less than or equal to its reorder level s
j
 is ordered up to S
j
 This
policy employs N "  policy parameters for an N item setting In operating
environments with identical demand and cost structures for the items the policy
reduces to the QS policy Over a small test bed the policy was found to be
superior to the previously proposed policies
As the above discussion of the existing policies illustrates the stochastic joint
replenishment problem is an open research area for the development of more
ecient computational methods and control policies
 Literature on TwoEchelon Divergent
Inventory Systems
The theory of stochastic multiechelon inventory models has been essentially
developed during the last two decades For a general overview of this
development we refer to Axsater  and Federgruen  Since there are a vast
number of studies in this area we will restrict ourselves only to the literature
on twoechelon divergent inventory systems Note that in twoechelon divergent
systems each retailer at the lower echelon is supplied from only one stocking
point at the upper echelon
Most of the ordering policies studied in the literature are built around two
major policy classes In our review we will follow these classes and also mention
a few studies that utilize the centralized information in a twoechelon inventory
system
 Installation Stock Policies
One of the most common policies used in multiechelon inventory systems is the
installation stock policy Here the inventory control is completely decentralized
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in the sense that the ordering decisions at a certain installation are solely based
on installation stock ie the inventory position at this installation and do not
require any information about the inventory situation at the other installations
There are three main approaches for the evaluation of these policies in
divergent systems

 The rst approach is to approximate the eective leadtime time of a retailer
order which consists of a deterministic leadtime and a random waiting
time resulting from stockouts at the warehouse This approximation is the
basis of the approach of Sherbrooke  for the METRIC model where each
facility employs a oneforone ordering policy
 The second approach is to aggregate all retailers as a single retailer and
determine the outstanding orders of this retailer The outstanding order
at this retailer is disaggregated among the retailers which provides the
computation of the inventory and backorder levels of the retailers Using
this approach Simon  provided the exact expressions for the METRIC
model Graves  used this exact approach to optimize the inventory levels
in the system Graves  also provides a twomoment t for the number
of outstanding orders at a retailer
Moinzadeh and Lee  and Lee and Moinzadeh   presented
several approximations for the number of outstanding orders and provided
optimization procedures for both oneforone and batch ordering policies
 The last approach matches every supply unit with a demand unit By
keeping track of an arbitrary supply unit from the moment it enters the
system until it exits by fullling a demand it is possible to calculate the
holding and backorder costs associated with this unit
This idea rst appeared in Svoronos and Zipkin  to calculate the average
backorders at the retailers and the average inventory level at the retailers
and the warehouse under QR policy at each installation
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Later Axsater  calculated the holding and backorder cost of an arbitrary
unit for the case where oneforone replenishment policy is employed at
each installation Axsater  also derives lower and upper bounds on the
optimal base stock levels The cost function derived in Axsater  was
later used by Axsater  to calculate the cost function of QR policy
with unit Poisson demand and identical retailers Forsberg  extended
the analysis to nonidentical retailers Forsberg  presented an exact
model based on the model developed in Forsberg  to analyze the case
of Erlang interdemand times In Forsberg  approximations based on
the analysis of Erlang interdemand times were also presented to analyze
the case of more general interdemand time distributions This approach
was also used by Axsater  to calculate the exact probability distribution
of the inventory level of the retailers under QR policy with compound
Poisson demand and identical retailers With nonidentical retailers and
compound Poisson demand Forsberg  and Axsater  have used the cost
function of Axsater  to provide an exact cost rate function of orderupto
policy and an approximate solution for QR policy respectively More
recently Cachon  used this approach to calculate the average inventory
backorders and ll rates for periodic review RnQ policies with discrete
batch demand
 Echelon Stock Policies
The cost eectiveness of an installation stock policy is obviously limited due to
the lack of information about the entire system A simple way to eliminate this
disadvantage is to incorporate the information about the inventory levels at the
lower echelons The echelon inventory position at an installation is obtained
by adding the inventory positions at the installation and all of its downstream
installations
The echelon stock concept was rst introduced by Clark and Scarf  They
proved that orderupto policies based on echelon stock are optimal for serial
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inventory systems under periodic review and ordering costs incurred only at the
highest echelon Rosling  proved that the assembly systems can be interpreted
as serial systems and hence echelon stock orderupto policies are also optimal
for assembly systems when the ordering costs are zero Similarly Axsater and
Rosling  have shown that echelon stock QR policies dominate installation
stock QR policies
Axsater and Junnti  compared the installation and echelon stock policies
through simulation for random demands in a twoechelon divergent inventory
system and illustrated that neither policies dominate the other in all settings
On the other hand Axsater and Junnti  calculated the worst case
performance of the installation stock policy compared with echelon stock policy
for constant demand case
Chen and Zheng  considered a twoechelon inventory system where each
facility operates under an echelon stock RnQ policy For unit Poisson demand
at the retailers they provide an exact method to compute the average holding
and backorder costs in the system The exact method is based on disaggregating
the backorders at the warehouse among the retailers For compound Poisson
demand they also provide an approximate solution
 Joint Replenishment Policies
To the best of our knowledge there are a few studies that consider joint ordering
decisions in a twoechelon divergent inventory system
Axsater and Zhang  have proposed a model where the warehouse uses a
regular installation stock policy but the retailers employ a new type of policy
Q
r
 R
r
 Under the proposed policy when the sum of the inventory positions
decline to a joint reorder point R
r
the number of demands accumulated in the
system reaches Q
r
units the retailer with the lowest inventory position orders
a batch quantity Q
r
 The proposed policy in comparison with installation and
echelon stock policies gives slightly higher costs
In a more recent study Cheung and Lee  have studied the QS policy
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for the retailers Similar to multiitem setting the policy operates as follows

When the cumulative demands over all the retailers reach Q units an order is
placed at the supplier to replenish the retailer to their maximum levels S
i
 Under
a continuous review QR policy employed at the warehouse they present an
exact analysis of the model and give lower and upper bounds for the case where
the stock rebalancing is carried out at the retailers
Observe that under both of these policies although the warehouse employs
a QR policy the material ow in the inventory system is identical to a system
where the warehouse operates under an echelon stock policy The mentioned
two policies only dier in the way the ordered units are distributed among the
retailers
Recently Gurbuz et al  proposed a hybrid policy for a twoechelon
inventory system with the upper echelon employing crossdock The proposed
policy is a hybrid combination of the special canorder policy with c  s 
and QS policy ie the inventory position of all retailers are raised up to
S whenever any retailers inventory position drops to s or the number of total
demands accumulated at the retailers reaches Q units The proposed policy is
compared with QS the special canorder policy and a periodic review order
upto policy
Lastly we also cite recent studies by Cetinkaya and Lee  Axsater 
Cetinkaya and Bookbinder  Kiesmuller and de Kok  Cetinkaya et al 
 which study dierent aspects of consolidation policies under VMI programs
These consolidation studies dier from the joint replenishment studies because
the consolidation policies let the replenishment orders coming from the retailers
wait for a certain time or until a certain quantity is consolidated at the warehouse
The mentioned studies except Kiesmuller and de Kok  usually consider the
problem from the perspective of the vendor ie the warehouse and the eect of
the consolidation policies on the performance of retailer is ignored
The above review on the existing policies in divergent inventory system
illustrates that the stochastic joint replenishment problem in multiechelon
inventory theory is also an open research area for the development and
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implementation of new models and policies and analysis of them
Chapter 
A New Policy for the SJRP
As explained in the literature review in the previous chapter the solution of
the stochastic joint replenishment problem is extremely dicult Hence most of
the existing approaches to the problem have been restricted to the evaluation of
some intuitive policy classes that are relatively easy to compute and implement
In this chapter we propose a new class of control policy for the stochastic joint
replenishment problem The QS T  policy proposed herein makes use of the
advantages of both continuous and periodic review policies in a parsimonious
manner
The main assumptions of the model and the proposed policy will be explained
in Section  Section  presents a preliminary analysis which will be followed
by the development of the expressions for the key operating characteristics in
Section  In Section  we will generalize the proposed policy to the case
with compound Poisson demand
 The Proposed Policy
We consider a continuous review multiitem inventory system with N  
items facing unit external demands generated by independent and stationary
unit Poisson processes with rate 
i
i        N All unmet demands are
assumed to be backordered Items are supplied from an ample supplier and

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delivery lead times are constants given by L
i
for item i Although we consider
a singlelocation model we assume that the lead times may dier across the
items since as indicated in Tersine  and Ouyang et al  lead time usually
consists of the transportation time which is common for the items and setup and
loadunload times which may be dierent
The system is continuously reviewed! and hence the records for the last
replenishment epoch as well as the time elapsed since then and the total demand
arrived to the system after the last order are all available in the system
The xed ordering costs in the system have two components
 a common
ordering cost K which is charged every time a replenishment order is placed
and a xed item specic ordering cost k
i
 for item i that is added if item i is
included in the order The common ordering cost K is associated with the xed
transportationordering cost and is independent of the number of items involved
in the order The item specic ordering cost is the cost of adding one more item in
the replenishment order and possibly results from reviewing the individual items
as well as loadunload processes This ordering cost structure socalled rstorder
interaction was rst introduced by Balintfy  and presents an opportunity to
exploit the economies of scale in replenishment by ordering items jointly and
hence requires an eective coordination mechanism among the items
Holding cost is charged at h
i
per unit of item i held in stock per unit time
Two types of shortage costs are incurred
 a time weighted shortage cost at 
i
per unit backordered of item i per unit time and a xed penalty cost of 
i
for
every unit of item i that is not immediately satised We assume that the cost of
monitoring the inventory system is negligible and we ignore the unit purchasing
costs since all demand is eventually satised
Under the assumed cost structure the objective is to minimize the expected
total cost per unit time We propose below a joint replenishment policy that
unies the time and the inventory position considerations for the placement of
orders Note that the inventory position at any point in time is dened as the on
hand inventory plus on order minus backorders The proposed policy is formally
stated as below
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Policy Monitor all inventory positions continuously and raise the inventory
positions of the items up to S  S

 S

     S
N

i whenever a total of Q demands accumulate for the items or
ii at time kT if at least one demand occurs in k  T kT  with no demand
arrivals in  k  T 
whichever occurs rst
We shall refer to this proposed policy as the QS T  policy where S is
the vector denoting the maximum inventory positions of the items and T
and Q correspond respectively to the time and inventory triggers In the
sequel we use the term decision epoch to refer to an instance at which either
a replenishment order is placed or merely an inventory review is made without
any order placement To clarify the distinction consider the following cases
Suppose that a total of Q demands have arrived before T time units have elapsed
since the last decision epoch! then an order is placed at the instance of the Qth
demand arrival which constitutes a decision epoch Alternatively suppose that
T time units have elapsed before a total of Q demands have arrived At this
instance the inventory review may or may not result in an order placement If
at least one demand has arrived in T units of time reordering will occur and the
placement of an order constitutes the decision epoch However if no demand has
arrived within the T units of time then the decision is not to order anything and
the decision epoch coincides with an inventory position review instance Thus
we use a decision epoch to refer to an instance at which either a replenishment
order is placed or only an inventory review action is taken Due to the Poisson
demand process we immediately see that decision epochs constitute regenerative
instances for the system We will also elaborate on the implementation of the
policy in Section 
The QS T  policy is a hybrid of the continuous review QS policy rst
proposed by Renberg and Planche  and the periodic review S T  or P policy
of Atkins and Iyogun  Thus it attempts to exploit the benets of two separate
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policies As expected it reduces to these two policies in the limit
 as T  
we obtain the QS policy! and as Q we obtain the S T  policy
The replenishment quantity under the QS T  policy is a random variable! it
may be as small as one unit and cannot exceed Q units This is in contrast with
the QS policy which imposes a constant reorder size Hence the QS T 
policy may not fully exploit the economies of scale in joint ordering in every
order instance in comparison with the QS policy We have observed this
disadvantage in many cases in our numerical results presented in Chapter 
However the cause of this diseconomy namely the introduction of the time
trigger T  helps in another way and compensates for this ineciency Under
the QS policy the interorder times are random To be specic they have
Erlang

Q distribution which may have quite long tails The introduction of
T cuts such long tails as it imposes an upper bound on the time between two
consecutive decision epochs and thereby reorder times Therefore QS T 
policy also aims to decrease the variance of the interorder time The QS T 
policy also makes use of the advantages of continuous and periodic review policies
by providing opportunities either at demand arrivals or review instances
Previously we have indicated that the generation of replenishment opportu
nity arrivals is crucial in understanding the idea behind SJRP Under QS
policy the internally generated joint replenishment opportunities arrive in a
nonMarkovian fashion eg time between two consecutive opportunities is
Erlang
Q
distributed The presence of a timebased reorder trigger provides
the opportunity of proactive reordering in the presence of nonMarkovian total
demand processreplenishment opportunity arrivals We know from Katircioglu
 that a timebased reorder trigger is optimal for singlelocation models with
nonMarkovian demands see also Moinzadeh  and Tekin et al 
Time trigger also provides a check against the excessive imbalances of demands
across the items To see this consider a hypothetical case when we have say
Q total demand arrivals since the last decision epoch It may be the case that
all of those demands have come for only one item say j The inventory level of
item j may then be dangerously low  we may even be experiencing shortages
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If we were using the QS policy item j would have to wait for three more
demands to arrive to the system to give its order However if we are using the
QS T  policy there is the possibility that T time units since the last decision
epoch will have elapsed much before the arrival of those next three demands to
the system and item j will give its order at the time trigger This will protect
item j against shortages better than the QS policy If after T time units
since the last review instance or the replenishment order an order has not been
placed yet ie Q demands have not accumulated the policy places an order for
the items in anticipation of the placement of a possible near future order By
doing so the items can be replenished in a more reliable way to handle for the
leadtime uncertainty and to protect against shortages Hence we would expect
the introduction of T to improve the QS policy
Next we present some preliminary results needed to derive the operating
characteristics of the system
 Preliminary Analysis
In this section we obtain two entities
 the joint distribution of the order size and
the interorder time! and the steadystate distribution of the individual inventory
positions of the items
First we introduce some notation Let r
i
be the probability that the demand
is for item i given that a demand arrival has occurred Since the demand process
is Poisson r
i
 
i



 where 


P
N
j

j
is the system demand rate Let
X
n
 n       denote the random variable representing the arrival time of
the nth system demand after the last decision epoch which could be either a
demand instance or a time trigger Since interarrival times of the demands are
exponential the time until next demand forward recurrence time for the demand
process since the last decision epoch is also exponential and therefore X
n
has
an Erlang

n distribution with scale parameter 

 Let fx k  and F x k 
be the probability density and the cumulative distribution functions of an Erlang
random variable with shape and scale parameters k and  respectively For any
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cumulative distribution function F  we use F   F 
Under the QS T  policy we dene a cycle as the time between two
consecutive order placement decisions A cycle starts every time a positive
replenishment order is given raising the inventory positions to S Under the
proposed policy there may be multiple decision epochs separated by intervals
of length T within a cycle We denote the total number of such decision epochs
by M  which is a geometric random variable We present two realizations of the
evolution of a cycle in Figure 
                   T                 2T               3T                   (M-1)T          MT                    T                 2T               3T                   (M-1)T          MT
t t
IP(t) IP(t)
(a) (b)
S
S -Q
S
S -Q
T
T
T
T
Decision epochs Decision epochs
Cycle Cycle
Figure 
 Realizations for a cycle
Figure a refers to a realization where in the rst M     intervals
of length T since the last order placement decision no demand has arrived and
in the next interval of length T  less than Q but more than one demands have
arrived to the system triggering a reorder decision based on the time threshold
Hence the length of the cycle is MT  Figure b refers to a realization where
in the rst M   intervals of length T since the last order placement decision
no demand has arrived as in Figure a but before T more time units elapse
Q demands arrive triggering a replenishment Hence the length of the cycle
is random with a value between M  T and MT  As mentioned above M
is a random variable which is geometrically distributed with parameter 


p

 

T  where p

x  denotes the probability mass function of a Poisson
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random variable at x with rate 
For clarity and later use we make the following denitions Let IP
i
t denote
the inventory position of item i and IP t denote the total inventory position
of the system at time t Then IP t 
P
N
i
IP
i
t 
P
N
i
S
i
 S
T
 Also let
NI
i
t denote the net inventory level of item i at time t In order to illustrate the
behavior of the inventory system under the proposed policy we depict a particular
realization in Figure  Figures a and b show the inventory positions
and net inventory of item  and item  respectively Figure c displays the
corresponding total inventory position In the following we briey narrate the
time sequence of the events and the decisions taken In this illustration we have
S

  S

  Q   and some T   as the policy parameters! initially both
items are at their maximum stocking levels For generality we assume that lead
times for individual items are dierent That is an order consisting of units
for both items will be received at dierent times by the two items We assume
L

 L

  At time t  t

 a demand arrives for item  at t  t

 a demand
arrives for item  and at time t  t

	 T  another demand arrives for item
 At this instance the number of demands accumulated in the system reaches
Q   This triggers an order placement at t  t

which brings the inventory
position of item  to S

and of item  to S

 This order consists of three units
two of which are for item  and the remaining one unit is for item  At this
point there is one outstanding order in the system and both items are awaiting
some delivery At time t

 t

" L

 the unit for item  in the order placed at t

arrives raising the net inventory of item  to three At time t
	
 a demand arrives
for item  and drops its inventory position to four and its net inventory to two
since item  is still awaiting its delivery At time t


 t

" T  a total of T time
units have elapsed since the last order was placed! therefore an order is placed
as triggered by the policy The order size is one and only item  is included in
this order since no demand has arrived for item  between t  t

and t  t


 At
time t

 another demand arrives for item  decreasing its inventory position to
four and its net inventory to one Note that between t


and t

 t

" L

 there
are two outstanding orders for item  whereas there is no outstanding order for
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item  At time t  t

 the units in the order given at time t

are received by
item  and its net inventory is raised to three A demand for item  arrives at
time t  t

dropping both the inventory position and net inventory to two At
time t

 t


" T  another order is placed! its order size is two one unit for each
item At t

 there are two outstanding orders for item  and one outstanding
order for item  The process goes on further
Let Y and Q

denote random variables corresponding to the cycle length ie
the interorder time and the order size respectively For convenience we shall
use the term joint density for joint densityprobability mass function of random
vectors when some components are discrete and others are continuous random
variables Let f
YQ

y q denote the joint probability density function of Y and
Q

 We have the following result as proved in the Appendix
Lemma 
f
YQ

y q 








m

p

q 

T  if y  mTm    	 q 	 Q

m

fy  m TQ 

 if m T 	 y 	 mTm   q  Q
Proof See Appendix
Using the above lemma we can nd the marginals which will be of use in
the sequel
Corollary 
a The probability mass function P
Q

q  P Q

 q of Q

is given by
P
Q

q 







p

q 

T 
 

 if  	 q 	 Q
P

Q  

T 
 

 if q  Q
b The pdf f
Y
y of Y is given by
f
Y
y 








m

P

Q  

T  

 if m   y  mT

m

fy  m TQ 

 if m   m T 	 y 	 mT
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where P

x  denotes the Poisson cumulative distribution function with rate 
Proof See Appendix
The next step is to obtain the steadystate distribution of inventory positions
of the items
As already mentioned in Section  each decision epoch is a regeneration
point for the system since the inventory positions of all the items are at their base
stock levels at these instances under the QS T  policy Referring to Stidham
 we know that the steadystate distributions of the inventory positions of
items exist
For t   and   i  N  dene the threedimensional stochastic process

i
t  fN
i
t N

t Ztg where Zt denotes the time elapsed at time t since
the last decision epoch and N
i
t and N

t denote respectively the number of
demands for item i and for all other items that have arrived over Zt time units
A particular state that 
i
t visits at time t will be denoted by fn
i
 n

 zg Then
g
i
t n
i
 n

 z denotes the probability density function of 
i
t Assuming that a
steady state density exists we have the following result

Proposition  The steady state pdf denoted by g
i
n
i
 n

 z is given by
the following expression
g
i
n
i
 n

 z  C

p

n
i
 
i
zp

n

 

 
i
z 
for  	 z  T and   n

" n
i
 Q   n

  n
i
  where C

is the
normalizing constant given by
C



Z
T
t
P

Q  

tdt


Proof See Appendix
Due to the nature of the control policy which ensures constant inventory
positions at decision epochs there is a onetoone correspondence between the
observed demands and the inventory positions of items If n
i
demands have
arrived for item i after the last decision epoch the inventory position of item i
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is S
i
n
i
 Hence from Proposition  we can immediately obtain the steady
state distribution of the inventory position of item i
Proposition  Let 
i
x denote the steadystate probability that the inven
tory position of item i is x Then

i
S
i
 n
i
 
C



Qn
i
X
k


k " n
i
n
i
	
A
r
n
i
i
 r
i

k
F T k " n
i
"  


for   n
i
 Q 
Proof Using Proposition 	
 we have

i
S
i
 n
i
 
Qn
i
X
k
Z
T
z
g
i
n
i
 k zdz
 C

Qn
i
X
k
Z
T
z
p

n
i
 
i
zp

k 

 
i
zdz
 C

Qn
i
X
n


Z
T
z
e

i
z

i
z
n
i
n
i
#
e



i
z


 
i
z
k
k#
dz
 C

Qn
i
X
k

n
i
i


 
i

k

n
i
k

k " n
i
#
k#n
i
#
Z
T
z


e


z


z
kn
i
k " n
i
#
dz

C



Qn
i
X
k


k " n
i
n
i
	
A
r
n
i
i
 r
i

k
F T k" n
i
"  


Now we are ready to formulate the operating characteristics of the inventory
system
 Operating Characteristics
In this section we derive the expressions for the expected cycle length the
order placement rate the probability that a particular item is included in
a replenishment order and the expected values of the steady state onhand
inventory and backorder levels These expressions are then used to construct the
expected cost rate function
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We begin with expected cycle length EY  As detailed in the Appendix we
have

EY  
TP

Q  

T 
 

"
QP

Q

T 


  



In each cycle the common ordering cost is incurred once Hence the common
ordering cost rate is simplyK
EY  In each replenishment item specic ordering
costs are also incurred To obtain the item specic ordering cost rate one needs
to nd the items that are included in any given order The probability that item
i is included in an order of size q  	 q 	 Q  is    r
i

q
 where r
i
 
i



as dened before Letting 
i
denote the probability that item i is included in a
replenishment order we have

i

Q
X
q
P
Q

q   r
i

q
 
where P
Q

q is given in Corollary 
To compute the expected onhand inventory level and the expected number of
backorders at any time we employ the standard argument of Hadley and Whitin
 as follows
 Consider the system at time instances t and t " L
i
 where L
i
is
the constant replenishment leadtime of item i Note that all outstanding orders
at time t will have arrived in the system by time t" L
i
and nothing on order at
time t will have arrived by time t " L
i
 Then the onhand inventory of item i
OH
i
t"L
i
 and the backorder level of item i BO
i
t"L
i
 at time t"L
i
can be
written as

OH
i
t" L
i
  maxIP
i
tD
i
t t" L
i
  
BO
i
t" L
i
  maxD
i
t t" L
i
 IP
i
t  
Here D
i
t t" L
i
 is the number of demands arriving for item i during t t" L
i

and has a Poisson distribution with rate 
i
L
i
 Notice that since the demand is
Poisson D
i
t t" L
i
 is independent of IP
i
t
In view of Equations  we can nd the steady state inventory levels
at time t " L
i
by conditioning on the steady state distribution of the inventory
position at time t
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At steady state we have the probability mass function of onhand inventory
level OH
i
and backorder level BO
i
as follows

P OH
i
 y
i
 
minS
i
y
i

X
n
i
S
i
Q

i
n
i
p

n
i
 y
i
 
i
L
i
   y
i
 S
i

P BO
i
 y
i
 
S
i
X
n
i
S
i
Q

i
n
i
p

n
i
" y
i
 
i
L
i
 y
i
  
Hence at steady state we have EOH
i
 and EBO
i
 as follows

EOH
i
 
S
i
X
y
i

y
i
P OH
i
 y
i
 
EBO
i
 

X
y
i

y
i
P BO
i
 y
i
 
The steady state probability that there is no stock on hand of item i 
i
is given
as follows


i
  
S
i
X
y
i

P OH
i
 y
i
 
We can now construct the expected cost rateACQS T  for the whole system
using Equations   
ACQS T  
K "
P
N
i
k
i

i
EY 
"
N
X
i
h
i
EOH
i
 "
N
X
i

i
EBO
i
 "
N
X
i

i

i

i

Then the optimization problem is dened as follows

min
QST
ACQS T 
st
Q  Z

S  Z
N
 T  

Although an explicit expression is provided in Proposition  for the steady
state distribution of inventory positions the complicated nature of the expressions
for the operating characteristics does not allow for an analytical investigation of
the unimodality or the convexity of the objective function We comment on the
numerical observations about this issue in Chapter 
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 Extension to Compound Poisson Demand
Although unit Poisson demand assumption is commonly made in inventory
models the Poisson distribution may exhibit a poor t to demand data in certain
environments since it may not capture the variability of demands suciently
But the data may have a coecient of variation signicantly greater than that
of a Poisson random variable with the appropriate mean In this section we
therefore extend our results to a more general setting where items face batch
demands that arrive according to a Poisson process but with a random batch size
which is independent of the arrivals Specically we assume that customers who
demand item i arrive according to a Poisson process with rate 
i
and demand
x units of item i with probability v
i
x for i        N and x      
Let v
k
i
x k       denote the probability that x units of item i have
been demanded by k customers who arrived for item i Incidentally v
k
i
x
is the kth convolution of the demand size distribution v
i
x Also let V
i
x
be the distribution function of demand size for item i We retain all of the
other assumptions and the corresponding notation introduced in the previous
sections Additionally we assume that if the onhand inventory is not sucient
to satisfy fully an arriving customers demand the demand is partially lled
with the available stock and the rest is backordered We propose the following
generalized QS T  policy

Policy Monitor all inventory positions continuously and raise the inventory
positions of the items up to S  S

 S

     S
N
 whenever
i the total inventory position of the items crosses
P
N
i
S
i
Q or
ii at time kT if at least one demand occurs in k  T kT  with no demands
in  k  T 
whichever occurs rst
We call this policy as generalized because there are two fundamental
dierences between the unit and compound Poisson demand cases
 i the order
size with compound Poisson demand may now exceed Q units since the total
inventory position is allowed to cross
P
N
i
S
i
Q whereas it is limited by Q for
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unit Poisson demand and ii the number of units demanded in a replenishment
cycle may not be equal to the number of customer arrivals since each customer
may demand more than one unit of an item
The derivation of the expressions for the operating characteristics for the
compound Poisson case is based on the methodology used for the unit Poisson
demands but is modied slightly to account for the mentioned dierences as
explained below
Let N denote the set of all the items comprising the inventory system and
$ denote a subset of N  Also let w

q k be the probability that k customers
demand a total of q units for the items in the set $ Then for q  k  
$  fig i        N  w

q k  v
k
i
q For q  k   $  N  we have
w

q k 
X



P
N
i
x
i
 k
P
N
i
q
i
 q




k#
x

#x

#    x
N
#
r
x


r
x


   r
x
N
n
v
x



q

v
x



q

    v
x
N

N
q
N

and for q  k   $  Nnfig i        N  we can write
w

q k 
X



P
j i
x
j
 k
P
j i
q
j
 q




k#
x

#x
i
#x
i
#x
N
#
Y
j i
%r
x
j
j
v
x
j

j
q
j
 
where %r
j
 
j



 
i
 for j  i Observe that for unit Poisson demand we
have w

q k   only for q  k
Now let &p

q 

z$ be the probability that a total of q units are demanded
of items in set $ in z time units by the customers arriving according to a
compound Poisson process with rate 


P
i

i
 and batch size with pmf
given by w

q k Then
&p

q 

z$ 
q
X
k
p

k 

zw

q k
The joint probability density function of Y and Q

for the compound Poisson
demand case can now be expressed as follows
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Lemma 
f
YQ

y q 











m

&p

q 
N
TN  if y  mTm    	 q 	 Q

m

P
Q
k
P
Q
jk
fy  m T k "  

w
N
j k
h
P
N
i
r
i
v
i
q  j
i
if m T 	 y 	 mTm   q  Q
Proof See Appendix
We next present the marginal distributions of Y and Q

 without giving the
proof which are directly obtained from Lemma 
Corollary  Under compound Poisson demand
a The probability mass function P
Q

q  P Q

 q of Q

is given by
P
Q

q 







&p

q 
N
TN 
  

 if  	 q 	 Q
P
Q
k
P
Q
jk
P

k 

T w
N
j k
h
P
N
i
r
i
v
i
q  j
i

  

 if q  Q
b The pdf f
Y
y of Y is given by
f
Y
y 












m

P
Q
q
&p

q 
N
TN  if m   y  mT

m

P
Q
k
P
Q
jk
fy  m T k "  

w
N
j k
h
P
N
i
r
i
V
i
Q  j
i
if m   m T 	 y 	 mT
Using Corollary b EY  can be written as

EY  
Q
X
q
&p

q 
N
TN 
T
 



"
Q
X
k
Q
X
jk


h
k





F T k "  

 "
T





F T k "  


i
w
N
j k
h
P
N
i
r
i
V
i
Q  j
i



We next present the steady state pdf of 
i
t Recall that 
i
t is a three
dimensional stochastic process fN
i
t N

t Ztg where Zt denotes the time
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elapsed at time t since the last decision epoch and N
i
t and N

t denote
respectively the number of demands for item i and for all other items that have
arrived over Zt time units
Analogous to the unit Poisson demand case we have the following result

Proposition  The steady state pdf of the stochastic process 
i
t is given
as follows
g
i
n
i
 n

 z  C

&p

n
i
 
fig
z fig&p

n

 
fNnfigg
z fNnfigg
for  	 z 	 T and   n

" n
i
 Q  n

  n
i
  i        N where C

is the normalizing constant given by
C




Q
X
n


Qn

X
n
i

Z
T
z
&p

n
i
 
fig
z fig&p

n

 
fNnfigg
z fNnfiggdz



Proof See Appendix
Using the fact that the inventory positions of the items are at their orderupto
levels at the ordering instances we obtain as before the steady state distribution
of the inventory position of item i from proposition 

Proposition 

i
S
i
 n
i
  C

Qn
i
X
n


Z
T
z
&p

n
i
 
fig
z fig &p

n

 
fNnfigg
z fNnfiggdz
for   n
i
 Q  i        N 
Finally for i        N  we can write
P OH
i
 y
i
 
minS
i
y
i

X
n
i
S
i
Q

i
n
i
&p

n
i
 y
i
 
fig
L
i
 fig   y
i
 S
i

P BO
i
 y
i
 
S
i
X
n
i
S
i
Q

i
n
i
&p

n
i
" y
i
 
fig
L
i
 fig y
i
  
Note that the results of Lemma  Propositions  and  and the
expressions in Equations  and  for the compound Poisson demand
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case are similar to those given in Lemma  Propositions  and  and
the expressions in Equations  and  for the unit Poisson demand case
except for the modied probabilities We note that the equations provided in
this section reduce to the ones of unit Poisson demand given in Sections  and
 for v
i
  
Since the S T  and QS policies are special cases of the QS T  policy
the above generalization provides the compound Poisson demand counterparts of
these policies as well
Chapter 
Numerical Results for QS T
Policy
In the previous chapter we have proposed a new parsinomious policy for the
stochastic joint replenishment problem in a singlelocation multiitem setting
In this chapter our aim is to discuss the computational results regarding the
proposed QS T  policy We rst present our results for unit Poisson demand
and then provide some results regarding the extension to compound Poisson
In Section  we point out some issues regarding the behaviour of
ACQS T  with respect to decision variables and the search algorithm employed
In Section  we discuss the sensitivity of the optimal policy parameters
with respect to various cost and system parameters Section  presents the
performance of the proposed QS T  policy with unit Poisson demand over a
wide range of experimental setting The experimental test beds used include
the standard one which was previously used in the literature for comparison of
any proposed stochastic joint replenishment policy as well as new test beds to
illustrate the impact of dierent system parameters on the performance of the
proposed policy In Section  we include a discussion on the performance of
the proposed policy under compound Poisson demand

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 Computational Issues
Before we proceed with the results of our numerical study we note that we
use two types of search algorithms in this chapter the details of which will be
explained below In this section we also present some remarks on the behavior
of the ACQS T 
In view of the optimization problem  presented in Section  under
QS T  policy it is easy to observe that for a given QT  pair the optimization
problem to nd S

can be decomposed into N independent subproblems in each
of which we solve for S

i
separately This separability property greatly reduces
the complexity of the optimization problem
In a preliminary study we investigated and observed the unimodality of
ACQS T  through an iterative search algorithm over a broad solution space
with randomized initial points A total of  initial points
'
Q and
'
S were
randomly selected over the following ranges

'
Q  maxQ
m
 
'
S
i
  Q
i
"  d
i
L
i
e where
Q
m

v
u
u
t


K "
N
X
i
k
i


N
X
i
r
i
h
i
Q
i

q

i
Kr
i
" k
i

h
i
for i        N
and dxe denotes the smallest integer larger than or equal to x Q
m
and Q
i
values
correspond to the optimal order quantities of all and the individual items under
EOQ model with corresponding ordering holding costs and demand rates and
provide a basis to determine the search space for the optimal policy parameters
see Pantumsinchai  and Golany and Lever 
One iteration of our iterative search algorithm consisted of three consecutive
optimization problems for one of the policy decision variables while keeping the
other two constant
'
T  argmin
T
AC
'
Q
'
S T 
'
S  argmin
S
AC
'
QS
'
T 
'
Q  argmin
Q
ACQ
'
S
'
T 
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The iterative algorithm starts with a randomly selected
'
Q and
'
S and ends either
when the same policy parameter values are obtained in two consecutive iterations
or the number of iterations reaches  The search space for unimodality
investigation consists of Q  Q
min
 Q
max
 T  T
min
 T
max
 S
i
 S
min
i
 S
max
i

for i        N with increments of (
Q
 (
T
 (
S
i
  and the
boundaries of the search space are given by
Q
min
 max Q
m
 Q
max
 maxQ
m
 
T
min
 Q
min



 T
max
 Q
max



S
min
i
 minQ
i
 d
i
L
i
e S
max
i
 Q
i
"  d
i
L
i
e
These limits for QS T parameters are chosen so that the search space includes
a wide range of parameter sets including extreme values
In Figure  we present dierent realizations of ACQS T  with respect
to each policy parameter while we keep the other two parameters constant The
gures illustrate that ACQS T  is a well behaved function with respect to each
parameter and at each iteration of the iterative algorithm described above the
optimal parameter is obtained having searched over a very wide range of the
parameter
In our test problems we have observed that the solution of the algorithm
converged to the same policy parameter values for all  starting points
Incidentally we have never hit the maximum number of iterations Clearly this
does not guarantee the optimality However given the very broad range of the
starting points the optimization search space and the well behaviour of the cost
function the observed convergence can be taken as an experimental indication
for unimodality
Having observed the unimodal property numerically in the remainder of our
numerical studies we employed an exhaustive search algorithm for nding the
optimal parameter values of the proposed policy as outlined below
For optimization we employ exhaustive search over a large solution space
The search space consists ofQ  Q
min
 Q
max
 T  T
min
 T
max
 S
i
 S
min
i
 S
max
i

for i        N with increments of (
Q
 (
T
 (
S
i
  and the
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Figure 
 Behaviour of ACQS T  with respect to each policy parameter
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boundaries of the space are given by
Q
min
 max Q
m
 Q
max
 maxQ
m
 Q
m
" 
T
min
 Q
min



 T
max
 Q
max




S
min
i
 minQ
i
 d
i
L
i
e S
max
i
 Q
i
"  d
i
L
i
e
The employed search algorithm is provided as below

Search Algorithm
 Set Q
m
 Q
min
 Q
max
 T
min
 T
max
 For each Q  Q
min
 Q
max
 by 
Q
 For each T  T
min
 T
max
 by 
T
 For each item i  f      Ng
 Set Q
i
 S
min
i
 S
max
i
 For each S
i
 S
i
min
 S
i
max
 by 
S
i
 Calculate EOH
i
 EBO
i
 
i
according to Equations
	
		
	 Set S

i
 argmin fh
i
EOH
i
  
i
EBO
i
  
i

i

i
g
 Compute EY  and 
i
for i        N according to Equations
			
	 Compute ACQ S

 T  with Q given in  and T given 
according to Equation 	
	 Set Q

 T

  argminACQ S

 T 
This search algorithm is used to nd the optimal policy parameters and
optimal cost rate which are presented in the following sections
 Sensitivity Analysis
In this section our aim is to illustrate the general behaviour of the optimal
policy parameters and the average cost rate of the QS T  policy with respect
to dierent cost and system parameters For the sensitivity analysis we use an
experimental test bed in which N   and all items are assumed to be identical in
their cost demand and lead time parameters Therefore for the sake of simplicity
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we drop the item index i from cost system and policy parameters We also
consider only unit demands
Table  illustrates the experimental set and the results Notice that the
experimental points represent a wide range of parameters from very high service
levels with low ordering and high backorder costs to lower service levels with high
ordering and low backorder costs We also note that we consider only one type
of backorder costs in our sensitivity analysis
As explained in the previous chapter under the proposed policy there are
two reorder trigger mechanisms as discussed above To better assess the impact
and advantage of the time trigger T  of the proposed policy we also report the
probability H
T
 that a replenishment order is given by the time trigger From
Corollary 	
b H
T
can be calculated as follows

H
T


X
m
f
Y
mT  

X
m

m

P

Q  

T  

 


 

P

Q  

T  


We present the optimal policy parameters Q

S

 T

 the optimal cost rate
function AC

 and H

T
calculated at Q

 T

 in Table  for identical item
specic ordering costs k
i
  i       
We observe that the behavior of the policy parameters with respect to system
parameters is quite intuitive We discuss the general ndings below in some
detail
The eect of increasing the common ordering cost K is to delay the order
placement by increasing Q

andor T

 as expected However the increase in
T

is usually more pronounced than the change in Q

 We also note that T

is in general smaller than Q




 which is the average time for Q

demands to
accumulate at the system level Thus T

acts as a proactive trigger But as K
increases we lose this property and T

becomes very close to or larger than Q





The loss of the proactiveness of the time trigger is also manifest in a decrease in
H

T
with increasing K Therefore the proactive behaviour dominance of placing
the orders at the review intervals reduces as K increases Increasing the common
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Table 
 Sensitivity Results with respect to Kh   L 

 N   and k  
ordering cost also results in larger values of S

so as to avoid stockouts due to
the resulting delay in the reordering decision
As the unit holding cost h increases all optimal policy parameters decrease
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That is reordering decisions are made more frequently The inventory positions
of the items are raised up to lower levels to prevent the increase in the average
inventory level resulting from more frequent orders At the same time we also
observe that H

T
generally decreases with h This implies that the system has
a tendency to give the orders which are triggered by the accumulation of Q
demands rather than being made at the time trigger for higher values of h
This is already expected because the average inventory levels increase with the
introduction of a nite time trigger and hence the system tries to reduce the eect
of increased inventory levels by decreasing T more
The delivery lead time of the items and the system demand rate or
equivalently the individual item demand rates also have a considerable eect
on the optimal policy parameters As the lead time increases Q

and S

both
increase and T

values usually increase due to increasing Q

 However as the
system demand rate 

increases Q

and S

get large but T

gets smaller On the
other hand we observe that H

T
is generally increasing overall in 

and L That
is for higher demand rates andor lead time the reordering decision is given
more frequently by the time trigger This is also to be expected because longer
lead time or larger demand rates increase the risk of stockouts during lead time
so the proactive option of the policy becomes more desirable and is more often
used which explains the higher values of H

T

When higher service levels are desired ie the system works with unit shortage
costs  rather than time weighted backorder costs  orders are given more
frequently and the items are replenished to higher levels ie S

values increase
as expected We also observe that T

and Q

both decrease considerably as
the inventory system starts working with unit backorder costs instead of time
weighted backorder costs However the decrease in T

is more signicant than
that of Q

 so that H

T
increases with higher values of service levels We also
observe that with lower service levels the decrease in H

T
values with increasing
K is usually more noticeable Therefore it comes out that for the systems working
with higher service levels the proactive behaviour of the proposed policy keeps
its importance even with high values of K
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Finally the optimal cost rate AC

is increasing in Kh  L and 

across
the entire test bed as expected
We will next present the performance of the QS T  in the following section
 Comparison with Existing Policies
In this section we examine the ecacy of the proposed control policy In
particular we examine the cost improvements achieved by the proposed policy
and attempt to identify the operational environments in which it is benecial
to implement the proposed policy in lieu of the existing ones in the literature
Note that all of the available models have been developed only for unit demands
and hence this section is also devoted to the comparison of the policies with unit
Poisson demands similar to Section 
For policy comparisons we introduce the notation below We let AC

P
denote the optimal cost rate of a given policy P where P can be one of the
following
 Our proposed QS T  policy! P sS in Viswanathan ! QS
in Pantumsinchai  and Ranberg and Planche ! the canorder policies
s cS
F
and s cS
M
 as calculated in Federgruen et al  and in Melchiors
 respectively! and QsS in Nielsen and Larsen  Note that we have
excluded the P and MP policies in Atkins and Iyogun  since they have
previously been shown to be inferior to the aforementioned policies in the
literature
As a measure of the performance of the proposed QS T  policy we use the
percentage improvement (
P
 over policy P as follows

(
P
 
AC

P
AC

QST 
AC

QST 
	 
A positive entry for  (
P
 by denition means that the proposed policy
dominates policy P Similarly a higher value for  (
P
indicates that the QS T 
policy achieves a higher cost improvement over policy P
Before we proceed with the results regarding the comparison of the policies
we rst clarify some points on how the optimal cost rate of a policy P AC

P
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values are obtained for each policy
Among the considered policies the analysis for the proposed QS T  policy
and QS and MP policies are exact Therefore the corresponding AC

P
values
are also exact
For the inventory system operating under the P sS the model construction
is based on the assumption that an order is placed for at least one item at
every review interval Similarly the model presented in Nielsen and Larsen
 for QsS policy assumes that at least one item is ordered whenever Q
demands accumulate on the system Due to the complicated nature of the can
order policy the models considered herein namely s cS
F
and s cS
M
are
approximations Hence the models and the cost functions corresponding to these
four policies are only approximations Consequently the best policy parameter
values for these policies are obtained with the approximate cost functions An
alternative to compute the corresponding true AC

P
under these policies is to
simulate the inventory systems with the given policy parameter values The
simulation results for AC
scS
F
and AC
scS
M
have already been reported in
Viswanathan  and Melchiors  respectively and were used directly in our
numerical study For the QsS P sS policies we solved for the best policy
parameters using the approximate cost functions as developed in Viswanathan
 and in Nielsen and Larsen  and then simulated the inventory systems
operating under these two policies to obtain the corresponding true AC

QsS
and
AC

P sS
 In our simulations we used a run length of  ordering instances
with a warmup period of  order placements and  replications to obtain
the corresponding cost gures
Hence theAC

QsS
and AC

P sS
values used for comparison are dierent from
those reported in the corresponding literature However we should also mention
that in the vast majority of the cases the dierence between the simulated and
the approximate cost functions are not discernible
Our numerical study indicates that the performances of joint replenishment
policies and thereby the dominance of one over the others depends greatly on
the cost and demand rate structures prevalent among the items Therefore we
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present our policy comparisons in two groups
 AtkinsIyogun and Viswanathan Experimental
Test Beds
For the rst part of our policy comparisons we use two test beds The rst one
the AtkinsIyogun test bed consisting of  instances was initially introduced
by the authors for their sensitivity study Atkins and Iyogun  and has
subsequently been adopted as a standard test bed for presenting the performance
of any proposed stochastic joint replenishment policy The second one the
Viswanathan test bed  has been developed by the author for comparing the
robustness of the P sS policy against the AtkinsIyogun policies and considers
a more extensive set of cost parameter combinations  instances These two
sets both consider  items with the same demand lead time and itemspecic
ordering cost values with dierent combinations of K h  and  Note also
that the performance of the QsS policy over the Viswanathan test set was
not reported before in the literature Hence the numerical study also provides
detailed performance results on this policy for the rst time in the literature
Before we proceed with individual comparisons we present a summary of
our ndings over all experiment instances  total in the AtkinsIyogun and
Viswanathan sets We observed that the proposed QS T  policy is the best
policy in  out of  instances with an average improvement of  and the
maximum improvement of  over the next best policy in these instances In
the remaining  cases QsS is the best in ! P sS is the best in ! and
s cS
M
is the best in  instances In the  cases where QsS is the best
the average improvement over the next best one is   The corresponding
gures are  and  for P sS and s cS
M
policies respectively We
also see that MP  QS and s cS
F
policies are never the best ones over these
instances
Next we discuss our ndings for each test bed separately beginning with the
AtkinsIyogun test bed This set consists of  items! the items have identical
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shortage and unit holding costs but dier in their item specic ordering costs
demand rates and delivery lead times The itemspecic costs are as follows

k
i
 f           g the demand rates are given by

i
 f           g and the lead times are taken as
L
i
 f            g for i        We
tabulate the problem parameters common to all items in Table  In Table
 we also report the corresponding AC

QST 
and  (
P
under the ve policies
considered Note that in each experimental instance the best policy among ve
is depicted by bold face gures
Problem Parameters AC

QST 

P sS
 
QS
 
QsS
 
scS
M

K  	   	
  
K      	 	
      h   K  	  	
   

K     	 	
 	

K  	     
	
      h  
 K  	  	 	  	
K     	 
 

K  	 
 	 	  
     h   K     
  
K  	   
  	
K      
 

K   
	    
     h  
 K  	 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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 
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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Table 
 Performance of QS T  Policy in the item AtkinsIyogun Test
Bed
We observe that the dominance of the proposed policy is not monotone across
the experiment instances The QS T  policy performs better than all other
existing policies in  out of  experiment instances
For the remaining  experiment instances it is dominated in  cases by
QsS twice by s cS
M
 and once by P sS We see that the QS policy
is never the best policy Across the entire AtkinsIyogun set the average savings
achieved through the implementation of the proposed policy in lieu of each of the
existing policies are as follows
  over P sS  over QS  over
QsS and  over s cS
M
 In the instances where the proposed policy
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gives the best solution the average improvement over the next best policy is
 whereas over the instances where the proposed policy is dominated by one
of the existing policies the average deviation from the best solution is  
When we examine the experiment instances where QS T  and QsS
are the best two policies we observe the following
 In the instances where
QsS performs better the average underperformance of the QS T  policy
is   In the instances where QS T  performs better its average
overperformance is   We also observe that QS T  policy achieves lower
common ordering and backorder cost rates than QsS policy On the other
hand the advantage of QsS over QS T  policy usually results from lower
itemspecic ordering and holding cost rates both achieved by imposing reorder
levels A similar observation is also true for P sS policy
It is interesting to note that the QS policy performs so poorly with an
average underperformance of  compared to the proposed policy With the
incorporation of the time trigger ie increasing the dimensionality by one
we achieve signicant improvements An untabulated observation about the
comparison of optimal policy parameters of QS and QS T  policies is that
S

values of QS T  policy are generally smaller than that of QS policy
Q

of QS T  is also larger than that of QS On the other hand the time
dimension T adjusts the frequency of reordering decisions Therefore QS T 
policy uses smaller maximum inventory positions by using an eective proactive
ordering mechanism We observe that as K increases (
QS
 decreases quite
signicantly In view of the sensitivity results explained in Section  this is
expected since the system uses the proactive ordering option less with increasing
T  It is also interesting to observe that (
QS
 values are generally higher with
lower service levels ie       h   This can be explained by higher
values of H

T
obtained for higher service levels which results in higher ordering
cost rates
Another interesting untabulated observation is that QS T  has in all
instances resulted in a higher optimal system ll rate than the other four policies
In particular QS and QsS policies have resulted in signicantly lower
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optimal system llrates Obviously this may have important implications for
inventory settings with nonlinear shortage costs and service level constraints
The performance of the proposed policy is somewhat mixed over the cost
parameter set! a clear dominance region is not discernible However a general
observation is that the proposed policy performs best for lower shortage higher
holding and lower common ordering costs Although lower K values correspond
to the cases where proactive ordering ie placing the orders at review epochs
becomes the dominant reordering mode higher holding and lower shortage costs
usually correspond to cases where the proactive ordering becomes less important
Therefore the trade o between the savings in the backorder and holding costs
and the increase in the ordering cost rates determines the advantage of the
proposed policy This will be more prominent in the Viswanathan experimental
set below
The second data set used in policy comparison is the one generated by
Viswanathan  For this set the demand rates lead times and item specic
ordering costs are retained as in the standard item problem set of Atkins
Iyogun! and dierent values are considered for the remaining costs as follows

   K  f    g h  f     g and  
f      g The considered instances and the results
are tabulated in Tables  and  We note that comparison with s cS
M
has been made for the  instances reported in the study by Melchiors  to
ensure fairness in comparing simulationbased results for the latter
The QS T  policy performs better than all other existing policies in  out
of  experiment instances For the remaining  experiment instances it is
dominated in  cases by QsS  times by P sS and  times by s cS
M

As in the AtkinsIyogun set QS is never the best policy
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Chapter  Numerical Results for QS T  Policy 
Over all the  experiment instances the average savings achieved through
the implementation of the proposed policy in lieu of each of the existing policies
are as follows
  over P sS  over QS and  over QsS and
 over s cS
M

As in the AtkinsIyogun set the dominance of the proposed policy is not
monotone across the experiment instances In the cases where the proposed policy
gives the best solution the improvement over the next best policy is   Over
these  instances the maximum saving was observed to be  
To give a broader view of the policy performances comparison summaries
are presented in two tables
 Table  and Table  In both tables we have
included summaries of the unreported results on MP and s cS
F
 as well
Policy Parameter QS T  QsS scS
y
M
P sS QS MP s cS
F
Dimension
QS T     	 	  
  	    	 	
QsS 	    	  	       
scS
y
M

 	        
 	
  	 		
P sS 	 	    

   	 	    
QS      
  	     	 
MP              
scS
F

         
	 	
  
 
Table 
 The summary comparison of policies over AtkinsIyogun and
Viswanathan sets across pairwise dominated instances 
y
 s cS
M
is compared
over  total instances
In Table  we provide a pairwise comparison in a matrix form across
instances where one policy dominates the other The rst column lists the polices
in the chronological order in which they have been proposed in the literature! the
second column reports the number of control parameters that a particular policy
employs for the standard test bed of  items Each element of the matrix reports
two entities
 the average improvement in the expected total cost rate achieved by
policy P
i
over policy P
j
in the experiment instances where P
i
dominates P
j
! and
the number of such instances in parentheses The rst row of the table gives the
performance of the proposed policy in comparison with the other policies For
example we see that QS T  dominates QsS in  out of  considered
instances! and the average improvement in such instances achieved over QsS
Chapter  Numerical Results for QS T  Policy 
is   Similarly the proposed policy is better than s cS
M
with an average
improvement of  in  out of  considered instances so on and so forth
In Table  we provide an overall comparison of the average performance of
the policies Similar to the previous table we list the policies in the chronological
order that they have appeared in the literature the dimension of each policy
and present the average percentage dierence in the expected total cost rate
under policy P
i
versus P
j
 Note that in creating this table we consider all of
the experiment instances where P
i
may or may not dominate P
j
 Hence we
have negative averages for certain pairs For instance the QS dominates the
P sS policy in  of  instances On the other hand the optimal cost rate
of QS policy is on the average  higher than that of P sS policy A
positive entry indicates that policy P
i
provides that much average percentage
improvement in the cost rate over P
j
 A negative entry indicates that the
performance of P
i
is inferior by that much on average in comparison with P
j

The rst row gives the performance of the proposed policy QS T  with respect
to the existing policies Overall we see that QS T  achieves an improvement of
 over QsS  over s cS
M
  over P sS  over QS
 over MP  and  over s cS
F

Policy Parameter QS T  QsS s cS
y
M
P sS QS MP scS
F
Dimension
QS T     
  	  	
QsS 	       
s cS
y
M

  	    
 	
P sS 	       
QS       
 

MP  	 
  	   	
scS
F

 
	  
 

   
Table 
 The overall average performance of policies over AtkinsIyogun and
Viswanathan sets across all instances 
y
 s cS
M
is compared over  total
instances
When viewing these statistics we should bear in mind a couple of issues First
the comparisons are made between policies that have already been demonstrated
to perform well The chronological listing enables one to see the evolution of
the performances of the policies studied over time as well Second in multiitem
Chapter  Numerical Results for QS T  Policy 
settings the total system cost are substantial in nominal terms! hence expressing
improvements in percentages inevitably understates their impact Especially
in operating environments where margins are known to be notoriously low as
in retail industry an improvement of even a couple of percentage points does
have a substantial impact on protability eg Fisher et al  In particular
take the case of a major homeimprovement retailer with a pretax prot margin
of  and a return on asset ROA of   If this company could cut its
inventory related costs by just   its pretax prots would increase   and
the pretax prot margin would rise to nearly   Therefore the improvements
that the proposed QS T  policy achieves over the existing ones are comparably
signicant Moreover the proposed policy attains such performance levels with
parsimony  compare N "  policy parameters of QS T  versus N "  of
QsS and P sS or N of the canorder policies The simpler QS with 
policy parameters is no match with an average underperformance of   This
low dimensionality reduces the computational eort in optimization enormously
and eases implementation in practice greatly Viewing the comparisons in this
broader perspective we can conclude that the proposed policy provides signicant
improvements over the existing policies in terms of cost savings optimization
eort and ease of implementation and that this performance is robust over a
broad range of environmental parameters
Although used as a benchmark testbed the AtkinsIyogun and Viswanathan
sets exclude an important category of settings in which joint replenishment
is commonly practiced  settings where the items have similar ordering cost
structures andor demand rates Therefore the impact of the overall system
demand rate and of the diversity of demand rates among items is an aspect of
stochastic joint replenishment which has not been studied in the literature before
In the next section we focus on such demand rate aects
Chapter  Numerical Results for QS T  Policy 
 Impact of Demand Rates
To examine the eects of system or item demand rates we constructed our own
test bed with insights from the AtkinsIyogun set Since we have identiedQsS
and P sS policies as the only viable alternatives to our proposed policy in the
above comparisons in this part of our numerical study we compared QS T 
with only those two and QS as a special case to illustrate the advantage of
proactive ordering We begin with the eect of system demand rate on the
performance of the control policies
k  AC
QST 

P sS
 
QS
 
QsS

 	
  
	 

  	
   

 
	

  	 	
 	  
 

 	  	 
  	  	 	

 
	 
  
 	   
   	 	

     

 
   
 
	   
Table 
 Performance of QS T  Policy for Identical Items with Dierent
Demand Rates and Itemspecic Ordering Cost N  K   L   h 
      
We consider N   identical items with K   h
i
 h   
i
   

i
    and L
i
 L   and k
i
 k  f   g for all i
With identical item demand rates we consider the system demand rates as


 f   g We present our results for k  f  g in Table 
and for k   in Figure 
In all instances the proposed policy dominates the existing policies The
average savings achieved through the implementation of the proposed policy in
lieu of each of the existing policies are as follows
  over P sS  
over QS and QsS There is not any discernible dierence between the
performances of QS and QsS as also reported in  We observe that the
performances of the policies become alike as system demand rate increases As
the demand rate of each item increases the advantage of each policy somewhat
Chapter  Numerical Results for QS T  Policy 
osets the disadvantage of them For instance QS T  policy gives lower holding
and backorder cost rates than the other policies and as demand rate increases
the dierence in holding and backorder cost rates across policies increases On
the other hand as the demand rate increases the proactive ordering behaviour
becomes more dominant See Table  and hence the ordering cost rates increase
and eliminates the advantage coming from the backorder and holding costs For
instance for k   and    holding backorder and ordering cost rates
for QS T  policy are    respectively The corresponding
gures for P sS and QS or QsS policies  and
  respectively For    the holding backorder and
ordering cost rates are    for QS T  policy! 
  for P sS policy!    for QS or QsS
policy
It is also observed that the advantage of the proposed policy decreases with
increasing k possibly resulting from the larger increase in the item specic
ordering cost rate
20 30 40 50 60 70 80
0.5
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Figure 
 Performance of QS T  Policy for Identical Items with Dierent
Demand Rates and N  K   L   h        
Next we examine the eect of item demand rates while keeping the system
demand rate constant This is equivalent to examining the eect of number of
Chapter  Numerical Results for QS T  Policy 
items that are jointly replenished for a given system demand rate Hence we
consider the set of N identical items with 

  K   k
i
 k  
h
i
 h   
i
    
i
    for all i       N  We vary the number
of items and lead times as N        and L
i
 L     Note
that individual demand rates are also equal to each other in this set The results
are presented in Table  and Figure 
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Table 

 Performance of QS T  Policy for Identical Items with Dierent
Leadtime and Number of Items 

 K   h     
In all cases the proposed policy dominates the other policies The average
savings achieved through the implementation of the proposed policy in lieu of
each of the existing policies are as follows
  over P sS  over QS
and QsS As also presented in Table  a peculiarity of the QsS policy
strikes out immediately
 Incorporation of individual trigger levels s does not
improve the much simpler QS policy noticeably in the case of identical items
In comparison with the QS policy we observe however that introduction of
a time trigger in the QS T  policy provides signicant savings The savings
under the proposed policy are much pronounced for small number of items As
N grows large the dierence between the performances of the policies starts
diminishing! however P sS is much slower in this respect We observe that
the eect of lead time is not monotone
The last issue we investigate is the impact of demand rate diversity among the
items on the policy performances In Table  we report a representative case
of N   items with identical cots parameters of K         k  
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Figure 
 Performance of QS T  Policy for Identical Items with Dierent
Number of Items and 

 K   L   k   h        
h   and identical lead times of L   and a system demand rate of 

 
As tabulated we consider various groupings of demand rates among the items
In the rst block instance  all items have equal demand rates and it may be
viewed as a reference instance The rest of the instances attempt to generate
groupings of diering demand rate diversity among the items producing lop
sided spread of demands In the second and third blocks instances  through 
and  through  three items are identical one is dierent In the third block
instances  through  items are grouped into two identical pairs In the last
block instances  through  all four items have dierent demand rates
The proposed policy dominates the existing policies in this set as well The
average savings achieved through the implementation of the proposed policy in
lieu of each of the existing policies are as follows
  over P sS  over
QS and  over QsS The average savings over the next best policy is
 
For the improvement achieved through the proposed policy we make the
following observations For the rst  instances we see that as diversity
among item demand rates increases the savings of the proposed policy also
increases due to the demand diversication structure For the last block the
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opposite is true when we compare the proposed policy against P sS and QsS
Furthermore for the last block the improvement is signicantly smaller than
those for other instances We also note that as item demand rates become more
dissimilar performances of P sS and QsS approach that of the proposed
policy Considering the next best policy we observe an interesting change of
dominance among the policies In the rst  instances performances of QsS
and QS are almost identical and they both dominate P sS However in
the last block instances  through  when items have identical unit cost
structures but are dissimilar greatly in their individual demand rates we observe
a shift so that QsS performs signicantly better than QS Furthermore in
the same region P sS starts to dominate QsS albeit by a small margin
Such changes in dominance is not only of interest for theory but of importance
for practice of supply chain design and management It would be interesting to
investigate the joint locationallocationreplenishment problem in a supply chain

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Table 
 Performance of QS T  Policy for NonIdentical ItemsAdditional
Set K   k   h        
In summary we conclude that the performance of the proposed policy is
inuenced by the structure of the demand rates within the system as expected
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 Impact of Fill Rate Constraints
In this part of the numerical study we solve the optimization problem under
ll rate constraints for the items instead of using timeweighted andor unit
backorder costs Therefore the optimization problem can be stated as

min
QST
ACQS T  
K "
P
N
i
k
i

i
EY 
"
N
X
i
h
i
EOH
i

subject to

i
 
i
i        N
where 
i
is the target ll rate for item i
The QS T  policy under ll rate constraints is also solved using the search
algorithm in Section  except that in step  we have S

i
 minfS
i

 S
i

 
i
 
i
g and we do not construct the limits S
min
i
and S
max
i
 For QS policy
the optimal policy parameters are solved by using the search algorithm in Section
 with T   and the modication for step  For P sS and QsS
policies we enumerate a large number of policy parameters and cost rates and the
optimal policy parameters are found by selecting the minimum cost rate function
satisfying the target ll rate constraint
We present the performance of the proposed policy for dierent values of 
i
in Table  We only included the P sS QS and QsS for numerical
comparison under ll rate constraints since these policies are previously shown
to dominate the other policies
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Table 
 Performance of QS T  Policy for Identical Items with Dierent
Fill Rates 

  L   N  K   h  
In our results we assumed 

  N   L  K   k   h  
We have numerically observed that the performance of the proposed policy is
more signicant with higher ll rate constraints When compared with QS or
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QsS policies this may be explained by the higher stock that the other policies
should have in order to achieve the target ll rate constraints and hence the
dierence of holding cost rate between dierent policies increase As the ll rate
constraints get more relaxed the dierence in the holding cost rates is smaller so
that the (
P
 values decrease Moreover the QS T  policy achieves the target
ll rate consraints in a more tight way ie for       whereas
   for both QS or QsS policies Similarly for    we have
   for QS T  policy and the corresponding value is  for QS
or QsS policies This can be explained by the continuous time dimension
of the proposed policy When compared with P sS policy the advantage of
QS T  policy also comes from the lower holding costs However there is not a
monotone behaviour for the ll rates achieved by P sS policy when compared
with QS T   values obtained are  and  for    and 
respectively
 Batch Demand
Finally we study the impact of batch demand arrivals In the previous chapter
we presented an exact methodology to analyze the proposed QS T  policy
under compound Poisson demand However it is very dicult to carry out a
numerical analysis with compound Poisson demand if the batch size distribution
of the items is not closed under convolution Because in that case it becomes
almost impossible to calculate w

q k especially for higher values of q k andor
N from computational point of view
Therefore to illustrate the performance of QS T  policy we consider the
case where all items are identical in demand rate and cost parameters The
demand is assumed to follow a compound Poisson process with an overall rate



N and a geometrically distributed demand size with parameter p for all items
Therefore the kth convolution of the batch size follows a negative binomial
distribution with parameters k and p Since the rest of the policies have not been
generalized for compound demand processes we can only report the comparison
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between QS T  and QS which is its special case To make a fair comparison
across dierent demand size parameters we x the average number of units
demanded per time 


p   We set    L   K   k  
h         We vary p  f g and N  f     g We use


d
to denote the variance of demand size
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Table 
 Performance of QS T  Policy for Identical Items with Dierent
Number of Items and Compound Poisson Demand    L  K   k 
 h        
We present the performance of QS T  policy in the presence of batch
demands in Table  We observe the intuitive nding that as the variance of
the demand size increases the savings due to the introduction of a time trigger
also increase As in the unit demand case the savings decrease with the number
of items N  but at a slightly slower rate
Chapter 
SJRP in a TwoEchelon
Inventory System
In the previous two chapters we have presented a new policy for the Stochastic
Joint Replenishment Problem in a singlelocation multiitem setting and
compared the performance of the proposed policy with those of the existing ones
in the literature The singlelocation multiitem model also corresponds to a
twoechelon supply chain where the upper echelon employs cross docking In this
chapter we extend our model to incorporate a singleitem multilocation setting
where the upper echelon also holds inventory
In Section  we present the assumptions of our model and introduce the
ordering policies for both echelons The modeling methodology presented here
is based on the development of the ordering process by the lower echelon and
provides an analytical tool to investigate various joint replenishment policies
under a more general policy class In Sections  we explain the proposed
framework for the analysis of the warehouse and the retailers Note that the
proposed methodology is not specic to a particular policy but is applicable to
any policy that satises the characteristics of the considered class

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 Model Assumptions
We consider a singleitem divergent twoechelon inventory system with a single
warehouse and N retailers The retailers face stationary and independent unit
Poisson demands with rates 
i
i        N and all unmet demands are
backordered at every installation Provided that the ordered amount is available
the lead time from the warehouse to retailer i L
i
is constant The warehouse
gives orders to an external supplier with ample stock and lead time for deliveries
is a constant L

See Figure 
L0
L1
.......                    .......
Retailers
L
L
L2 N-1
N
λ λ λ λ1 2 N-1 N
Warehouse
Ample supplier
Figure 
 Illustration of a Divergent TwoEchelon Inventory System
The system is continuously reviewed and all the information regarding the
last replenishment epochs at each installation! the time elapsed since then! the
total demand that has arrived at the system subsequent to an order placed is
available The records related with the timing of the orders also enable us to
review the system periodically
The ordering costs associated with the inventory system are the warehouse
xed ordering costK

and a common xed costK associated with a retailer order
To enhance the impact of joint replenishment and fully utilize the economies of
scale in replenishments we assume that the retailer specic ordering costs are
negligible
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Holding costs per unit per time are charged at every installation with rates
h

and h
i
for the warehouse and retailer i respectively Moreover h

includes
the holding cost of the items from the time the order is released from the outside
supplier until it reaches the warehouse Also note that in the sequel we assume
that the inventory is charged at the retailers expense from the instance it leaves
the warehouse Backorder costs are dicult to measure and determine and
hence backorder costs at the retailers are handled implicitly by considering ll
rate constraints ie the proportion of demand delivered immediately from the
retailers stock Furthermore we assume that the cost of monitoring the inventory
system continuously is negligible
While satisfying the orders at the warehouse the following is assumed

 The integrality of the orders placed by the retailers at the warehouse is
preserved This means that if an order arrives and the existing onhand
inventory is not sucient to satisfy the order then the existing inventory
is kept at the warehouse while the entire order waits until an inventory of
an adequate size accumulates at the warehouse as outstanding orders This
is also referred to as the nolotsplitting assumption
 The orders of the retailers are satised in the sequence they were placed
ie order crossing is not allowed That is even if there is enough stock on
hand at the warehouse to satisfy an order that order will be backordered if
there is a previously placed order for which the existing onhand inventory
is reserved
Under the assumed cost structure described above our objective is to
minimize the expected total cost per unit time subject to ll rate constraints at
the retailers With this objective we consider a system in which the warehouse
employs the following continuous review s S ordering policy

Policy of the warehouse s

 S

 When the inventory position of the
warehouse crosses s

 a replenishment order is placed at the outside supplier to
raise it up to S


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The ordering cost structure of the retailers presents an opportunity to exploit
the economies of scale in the replenishment Therefore instead of installation
stock policies we propose that all retailers are included in every possible
replenishment opportunity eg a retailer triggers an order because its inventory
position drops to its reorder level or the number of demands accumulated in the
system reaches a truckload size to take full advantage of savings in the ordering
costs We consider four dierent policies which are briey described as below

 QS T  Policy Monitor all inventory positions continuously and raise
the inventory positions of the items up to S  S

 S

     S
N

i whenever a total of Q demands accumulate for the items or
ii at time kT if at least one demand occurs in k  T kT  with no
demand arrivals in  k  T 
whichever occurs rst This policy has been recently proposed by

Ozkaya
et al  in a single location multiitem setting and in Chapter  of this
thesis
 QS Policy Raise the inventory positions of the retailers up to S 
S

 S

     S
N
 whenever a total of Q demands accumulate for the retailers
This policy was previously studied by Cheung and Lee  for a twoechelon
inventory system
 QSjT  Policy Monitor all inventory positions every T time units and
raise the inventory positions of the retailers up to S  S

 S

     S
N
 if a
total of at least Q demands have accumulated in the system
This policy was previously studied by Cachon  in a singlelocation and
multiitem inventory system considering shelf space and truck capacities
 sS S Policy Whenever the inventory position of a retailer i drops
to its reorder level s
i
 raise the inventory positions of the retailers up to
S  S

 S

     S
N

The policy is a special case of s cS canorder policy where c  S 
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which were previously studied by Silver  with two items and zero lead
time and Van Eijs  in a more general multiitem setting
For each of the above four policies the instances at which the orders are
placed at the warehouse are regenerative points for the retailers This follows
since the unit demand process is Poisson and at each order trigger instance the
inventory position of the retailers are at their orderupto levels These policies
only dier in howwhen the orders are placed ie how the ordering instances are
generated
The regenerative structure of these policies at the ordering instances enable
us to develop a framework for the analysis of them under a more general policy
class P described as below

Policy of the Retailers P At each ordering instance raise the inventory
positions of the retailers to S  S

 S

     S
N

The structure of policy class P makes use of the idea of joint replenishment
Under the joint replenishment policy class P when a retailer is taken in isolation
it experiences exogenously generated opportunities of replenishment with no
additional xed ordering costs In the presence of opportunities of replenishment
at no additional ordering cost it is intuitive that a retailer may choose to reorder
at these opportunity arrivals since this would reduce the ordering costs in the
system Therefore each retailer i whose inventory position is below S
i
at an
opportunity arrival instance chooses to use the replenishment opportunity and
raises its inventory position to orderupto level S
i
 If the retailer specic ordering
costs were positive the orderupto structure of the considered policy class would
not be costeective We also note that although the policy class P is quite
general the MP policy of Atkins and Iyogun  does not belong to class P since
the retailers are not regenerative due to retailer specic review intervals
Figure  illustrates the ordering process of the retailers under the QS T 
policy within the class P Let IP
i
t denote the inventory position of retailer i at
time t We present the time sequence of events and the decisions taken in terms
of the retailer ordering process We have N   S

  S

  Q   and some
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T   as the policy parameters and initially both retailers are at their maximum
stocking levels Until time t

 T   and  demands arrive for retailers  and 
respectively Since T time units have passed before Q demands have accumulated
at the system an order is placed at t  t

which brings the inventory position
of retailer  to S

and of retailer  to S

 At time t

 T  a total of T time
units have elapsed since the last order was placed! therefore an order is placed
as triggered by the policy The order size is one and only retailer  is included in
this order since no demand has arrived for retailer  between t  t

and t  t


At time t  t

	 t

" T  Q
th
demand after the last order was placed arrives and
hence an order is triggered This order is composed of  and  units for retailers
 and  respectively The process goes on further in the same manner
time(t)
IP  (t)2
IP  (t)1
time(t)
S1
S2
t 1 t 3
t
1 t 3
Ordering Instances
2
t
t
2
T
T T
TT
T
Figure 
 Illustration of Ordering Process of Retailers under Policy Class P
We note that under all the suggested policies within the class P the order
size the interorder time the number of retailers included in each order and
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the order quantity of each retailer in an order are all random These will be
explained in more detail in Chapter  Since ordering instances are regenerative
points at the retailers level the mentioned characteristics of consecutive orders
are independent of each other
Now consider an order of size Q

 q placed at the warehouse and let R
i
q
be the random variable representing the order quantity of retailer i in this order
with probability mass function P
R
i
q
m
i
 R
i
q  m
i
implies that the inventory
position of retailer i just before the order of interest is placed is S
i
m
i
and we
clearly have
P
N
i
R
i
q  q
Another important feature of our model is that the size of an order is not
independent of the corresponding interorder time Therefore the cumulative
demand at the warehouse constitutes a compound renewal process where the
interorder time Y and order quantity Q

have a joint density f
YQ

y q Also
let P
Q

 and f
Y
 be the probability mass function of Q

and probability density
function of Y with corresponding cumulative distribution functions F
Q

 and
F
Y

Now suppose that at time t   the inventory positions of the retailers are
at S  S

 S

     S
N
 and let Y

 Q

  y

 q

 Y

 Q

  y

 q

    be the
interorder time and order quantity of the consecutive orders after time t   Let
X

X

 X
n
be independent and identically distributed replicants of a random
variable X The n
th
convolution of X is denoted by X
n

P
n
i
X
i
with the
convention that X

  Since the convolutions of Y and Q

will be used quite
frequently in the sequel we also let F
Y
n
Q
n

y q  P Y
n
 yQ
n

 q
Notice that although F usually represents distribution functions by an abuse
of notation we will let F denote the subdistribution function of Y
n
and Q
n


Then we have
F
Y
n
Q
n

y q 
Z
y
t
f
Y
n
Q
n

t qdt if n   y   q   
Here f
Y
n
Q
n

y q is the joint density of Y
n
and Q
n

and given by
f
Y
n
Q
n

y q 
X
Anyq
n
Y
i
f
YQ

y
i
 q
i
 if n   y   q  
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where An y q  fy

 q

 y

 q

     y
n
 q
n
 

P
n
i
y
i
 y
P
n
i
q
i
 qg If
n   y   q   we have F
Y
n
Q
n

y q  
Let D

t

 t

 D

t

 t

 and D

t

 t

 be the total number of units demanded
from the warehouse in halfclosed intervals t

 t

 t

 t

 and t

 t

 respectively
Next we obtain the probability mass function of D

 t
Lemma  Let t k denote the probability that D

 t is k Then
t k 







F
Y
t if k  
P
k
n
F
Y
n
Q
n

t k
R
t
y
F
Y
n
Q
n

t y kdF
Y
y if k  
Proof Observe that the event fD

 t  kg 
 fY

 tg if k   and
fD

 t  kg 
 f
P
n
i
Y
i
 t 	
P
n
i
Y
i

P
n
i
Q
i
 kg for k  
Hence for k    t  F
Y
t and for k  
t k  P Y
n
 tQ
n

 k P Y
n
 tQ
n

 k
 F
Y
n
Q
n

t k
Z
t
y
P Y
n
" Y
n
 tQ
n

 kjY
n
 ydF
Y
y
 F
Y
n
Q
n

t k
Z
t
y
F
Y
n
Q
n

t y kdF
Y
y
where the last equation follows from the independence of Y
n
and 
P
n
i
Y
i

P
n
i
Q
i

 Proposed Framework
In this section we will present a general framework to analyze the operating
characteristics of the inventory policies within the policy class P
 Analysis at the Warehouse
We rst consider the analysis at the warehouse level and derive the steadystate
distribution of the inventory position the waiting time distribution of an order
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placed at the warehouse and the onhand inventory of the warehouse and the
order placement rate at the warehouse
As explained above the warehouse faces a compound renewal demand where
the interorder time Y and the order quantity Q

have a joint density given
by f
YQ

y q The warehouse employs a continuous review s

 S

 ordering
policy where s

and S

are the reorder and orderupto levels of the warehouse
respectively Each instance at which a retailer order is placed at the warehouse is
a regeneration point for the retailers Since each warehouse order is triggered by
a retailer order and raises the inventory position of the warehouse up to S

 the
warehouse ordering epochs are regenerative for the warehouse Hence we know
that the steadystate distribution of the inventory position of the warehouse exists
See Stidham 
For t   dene the two dimensional stochastic process t  fIP

t Ztg
where IP

t denotes the inventory position at time t and Zt denotes the time
between t and the last order arrival at the warehouse The states of t will be
denoted by i z where i z  s

" s

"     S

	 Let gt i z denote
the probability density function of t Assuming a steady state distribution
exists we have the following result

Lemma  a The steady state pdf denoted by gi z is given by
gi z  C
i
F
Y
z for i z  s

"  s

"      S

	  
where C
i
are normalizing constants and obtained by solving  and  below
simultaneously
C
i








P
S

js


P

qjs

C
j
P
Q

q if i  S

P
S

ji
C
j
P
Q

j  i if i  s

"  s

"      S

 

S

X
js


C
j
 
EY  
b Let IP

correspond to the inventory position of the warehouse at steady state
Then the distribution of IP

is given by

i
 P IP

 i  C
i
EY  i  s

"  s

"      S

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c Let f
Zt
z denote the probability density function of Zt Then the steady
state pdf of Zt denoted by f
Z
is given by
f
Z
z  F
Y
z
EY  for z  
Proof See Appendix
A common approach in analyzing a multiechelon inventory system is to separate
the levels so that each level can be modeled as a single location inventory system
whose parameters relate to some characteristics or performance of the upper and
lower echelons There are several ways to express the dependency of the upper
and the lower echelons To analyze the operating characteristics at the lower
echelon we need the waiting time of an order at the upper echelon which will
determine the eective lead time of an order that a retailer faces Waiting time of
an order is an important performance measure of a warehouse for the backorders
and it provides a linkage between the warehouse and the retailers
Consider the time instances where the orders are placed at the warehouse
Suppose that at time t an order of size q has just been placed at the warehouse
and we are interested in the distribution of W

t q the waiting time of the order
of size q which is placed at the warehouse at time t W

t q is the time that
elapses between the arrival of the order at the warehouse t and the release of it
from the warehouse See Figure 
time 
0t 
is placed at the warehouse 
The order of size q
is released from the warehouse
         
0
An order of size q
t+W  (t,q)
W  (t,q)
Figure 
 Illustration of waiting time of an order at the warehouse
We next present the following result which will be frequently used for the
derivation of the waiting time distribution of an order
Lemma  As t   IP

t and D

t t "   are independent    
Proof See Appendix
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Lemma  is evident for unit Poissoncompound Poisson demand due to the
memoryless property However the mentioned independence is not obvious for a
demand structure where the interdemand time and demand size have a bivariate
distribution Sahin  has provided the proof for continuous demands Based
on Sahin  Kruse  has argued that the independence result also holds for
discrete renewal demand where the interarrival times are independent of the
demand sizes but has not provided any proof
In inventory literature there are only a few studies on waiting time
distribution of orders in an s S inventory system To the best of our knowledge
Kruse  is the only study that derives the waiting time distribution of an order
of random size with renewal discrete demand Kruse  identies each unit in
a demand of size q by an index j j        q and derives the waiting time
distribution of each unit in the demand We will use a similar approach to that
of Kruse  to compute the steadystate distribution of the waiting time of an
order of size q However we will also allow s

to be negative and consider the
joint distribution of Y and Q

whereas Kruse  only assumed nonnegative
s

values and independence of the demand sizes and the interdemand time
Recently Kiesmuller and de Kok  also considered the waiting time of an
order arriving according to a compound renewal process approximated as mixed
Erlang distribution under sQ policy where s  
Before we go on with the derivation of the waiting time distribution we
would like to point out some remarks on how retailer orders are satised at the
warehouse
i There may be more than one warehouse order which is used to satisfy a retailer
order
ii Although the retailer orders are placed in batches it is more convenient to
think of the items in a batch as if they have arrived one after the other in a
chronological order
iii In conjunction with observation ii above since partial shipments are not
allowed waiting time of an order is the waiting time of the last unit in a particular
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order
iv Due to the FIFO assumption while satisfying the orders we have the following
main observation
 k
th
unit of a batch order placed by the retailer is satised by
the rst warehouse order placed at or after a retailer order which covers the S
th

item before the k
th
unit in the batch order at the retailer counted backwards
in time This observation will become more clear with the example illustrated
below
IP (t)0
20S0=
s0=16
t
t                  t                     t                         t                                  t                                t                         t                            t                              t1                 2                    3                         4                                 5                               6                         7                           8                             9
O                   O                   O                   O                   
x x x x x x xx
1                 2                 3                         4                                    5                             6                       7                              8                            9Q  =2         Q  =1          Q  =2                  Q  =2                            Q  =4                      Q  =2                Q  =5                      Q  =3                     Q   =9
retailerx
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
..
.
. .
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
1st unit
2nd unit
3rd unit  
4th unit
5th unit
6th unit
7th unit
8th unit
9th unit
:warehouse orders
: retailer orders
O 
x
Figure 
 Illustration of satisfying an order at the warehouse  Example
We depict a graph of consecutive retailer and warehouse orders in Figure 
We consider  retailer orders arriving at the times t

 t

     t

 respectively with
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order sizes Q
i
 i         indicated in the graph We assume that s

 
and S

  and the inventory position of the warehouse just before time t

is
IP

t


   With the given retailer orders the warehouse orders are placed at
times t

 t
	
 t

 t

 We are interested in how the order of size Q

  placed at
time t  t

is satised
Firstly we think of this order of  units as if it is composed of  unit demands
that have arrived one after the other The retailer order covering the 
th
that
is the S
th

 item before the rst unit in the order at time t  t

is placed at time
t

since
P

k
Q
k
  	  and
P

k
Q
k
    The retailer order covering
the 
th
item before the second unit of the order at time t  t

is placed at time t

because
P

k
Q
k
"   	  and
P

k
Q
k
"     In a similar manner
for this illustration the retailer order covering the S
th

item before the j
th
unit
in the order is given at t
k
if
P

ik
Q
i
" j   	 S

and
P

ik
Q
i
" j    S


Therefore the retailer order that covers the 
th
S
th

 item before the 
th
unit of
the order placed at t

is placed at time t


The rst warehouse order placed after or at the retailer orders arriving at
t

 t

 t

is given at time t

and hence the rst four units in the retailer order placed
at time t

are satised by this warehouse order Similarly the rst warehouse
order after the retailer orders placed at t

and t
	
is given at time t
	
 Therefore
the last ve units are satised by this warehouse order placed at t
	
 For this
example the order of size q   is satised by two warehouse orders and since
we do not allow partial shipments the retailer order is totally satised whenever
the warehouse order placed at time t
	
arrives Therefore the waiting time of
the order is the waiting time of the q  
th
unit in the order The retailer and
warehouse orders corresponding to each unit in the order given at time t  t

are
presented in Figure 
Since we do not allow partial shipments an order of size q can be satised
without delay if there are at least q units onhand and none of them has been
tagged to a previous order In view of the remarks given above we next consider
the dierent cases for W

t q with respect to the values of s

and IP

t

 which
is the inventory position of the warehouse just before the order arrives
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Figure 
 Retailer and warehouse order corresponding to units in the order 
Example
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i Suppose s

  An arriving order is satised either by a warehouse order
which has been placed previously or by the order triggered by itself Therefore
  W

t q  L


 Suppose that an arriving order of size q nds IP

t

  q The order will
wait at most   	 L

 units of time if and only if the q
th
unit of the order
is satised by one of the items of IP

t"   L

 which will be available
as onhand inventory by time t"   Therefore
fW

t q  g  fIP

t"   L

 D

t"   L

 t  qg for  	 L


 Now suppose that the order nds IP

t

 	 q Then this order is satised
by the warehouse order that is triggered by itself Hence the waiting time
of the order is L


fW

t q  L

g  fIP

t

 	 qg 
ii Now suppose s

	  In this case the order of interest may have to wait for
the next warehouse order placed we may also have W

t q  L


 If the arriving order nds IP

t

  q we have the same scenario as s

 
Therefore we can write
fW

t q  g  fIP

t"   L

 D

t"   L

 t  qg for  	 L


 If the order nds IP

t

  q " s

 then this order itself triggers an order
placement The waiting time of the order is therefore L


fW

t q  L

g  fIP

t

  s

" qg 
 Now suppose that the order of size q arriving at time t nds s

" q 	
IP

t

 	 q Then this order can neither be satised by a previously
placed warehouse order nor can trigger a warehouse order itself Therefore
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it will wait for the arrival of the next warehouse order If a warehouse order
is triggered in t t "   L

 it will be available by time t "  and hence
L

	 W

t q   
fL

	 W

t q  g  fIP

t

D

t t"   L

  s

g for   L


In view of the arguments presented above we next present the steadystate
distribution of the waiting time of an order
Lemma  The steadystate distribution of the waiting time of an order of
size q F
W

q
  is given as follows
a For s

 
F
W

q
  





P
S

imaxs

q
P
iq
k

i
L

  k if  	 L

 if   L

b For s

	 
F
W

q
  











P
S

iq
P
iq
k

i
L

  k  	 L

 
P
q
is

q

i
  L

 
P
q
is

q
P
iqs


k

i
  L

 k   L

Proof See Appendix
In light of the above discussions an order placed at the warehouse waits for a
random amount of time if the entire order quantity is not immediately available
on at the shelf This results in an eective lead time T
i
q for an order of size
q for retailer i which is composed of the lead time L
i
for retailer i and the order
waiting time at the warehouse W

q Hence we have T
i
q  L
i
"W

q
Next we consider OH

t the onhand inventory level at time t To compute
the onhand inventory level at the warehouse at any time we employ the standard
argument of Hadley and Whitin  and consider the system at the time instances
t and t"L

 where L

is the constant replenishment time of the warehouse With
this choice of the time interval we observe that all outstanding orders at time t
and no orders placed afterward have arrived by time t" L


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In the standard argument of Hadley and Whitin  with unit Poisson
demands single retailer or single item the inventory position at time t and the
demand during lead time are sucient to nd the onhand inventory or backorder
level at time t together with the above observation However in the present
setting of joint replenishment with more than one retailer and bivariate behaviour
of YQ

 the interorder time and the order quantity as well as the integrality
assumption regarding order release policy at the warehouse similar information
is not sucient to determine the onhand inventory level To illustrate this
complication we consider the example below

0OH  =4 0
OH  =4 0OH  =4 0OH  =4
0 0 0 0BO  =0
BO  =5 BO  =7 BO  =11
0                           
time 
0                               0                               IL =4                         0                           IL  =2                                       =-3                                            =-7 IL IL
00OH  =4 0 0
OH  =2 OH  =2 OH  =2
0 0 0BO  =0 BO  =0
BO  =5 BO  =9
Q  =2                                  Q   =5                                           Q   =42 31
IL 0                           IL
time 
0                               0                               0                             IL =4                         IL  =-1                                    =-3                                            =-7
Q  =5                                  Q   =2                                           Q   =41 2 3
(a) 
0
(b) 
0
0                           
time 
0                               0                               IL =4                         IL IL
00OH  =4 0 0
0 0 0BO  =0 BO  =0
2 31Q  =4                                  Q   = 2                                          Q   =5
0                          IL  =0                                       =-2                                            =-7 
OH  =0 OH  =0 OH  =0
BO  =2 BO  =7
(c) 
Figure 
 Eect of order sequences on onhand inventory at the warehouse
Suppose that the initial inventory level IL

 onhand inventory OH

and
backorder level BO

of the warehouse are   and  respectively Suppose also
that three orders have generated a total of  units with order sizes   and 
in a xed time interval We also assume that initially there are no outstanding
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orders at the warehouse and no warehouse orders are triggered during the time
interval that we consider Figure a presents IL

 OH

and BO

values after
each order when the sequence of the orders is   and  Since the initial on
hand inventory OH

  is not enough to satisfy the rst order of size  it
is backordered and the existing  units in stock are reserved for the rst order
Therefore neither the second nor the third order can be satised directly from
the existing on hand inventory After the third order there are four units in
stock which are still reserved for the rst order with a total of  backorders
and inventory level of  Figure b and Figure c correspond to the
alternative cases in which the sequence of the orders are switched to   
and    respectively In both of these cases the units of the rst order are
satised directly from the existing inventory onhand In Figure b there are
 units left in stock after the rst order is satised but they are not sucient
to satisfy any further orders resulting in  backorders and  units on hand In
Figure c no units are left after the rst order is satised and hence we
have  backorders after the third order arrival Notice that the inventory levels
at the end of the third order are the same for all realizations whereas the onhand
inventory and backorder levels are dierent and determined by the sequence of
the orders
As the above discussion indicates in order to nd the onhand inventory
we need the sequence of the order quantities as well as the interorder times in
addition to the information in the Hadley and Whitin  setting Suppose that
at time t the state of the system is t  IP

t Zt  i z We next
consider the possible cases in detail

 If the total number of units demanded during the interval t and t " L


D

t t"L

 	 i then OH

t"L

  iD

t t"L

 Here D

t t"L

  k
if a total of n  k orders are placed ie
P
n
i
Y
i
 z"L


P
n
i
Y
i
 z"L

and a total of k units are demanded in n orders
P
n
i
Q
i
 k
 If D

t t " L

  i there may or may not be onhand inventory at time
t" L

due to the restriction on the order release policy at the warehouse
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Therefore the inventory level at time t" L

can not be determined solely
by i z and D

t t " L

 Rather the sequence of the size of the orders
arriving during t t" L

 is needed to nd OH

t" L

 as also illustrated
in an example in Figure 
Suppose that the total number of units demanded between time t and time
t"L

exceeds i at the n"st order for the rst time That is
P
n
k
Y
k

z " L


P
n
k
Q
k
	 i and
P
n
k
Q
k
 i hold Due to order integrality on
delivery the n " st order can not be satised immediately from stock
even though OH

t " L

  i 
P
n
k
Q
k
  Hence Q
n
units will be
backordered as well as all the orders arriving after the n " st order until
time t"L

if there are any although there are still i
P
n
k
Q
k
sitting in
inventory at time t" L


In view of these scenarios given IP

t Z

t  i z we can write OH

t"L


as follows

OH

t L

 









i if fY

 z  L

g or fY

 L

 z Q

 ig
i k if
P
n
i
Y
i
 z  L


P
n
i
Q
i
 k
P
n
i
Q
i
 i
for  	 k  i n  

Lemma  Let OH

denote the steadystate onhand inventory of the
warehouse Then the distribution of OH

is given by

i
 P OH

 i  C
i
Z

z


F
Y
L

" z "

X
ji
F
YQ

L

" z j F
YQ

z j


dz
"F
Q

i
S

i
X
k

X
n
k
X
j
C
ik
Z

z
Z
L

z
tz
F
Y
n
Q
n

L

" z  t k  jdF
YQ

t jdz
i  maxs

"       S

Proof See Appendix
Using Lemma  we can nd the steadystate expected onhand inventory as
EOH

 
P
S

imaxs


i
i

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Since the inventory position of the warehouse is S

at each warehouse order
the ordering instance is a regeneration point of the warehouse and we dene
a warehouse cycle as the time between two consecutive warehouse ordering
instances Next we will derive EY

 expected warehouse cycle time
Let q  minfn 

P
n
i
Q
i
 qg Then Y

can be written as

Y


S

s


X
i
Y
i
Since Y

 Y

    are independent and identically distributed random variables with
nite EY  and S

 s

 is a stopping time for Y

 Y

    such that ES


s

 	 we can use Walds equation  to nd EY

 as follows

EY

  ES

 s

EY  
where as proved in the Appendix ES

 s

 is given as

ES

 s

 
S

s


X
k
F
k
Q

S

 s

  
In each warehouse cycle the warehouse ordering cost is incurred once Hence the
ordering cost rate at the warehouse is simply K


EY


As we indicated before we assume that it is the warehouse who owns the
units during their transportation from the outside supplier to the warehouse
Therefore every time an order is placed by the warehouse a unit holding cost
of h

is incurred for Q
w
units during L

time units where Q
w
is the warehouse
order size Finally we derive EQ
w
 expected warehouse order size
Let q  minfn 
 n  q
P
k
i
Q
i
	 q
P
k
i
Q
i
 n k  ng Then Q
w
can
be written as Q
w
 S

 s

 As we prove in the Appendix EQ
w
 is given by
the following expression

EQ
w
 

X
nS

s

n


n
X
k
S

s


X
jk
P
k
Q

jP
Q

n j



In a warehouse cycle the inventory carrying cost of a warehouse order during the
transportation is given by h

EQ
w
L


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 Analysis at the Retailers
In the previous section we have determined the steadystate distribution of the
waiting time of an order of a given size placed at the warehouse That is the
only information needed at the warehouse level to characterize the operating
characteristics at the retailers At the lower echelon we base our analysis on the
calculation of the cost that an order incurs at each retailer
Suppose that an order of size q is placed at the warehouse and this order
consists of individual retailer order quantities R
i
q  m
i
 i        N  Then
at retailer i the rst of the m
i
units in the order is used to satisfy the S
i

m
i
" th demand following the order since the inventory position of retailer i
just before the order is placed at the warehouse is S
i
m
i
 Similarly the second
of the m
i
units in the order is tagged to the S
i
m
i
" th demand following
the order In general the jth of the m
i
units in that order is used to satisfy the
S
i
m
i
" jth future demand of retailer i
In order to calculate the holding cost at the retailers our approach is based
on computing the age of an order at the retailers We denote the age of the m
i
units allocated to retailer i in an order of size q by AR
i
m
i
 q and dene it as
the sum of the times that m
i
units spend at the retailer i until they satisfy a
demand
If a unit in the order does not spend any time at retailer i and is immediately
used to fulll a demand that has been waiting at retailer i then this means that
it is used to satisfy a backordered demand Let B
i
m
i
 q be the number of items
of m
i
units which are used to satisfy backordered demands at retailer i B
i
m
i
 q
is the number of demands which are backordered and eventually satised by the
units allocated to retailer i in the order of size q
From the previous section we know that the eective lead time of an order of
size q for retailer i is T
i
q  L
i
"W

q Therefore the jth demand following the
order   j  S
i
m
i
 will be satised by an item which has spent X
i
j
T
i
q

units of time at retailer i where x

is maxx  and X
i
j
denotes the arrival
time of the jth demand at retailer i after the order of size q has been placed
which has an Erlang distribution with parameters j and 
i
 Also observe that
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if X
i
j
	 T
i
q then the demand of interest will be backordered  In view of these
observations regarding the age of an order and the number of units satisfying
the backordered demands we have the following

i Suppose m
i
  Then retailer i is not included in the order Hence
AR
i
m
i
 q  B
i
m
i
 q  
iim
i
 m
i
 S
i
 Since the inventory position at the order instance S
i
m
i
 
is nonnegative all m
i
units will be used to satisfy future demands at retailer i
We can write AR
i
m
i
 q as follows

AR
i
m
i
 q 
m
i
X
j
h
X
i
S
i
j
 T
i
q
i
IX
i
S
i
m
i
j
 T
i
q 
Here the term m
i
L
i
represents the total age of m
i
items when they arrive at
retailer i Recall that the retailer possesses the items during their transportation
from the warehouse to the retailer
Similarly B
i
m
i
 q is written as

B
i
m
i
 q 










 if T
i
q  X
i
S
i
m
i

m
i
 k if X
i
S
i
k
	 T
i
q 	 X
i
S
i
k
   k  m
i
 
m
i
if X
i
S
i
	 T
i
q
iiim
i
 m
i
 S
i
 Since the inventory position at the order instance S
i
m
i
	 
is negative the rst m
i
 S
i
 units in the order will be used to satisfy the
demands which arrive and is backordered before the order of interest is placed
at the warehouse The rst unit in the order will satisfy the rst backordered
demand ie the demand which arrives when the inventory position of retailer i
is  The second unit in the order will satisfy the demand which arrives when
the inventory position of retailer i is  Similarly the m
i
 S
i
th demand
will satisfy the demand which arrives when the inventory position of retailer i is
S
i
m
i
"  Since these m
i
 S
i
 units are used as soon as they arrive at the
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retailer AR
i
m
i
 q can be written as follows

AR
i
m
i
 q 
m
i
X
jm
i
S
i

h
X
i
S
i
j
 T
i
q
i
IX
i
S
i
m
i
j
 T
i
q 
Since m
i
S
i
 units will be used to satisfy the backordered demands we can
write B
i
x
i
 q as

B
i
m
i
 q  m
i
 S
i
 "










 if T
i
q  X
i

k if X
i
k
	 T
i
q  X
i
k
 k        S
i
S
i
if X
i
S
i
	 T
i
q
Lemma  Let F x k  be the cdf of an Erlang random variable with
shape and scale parameters k and  respectively Then given m
i
and q
EAR
i
m
i
 q and EB
i
m
i
 q are given by
EAR
i
m
i
 q 



























 if m
i
 
P
m
i
j
R


h
S
i
m
i
j

i
F L
i
" wS
i
m
i
" j "  
i

i
dF
W

q
w

P
m
i
j
R


h
L
i
" wF L
i
" wS
i
m
i
" j 
i

i
dF
W

q
w
if S
i
 m
i
 
P
m
i
jm
i
S
i

R
L


h
S
i
m
i
j

i
F L
i
" wS
i
m
i
" j "  
i

i
dF
W

q
w

P
m
i
jm
i
S
i

R
L


h
L
i
" wF L
i
" wS
i
m
i
" j 
i

i
dF
W

q
w
if m
i
  S
i
	 m
i
and
EB
i
m
i
 q 















 if m
i
 
P
m
i
j
R


F L
i
" wS
i
m
i
" j 
i
dF
W

q
w if m
i
  S
i
 m
i
m
i
 S
i
 "
P
m
i
jm
i
S
i

R


F L
i
" wS
i
m
i
" j 
i
dF
W

q
w
if m
i
  S
i
	 m
i
Proof See Appendix
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 Optimization Problem
In this section we construct the cost rate function and dene the optimization
problem
Recall that holding and ordering costs are incurred at the retailers and
backorder costs are handled implicitly by considering retailer ll rates Let TCq
denote the expected cost of an order of size q incurred by the retailers The
common ordering cost of the retailers K is incurred for each order placed at the
warehouse Based on the analysis described in the previous section TCq can
be written as

TCq  K "
N
X
i
q
X
m
i

h
i
EAR
i
m
i
 qP
R
i
q
m
i

Let C
R
denote the expected cost rate of the retailers Since each ordering
instance is a regenerative point for the retailers in view of renewal reward theorem
 C
R
is given by
C
R


X
q
P
Q

qTCq
EY 
"

X
q
P
Q

q
P
N
i
P
q
m
i

h
i
L
i
m
i
P
R
i
q
m
i

EY 

Let EBT
i
 be the expected number of backorders given by retailer i per time
unit Using renewal reward theorem  we can write EBT
i
 as

EBT
i
 

X
q
q
X
m
i

P
Q

qEB
i
m
i
 qP
R
i
q
m
i

EY 

Then modied ll rate of retailer i  
i
 can be written as 


i
  EBT
i


i
At the warehouse level recall that K

is incurred only once in a warehouse
cycle Since the warehouse takes in charge of the holding of the items during the
transportation time from the outside supplier to the warehouse L

time units
the expected cost rate of the warehouse C
W
can be written as

C
W

K

" h

EQ
w
L

EY


" h

EOH

 
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Finally we are ready to formulate the objective function expected total cost
rate AC
P
under policy P
AC
P
 C
W
" C
R

Since the system is a nolost sales system rewriting the pipeline inventory
Equation  can be written as follows

AC
P

K

EY


" h

EOH

 "

X
q
P
Q

qTCq
EY 
" h



L

"
N
X
i
h
i

i
L
i

Using a ll rate constraint the optimization problem can be stated as follows

minAC
P
st

i
 
i
i        N
where 
i
is the target ll rate of retailer i
Note that the methodology developed herein is solely based on the policy class
P and uses the times between orders Y and size of corresponding orders Q

and
is not specic to any of the policies dened in Section  Also notice that the
policy class P is not restricted to the cited policies and any policy in which the
retailers are regenerative at the order instances can be studied under the policy
class P
In the next chapter we will explain the four mentioned policies within the
policy class P with all the particulars and provide detailed expressions of the
operating characteristics under each of these policies
Chapter 
Joint Replenishment Policies
within Class P
In the previous chapter we have introduced four joint replenishment policies for
a two echelon inventory system The common feature of these policies allowed
us to present a framework to solve them under a single policy class P Recall
that the framework did not include any specics of these policies but rather it
was based on the joint distribution of YQ

 and the convolutions
Similar to a multiitem singlelocation setting a joint replenishment policy
employed by multiple retailers for a singleitem is the generator of the opportunity
arrival process By choosing a particular policy to employ we also choose
a particular generation mechanism for the opportunities The overall costs
incurred by the inventory system depend greatly on how these opportunities
arrive at the system Similarly the policies within class P dier in how the
ordering instances or the ordering opportunities are generated In this chapter
we will restate the individual policies and explain the opportunity generation
and joint order mechanism for each policy in detail We will mainly present
expressions for the convolution of YQ

 if closed forms exist and provide
approximations whenever necessary We will also provide sample realizations
for the key operating characteristics of these policies steadystate distribution of
warehouse inventory position and waiting time distributions In Section  and

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 we provide a detailed analysis of QS and QS T  policies Sections 
and  examine QSjT  and sS S policies respectively We note that
the policy statements were given in Section  and hence we will not repeat them
in this chapter
 QS Policy
As indicated before the QS policy was originally proposed by Renberg and
Planche  and analyzed by Pantumsinchai  in a single location multiitem
inventory system In a more recent study the QS policy was studied in a
singleitem twoechelon inventory system by Cheung and Lee  Assuming a
QR policy at the warehouse they presented an exact approach for the model
using the results of Chen and Zheng 
In this section we present how we implement the proposed framework for the
QS policy
IP(t)
time (t) 
S
 T
 TS   -Q
Y1Y 2
Ordering instances (opportunities) 
Figure 
 Illustration of Ordering Instances for QS Policy
As illustrated in Figure  the ordering opportunities for the retailers arise
whenever Q demands accumulate in the system ie the total inventory position
of the retailers IP t 
P
N
i
IP
i
t drops to S
T
Q where S
T

P
N
i
S
i
 Every
time an opportunity arises in the system an order is placed and hence the time
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between consecutive orders have Erlang
Q
distribution
f
YQ

y q  fyQ 

 if q  Q y   
and the marginals have the following distributions

P
Q

Q   f
Y
y  fyQ 

 for y   
Since the orders always have a size of Q and arrive according to an Erlang
Q
distribution it is obvious that
F
Y
n
Q
n

y q 





 if n   y   q  
F y nQ 

 if n   y   q  nQ

Corollary  Under QS policy t k  P D

 t  k is given by
t k 





F tQ 

 if k  
F t k 

 F t k"Q

 if k  nQ n  
Proof Using Lemma 

 and Equations 
 and   we can write
t k 





F tQ 

 if k  
F t k 


R
t
y
F t y k 

fyQ 

dy if k  nQ n  
The result follows after observing that
R
t
y
F ty k 

fyQ 

dy  F t k"
Q


Since we do not allow partial shipments it is obvious that the optimal s

 S


values will be integer multiples of Q Therefore during the remaining part of this
section we will restrict ourselves to s

 S

 values which are integer multiples of
Q Also note that the QR policy of the warehouse in Cheung and Lee  and
s

 S

 policy assumed in this study are equivalent with s

 R and S

 Q"R
Next we consider the steadystate distribution of warehouse inventory
position Cheung and Lee  conjectures that IP

is uniformly distributed
over s

"Q     S

QS

 Therefore
gi z 


Q


F zQ 

 and 
i





for i  s

"Q     S

QS

 z  
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where 
k
 k
Q and (

 S

 s

 It can also be easily shown that gi z and

i
given above satisfy Equations 
Corollary  Under the QS policy F
W

Q
w is given by
a For s

 
F
W

q
  







	


P
	


i
F L

  s

" iQ 

 if  	 L

 if   L

b For s

	 
F
W

q
  









	
S

	




	


P
	
S

i
F L

  iQ 

  	 L


	
s

Q
	


  L


	
s

Q
	


"

	


P
	
s

Q
k
F   L

 kQ 

   L

Proof See Appendix
Sample realizations for the waiting time distribution of an order are illustrated
in Figure 
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Figure 
 Realizations for F
W

Q
under QS Policy
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Figure a depicts waiting time distribution of an order with dierent
s

values As expected waiting time of an order with smaller s

values is
stochastically larger than the waiting time of an order with higher s

values
If s

	  then the waiting time of an order has a probability mass at w  
and w  L

 On the other hand if s

  the waiting time of an order has a
probability mass at only w   since the inventory position can not fall below
the order quantity Q
Under the same s

 S

 values one intuitively expects that an order with a
larger size will have to wait longer at the warehouse However Figure b
illustrates just an opposite case For instance for Q   the probability that
the order does not wait at the warehouse is  whereas the probability of
a zero waiting time of an order of size  is  The corresponding gures
are  and  for Q   and Q   respectively Although this is
counterintuitive we interpret this as a result of the joint distribution of the inter
order time and order size Recall that the interorder time of an order of size Q
has an Erlang
Q
distribution and the interorder time of an order with a larger size
is stochastically smaller than the interorder time of an order with a smaller size
Therefore on the average it takes a longer time for a larger order to arrive at
the warehouse The longer interorder times allow the warehouse to accumulate
the necessary stock Although we can not prove in general we observe that
W

 
st
W

 
st
W

 
st
W

 for this specic realization
Finally the distribution of the retailer order quantities are given as below
which follows from the Poisson demand arrivals
P
R
i
Q
m
i
 


Q
m
i
	
A
r
m
i
i
  r
i

Qm
i
if   m
i
 Q
where r
i
is as dened before the probability an arriving demand is for retailer i
and given by r
i
 
i




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 QS T  Policy
In Chapter  we proposed and analyzed the QS T  policy in a single location
multiitem setting
As illustrated in Figure  the ordering opportunities may arise in two ways
under the QS T  policy Suppose for example that a total of Q demands have
arrived before T time units have elapsed since the last ordering opportunity
arrival! then an order is placed at the instance of the Qth demand arrival
Suppose alternatively that T time units have elapsed before a total of Q demands
have arrived At this opportunity arrival the inventory review may or may not
result in an order placement If at least one demand has arrived within the
last T units of time an order will be placed otherwise nothing will be ordered
Therefore opportunities are used if there is at least one retailer whose inventory
position is below its orderupto level
                   T                 2T               3T                   (M-1)T          MT                    T                 2T               3T                   (M-1)T          MT
t t
IP(t) IP(t)
Ordering opportunities Ordering opportunities
Ordering instance Ordering Instance
(a) (b)
S
S -Q
S
S -Q
T
T
T
T
Figure 
 Illustration of Ordering Instances for QS T  Policy
Next we consider the joint density of the convolutions of Y and Q

 f
Y
n
Q
n


However f
YQ

y q given in Lemma  has a very dicult structure to nd
the convolution and does not allow to calculate f
Y
n
Q
n

directly The diculty
encountered while nding f
Y
n
Q
n

from f
Y
n
Q
n

will be more clear with the
example illustrated below
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Q1 Q2 Q3
y=10T=20
T=2 T=2 T=2m  T1 m  T2 m   T3
Figure 
 Illustration of fold convolution of YQ

  Example
Suppose that Q   T   and we consider f
Y

Q


y q the joint density
of the arrival time of the third order and the total size of three orders where
y   q   Since the size of an order should at least be one unit none of the
three orders of interest will have a size of Q   units and hence all three orders
will be triggered at review intervals The interorder time of each of the three
orders will be a multiple of T  Then in view of Equation  and Figure 
we can write

f
Y

Q


  
X

m

m

m

 m
i
 
q

 q

 q

  q
i
 


Y
i
f
YQ

m
i
T " T q
i

For this specic example the total number of m
i
s
P

i
m
i
  is  whereas
the number of q
i
s that satisfy
P

i
q
i
  is  Although n is taken as  and we
have a very special case of the order compositions ie the order sizes are all less
than Q units we have to carry out a summation over  terms in order to nd
f
Y

Q


  This number increases extremely for larger values of n because
we face a combinatorial problem in which we try to nd all possible values of y
i
s
and q
i
s such that
P
n
i
y
i
 y
P
n
i
q
i
 q as given in Equation  We next
present an easier and a more compact approach in order to nd f
Y
n
Q
n


In order to use in our new approach we rst dene a new function P

Q

q
as

P

Q

q 



P
Q

q if   q 	 Q
 ow
We also dene an additional random variable Y
d
which corresponds to the
time since last decision epoch until an order is given Recall that a decision epoch
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may correspond to an order placement or only a review instance In the following
corollary we present the joint pdf of Y
d
and Q

as well as the conditional
distribution of Y
d
given Q

 q
Corollary 
a Let f
Y
d
Q

y q denote the joint probability density function of Y
d
and Q


Then f
Y
d
Q

y q is given by
f
Y
d
Q

y q 





p

q 

T 
 

 if y  T  	 q 	 Q
fyQ 


  

 if  	 y 	 T q  Q
b The conditional pdf of Y
d
given Q

 q f
Y
d
jQ

yjq is given by the following
expression
f
Y
d
jQ

yjq 






 if y  T  	 q 	 Q
f
Te
y TQ 

 if  	 y 	 T q  Q
where f
T
e
x TQ 

 corresponds to pdf of a Truncated Erlang
Q
at T 
random variable given by
f
T
e
x TQ 

  fxQ 


F TQ 

 if  	 x 	 T
Proof See Appendix
In view of Corollary  we see that if the order has size Q the time elapsed
since the last decision epoch until this order has a truncated Erlang
Q
distribution
If the order has a size less than Q the time elapsed since the last decision epoch
until the order is placed is obviously T 
We next present the pdf of the n
th
convolution of Y
d
 Q

 which is used to
nd the pdf of the n
th
convolution of YQ


Corollary 
a Under QS T  policy f
Y
n
d
Q
n

y q is given by the following expression
f
Y
n
d
Q
n

y q 










f
n
T
e
y TQ 

P
Q

Q
n
if  	 y 	 nT q  nQ
P
n
m
CnmP
Q

Q
nm
P
m
Q

q  nmQf
nm
T
e
y mTTQ 


if  	 y  nT n  q 	 nQ
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where P
n
Q

is the n
th
convolution of P

Q


b Under QS T  policy f
Y
n
Q
n

y q is given by the following expression
f
Y
n
Q
n

y q 
by
T c
X
kdy
Tne
Cn" k   k
k

 


n
f
Y
n
d
Q
n

y  kT q
if y   n  q  nQ
where bxc is the largest integer less than or equal to x and dxe is the smallest
integer larger than or equal to x
Proof See Appendix
Using Corollary  we can immediately write

F
Y
n
Q
n

y q 
by
T c
X
kdy
Tne
Cn" k   k
k

  


n
F
Y
n
d
Q
n

y  kT q 
if y   n  q  nQ
where
F
Y
n
d
Q
n

y q 

















F
n
T
e
y TQ 

P
Q

Q
n
if  	 y 	 nT q  nQ
P
n
m
CnmP
Q

Q
nm
P
m
Q

q  n mQF
nm
T
e
y mTTQ 


if  	 y  nT n  q 	 nQ
 if y  nT n  q  nQ
The complex structure of P
Q

q and F
Y
n
Q
n

y q given in Corollary 
and Equation  illustrates that under QS T  policy it is not possible to
obtain closed form expressions for 
i
s and t k Therefore these quantities
can be calculated only numerically We next point out some remarks regarding
the numerical computation of f
Y
n
Q
n

y q
Recall that we dened a function P

Q

q which stands for the probability mass
function of Q

where Q

	 Q
 P

Q

q  p

q 

T 
  

 for   q 	 Q The
truncated structure does not make it possible to obtain a closed form expression
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for P
n
Q

q Therefore P
n
Q

q can be calculated through an iterative procedure
as follows

P
n
Q

q 
Q
X
k
P
n
Q

q  kP
Q

k for n  q  nQ 
As seen in Corollary  we need the convolution of truncated Erlang
random variables Although Erlang distribution is closed under convolution the
same does not apply for truncated Erlang distribution Hence it may become
quite dicult to nd the distribution of the convolution of a truncated Erlang
random variable as demonstrated below with the  and fold convolutions the
proof of which can be found in Appendix
F

T
e
t TQ 

 














F t Q


F TQ 



if   t 	 T
F t TQ 


F TQ 

 " if T  t 	 T
h
R
T
ytT
F t yQ 

fyQ 

dy
i

F TQ 



 if t  T

and
F

T
e
t TQ 

 

























F t Q


F TQ 



if   t 	 T
h
R
T
y
F

T
e
t y TQ 

fyQ 

dy
i

F TQ 


if T  t 	 T
F t TQ 


F TQ 

 " if T  t 	 T
h
R
T
ytT
F

T
e
t y TQ 

fyQ 

dy
i

F TQ 


 if t  T

From Equations  and  we see that the convolution of a truncated Erlang
random variable has a piecewise structure and requires an iterative procedure
since it includes the convolution with a smaller degree These equations indicate
that it may be quite dicult to nd the the distribution of the n
th
convolution
of a truncated Erlang random variable even for small values of n especially from
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computational point of view Therefore it is necessary to use an approximate
distribution to avoid the computational burden
One option to approximate the distribution of a convolution is to use Normal
distribution Therefore as an alternative for F
n
T
e
t TQ 

 one can use
t n
T
e
 n

T
e
 where t  

 represents the distribution of a Normal random
variable with mean  and variance 

 Here 
T
e
and 

T
e
corresponds to the mean
and variance of the truncated Erlang random variable of interest and is given by
the following


T
e

QF TQ"  




F TQ 


 

T
e

QQ" F TQ"  





F TQ 



Q

F TQ"  






F TQ 



In Figure  we present some examples to illustrate the performance of the
Normal approximation Figure a presents the exact distribution function and
the normal approximation for a fold convolution of a truncated Erlang random
variable with T   Q   

  This corresponds to a case where
the truncation value T  has a quite important eect in determining F
T
e
 ie
F TQ 

   For this specic example the maximumabsolute dierence
between the exact distribution function and the normal approximation is 
with a corresponding percentage dierence of   As T increases the
deviation of the approximation from the exact distribution reduces as expected
For instance for T   Q   

  where F TQ 

   illustrated
in Figure b the maximum absolute dierence is  with a corresponding
percentage dierence of  
Figures c and d present the exact and approximate F
n
T
e
t TQ 


with T   Q   

  for n   and n   respectively The
maximum absolute dierence for n   is  with a percentage dierence
of   The corresponding gures with n   are  and   As
n increases the performance of the normal distribution to approximate F
n
T
e

increases as expected Moreover the eect of the mentioned dierences on the
operating characteristics of the system is quite negligible as will be presented in
the subsequent parts in this chapter and in the next chapter
In Figure  we present dierent realizations for the steadystate distribution
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Figure 
 Comparison of a Normal approximation with the convolution of a
Truncated Erlang random variable
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of IP

under QS T  Policy These realizations illustrate that the behaviour of

i
depends on Q and T values If Q


value is larger than T  IP

behaves
uniformly in s

" S

Q and the behavior in S

Q" S

 is more complex
See T   in Figure a Keeping Q constant as T increases the value of
P
Q

Q increases and therefore generally 
S

 
S

Q
    values increase and other

i
values decreaseThis is to be expected because as T   QS T  policy
reduces to QS policy and the steadystate inventory position of the warehouse
becomes uniformly distributed in s

"Q  S

QS

 Figure b presents 
i
values with respect to dierent Q values keeping T constant For larger Q values
the distribution of IP

has a more smooth structure over s

" s

"     S

Q
We also observe that although there is not a general shape and behaviour of the
distribution of IP

 
i
s tend to behave in a similar manner in clusters of Q
points In Figure b see the behaviour of IP

for Q   over    
Similarly observe 
i
s for T   or T   with Q   in Figure a
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Figure 
 Realizations for SteadyState Distribution of IP

under QS T 
Policy
Figure a presents waiting time distribution of an order with dierent sizes
under the QS T  policy Unlike the QS policy the waiting time of an order
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with a larger size is observed to be stochastically larger than the waiting time of
an order with a smaller size Under the QS T  policy this is expected because
given an order of size q 	 Q the interorder time has the same distribution
for all q values and a larger order has to wait more for the necessary stock
to accumulate at the warehouse An order of size Q has an interorder time
which is stochastically smaller than that of an order with size less than Q The
order of size Q on the average arrives earlier and waits more for the sucient
stock to exist on the shelf since it has a larger size Hence the order of size
Q has a tendency to wait more at the warehouse In Figure b we present
F
W

Qw for Q   

  L

  S

  s

  with dierent T
values An important observation is that the waiting time with smaller T values
is stochastically smaller than that of waiting time with larger T values Hence
introducing an eective time trigger to QS policy reduces the waiting time
distribution of an order at the warehouse and hence it decreases the eective lead
time of an order placed by the retailers
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Figure 
 Realizations for F
W

q
under QS T  Policy
For the calculation of the waiting time distributions depicted in Figure 
we use Normal approximation for the truncated Erlang random variable as
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explained above In order to examine the eect of the approximation on the
waiting time distribution we simulated the inventory system under QS T 
policy to obtain the true waiting time distributions In our simulations we used
a run length of  warehouse ordering instances with a warmup period of
 order placements and  replications to obtain the corresponding waiting
time distributions For q   the simulated expected waiting time is found
to be  whereas the approximate expected value is calculated as 
 percentage deviation from the true value For q   and q   the
simulatedEW

q values are  and  respectively The corresponding
approximate values are  and  with  and  percentage
deviation respectively
We last present the retailer order quantity distribution The QS T  policy
imposes a limit both on the time between ordering opportunities as T and the
order quantities as Q Unlike the QS policy the order quantity for the QS T 
policy is a random variable and hence the conditional distribution of the retailer
order quantity in an order of size q can be written as

P
R
i
q
m
i
 


q
m
i
	
A
r
m
i
i
 r
i

qm
i
P
Q

q
if   m
i
 q   q  Q
 QSjT  Policy
As indicated in the previous chapter the minimum quantity periodic review
QSjT  policy was originally studied by Cachon  in a multiitem and single
location inventory system within the context of shelfspace and truck capacities
Unlike the other policies QSjT  policy is a periodic review policy and hence
the ordering opportunities arise at the end of each period ie every T time units
Figure  illustrates the ordering mechanism under QSjT  policy An ordering
opportunity that arises at the end of each period is used if at least Q demands
have accumulated for the retailers since the last ordering instance ie the total
inventory position of the retailers IP t is below S
T
 Q with S
T

P
N
i
S
i

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Figure 

 Illustration of Ordering Instances for QSjT  Policy
Otherwise only a review is carried out at an ordering opportunity Therefore
the interorder time and order sizes take values from the sets fT T T   g and
fQQ" Q"   g respectively We next present the probability mass function
of Y and Q


Lemma  The joint probability mass function of Y and Q

is given by
f
YQ

y q 







p

q 

T  if q  Q y  T
p

q 

mT BQ  q  
m if q  Q y  mTm  
where Bk n p is the Binomial cumulative distribution function with parameters
n and p
Proof See Appendix
Using the above lemma we can nd the marginals as given below

Corollary 
a The probability mass function P
Q

q  P Q

 q of Q

is given by
P
Q

q  p

q 

T  "

X
m
p

q 

mT BQ  q  
m if q  Q
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b The pmf f
Y
y of Y is given by
f
Y
y 







P

Q  

T  if y  T
P

Q  

m T  P

Q  

mT  if y  mTm  
The complex structure of f
YQ

y q as well as P
Q

q and f
Y
y does not make
it possible to obtain a closed form expression for the convolutions Therefore
the convolutions under QSjT  policy can be calculated only numerically
The discrete structure of both Y and Q

allows us to calculate f
Y
n
Q
n

y q
iteratively as follows

f
Y
n
Q
n

mT q 
X

m

m

 mm

 n  m

 
q

 q

 q q

 n Qq

 Q

f
Y
n
Q
n

m

T q

f
YQ

m

T q


for m  n q  nQ 
and
F
Y
n
Q
n

y q 





 if y 	 nT q  nQ
P
by
T c
jn
f
Y
n
Q
n

jT q if y  nT q  nQ

Corollary  Under QSjT  policy t k  P D

 t  k is given by
t k 















 if k   t 	 T
P

Q  bt
T c

T  if k   t  T
P
bk
Qc
n

P
bt
T c
jn
f
Y
n
Q
n

jT k
P
btnT 
T c
m
P
btmT 
T c
jn
f
Y
n
Q
n

jT kf
y
mT 

if k  Q t  T
Proof See Appendix
Similar to the QS T  policy P
Q

q under QSjT  policy does not provide a
closed form expression for 
i
s Next we present sample realizations for the steady
state distribution of the warehouse inventory position under QSjT  policy in
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Figure  We observe that the distribution of the warehouse inventory position
is not very sensitive to the choice of Q and T values Only when T is small
compared to Q


or Q is large compared to 

T  the behaviour of 
i
is somehow
observed to be oscillatory Noting that we use the same policy parameter values
QT s

 S

 as in Figure  we observe that the distribution of IP

has a more
smooth structure when compared with the QS T  policy
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Figure 
 Realizations for SteadyState Distribution of IP

under QSjT 
Policy
Since QSjT  is a periodic review policy the orders are placed at the end of
the periods ie the warehouse faces demands at the end of the periods Therefore
warehouse orders are also placed at the end of the periods and the warehouse
employs a periodic review s

 S

 policy with review interval T  Unlike the other
policies waiting time of an order at the warehouse has always a discrete structure
W

q takes values from the set f    L

"TL

"TL

 L

TL

 T     g
In Figure  we present dierent realizations regarding the distribution of
the waiting time of an order at the warehouse Figure a illustrates F
W

q
w
for dierent values of q We observe that there is not a particular pattern for
the behaviour of the waiting time distribution with dierent order sizes Figure
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 Realizations for F
W

q
under QS jT  Policy
b illustrates the waiting time of an order of a xed size for dierent values of
T  We observe that when w  L

 the waiting time with T   is stochastically
larger than that of T   whereas we may observe the opposite for w  L


Hence when s

	  a smaller review time may be benecial to obtain smaller
eective lead times
Similar to QS and QS T  policies since the demand is Poisson the
conditional distribution of the retailer order quantity in an order of size q can be
written as

P
R
i
q
m
i
 


q
m
i
	
A
r
m
i
i
 r
i

qm
i
P
Q

q
if   m
i
 q q  Q
 sS S Policy
The sS S policy is a special case of s cS canorder policy with c 
S  which were previously studied by Silver  in a item inventory system
with zero lead time and Van Eijs  in a general multiitem setting For the
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twoechelon inventory system it is formally stated as follows

sS S Policy Whenever the inventory position of a retailer i drops to
its reorder level s
i
 raise the inventory positions of the retailers up to S 
S

 S

     S
N

In sS  S policy the ordering opportunities for the retailers arise
whenever the inventory position of a retailer drops to its reorder level Observe
that this is the only policy among the three that bases its ordering decision on the
individual inventory positions of the retailers Recall that under three policies
explained above the ordering opportunities arrive either on the basis of the total
demands accumulated in the system andor the time elapsed Similar to QS
policy every ordering opportunity is used and all retailers are replenished to their
orderupto levels at each ordering opportunity
S
1
IP (t)
1
s1
S 2
IP  (t)2
s2
time (t)
time (t)
Y Y Y321
 
     Ordering opportunities (instances) 
Figure 
 Illustration of Ordering Instances for sS  S Policy
We illustrate a sample realization of the ordering behaviour of the retailers
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under sS S policy in Figure  Suppose that there are N   retailers
and the inventory position of each retailer i is at its maximum level S
i
at time
t  The inventory position of retailer  drops to its reorder level before the
second retailer and hence an ordering opportunity also arises for the retailer 
Since the inventory position of retailer  is below S

 both retailers are replenished
to S values Similarly second ordering opportunity is also triggered by retailer
 However since no demands have arrived for retailer  since the rst order the
opportunity is not used by retailer  and only retailer  is replenished Suppose
that the third order opportunity is triggered by retailer  ie the inventory
position of retailer  drops to s

before Since the inventory position of retailer 
is below S

 retailer  is also included in the third replenishment
Now let (
i
 S
i
 s
i
be the maximum quantity that retailer i can order
Then the minimum size of an order is Q

 min
i
(
i
which corresponds to the
case where only the retailer with the smallest (
i
value is included in the order
ie the inventory positions of the other retailers are at their orderupto levels at
the opportunity arrival The maximum size of an order is Q


P
i
(
i
 N  
which occurs when the inventory position of each retailer i i        N is s
i
"
and a demand arrives which generates an ordering instance We next present the
probability mass function of Y and Q


Lemma  The joint probability density function of Y and Q

is given by
f
YQ

y q  fy q 


N
X
i
X

P
N
j
x
j
 q x
i
 
i
  x
j
 
j
for j  i

q  #
r
x
i
i
x
i
 #


Y
j i
r
x
j
j
x
j
#


Iq  (
i

if y   Q

 q  Q

where I is the indicator function of its argument
Proof See Appendix
The above lemma is used to nd the marginals as below

Corollary 
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a The probability mass function P
Q

q  P Q

 q of Q

is given by
P
Q

q 
N
X
i
X

P
N
j
x
j
 q x
i
 
i
  x
j
 
j
for j  i

q  #
r
x
i
i
x
i
 #


Y
j i
r
x
j
j
x
j
#


Iq  (
i

if Q

 q  Q

b The pdf f
Y
y of Y is given by
f
Y
y 
Q

X
qQ

fy q 

P
Q

q
Proof See Appendix
Using a of Corollary  we see that f
YQ

y q can also be written as

f
YQ

y q  fy q 

P
Q

q if y   Q

 q  Q

This leads to an important result which enables the analysis of this policy in a
more compact way
 Given an order of size q the interorder time has an Erlang
q
distribution
f
Y jQ

yjq  fy q 

 if y   Q

 q  Q


Using Equation  we can write
f
Y
n
Q
n

y q  fy q 

P
n
Q

q if y   nQ

 q  nQ

and
F
Y
n
Q
n

y q  F y q 

P
n
Q

q if y   nQ

 q  nQ


Then we are ready to give an expression for the distribution of D

 t
Corollary  Under sS S policy t k  P D

 t  k is given
by
t k 










P
Q

qQ

F t q 

P
Q

q if k  
P
b
k
Q

c
n
b
k
Q

c
P
n
Q

k

F y k 


P
Q

qQ

P
Q

qF t k" q 



if k  Q

Proof See Appendix
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The crucial quantity in the analysis of the sS S policy is the probability
mass function of Q

 which has a quite complex structure as given in Corollary
 Only for N   we can provide a closed form expression for P
Q

q
P
Q

q 

X
i

q  

i
 

r

i
i
  r
i

q
i
Iq  (
i
 for min
i
(
i
 q 

X
i
(
i
 
For N   when a retailer is triggered by a retailer i if the order quantities of
the other retailers were unrestricted the order quantity of retailer j will have a
Binomial distribution with parameters q  (
i
and 
j



 
i
 However the
order quantities of the retailers are no longer unrestricted and hence we have to
sum over all possible values of these order quantities which is computationally
very dicult especially for larger values of N  Therefore an approximation for
N   is necessary to carry out the numerical calculations
Before we present the proposed approximation for P
Q

q we introduce some
notation Let r

ji
with i  j be the probability that a demand arrives at retailer
j given that it does not arrive at retailer j and is given by 
j




i
 Let 
ij
and


ij
with i  j be the expected value and variance of the order quantity of retailer
j in an order triggered by retailer i Also let 
i

P
j i

ji
and 

i

P
j i


ji

and for any quantity X we let
c
X denote the approximation for X
Now we propose the following
d
P
Q

q

d
P
Q

q 
N
X
i
C
Q


q  

i
 

r

i
i
 r
i

q
i


q (
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" 
c

i

c


i

q (
i
 
c

i

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

i




where C
Q

is the normalizing constant such that
P
Q

qQ

d
P
Q

q   and
d

ji
and
d


ji
are calculated by
c

i

X
j i
d

ji

X
j i

j

X
k
kbk q (
i
 r

ji
 
c


i

X
j i
d


ji

X
j i

j

X
k
k

bk q (
i
 r

ji

X
j i
d

ji


where bk n p represents the probability mass function of a Binomial random
variable with parameters n and p
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The idea behind Equation  is to approximate the probability that the
sum of the order quantities of the retailers which do not trigger the order is q(
i
if retailer i triggers the order As explained above the retailer order quantities
are restricted with (
j
  where j  i and hence we rst nd the approximate
mean and variance of the retailer order quantities in Equations  and 
respectively The probability mass function of the sum of the order quantities of
the retailers which do not trigger the order is then approximated by a Normal
distribution with continuity correction We use the proposed approximate
d
P
Q

q
throughout our numerical experiments with N   and as explained below the
approximation works quite well even with small values of N 
Similar to QS T  and QSjT  policies the steadystate distribution of IP

under sS S policy can be computed only numerically In Figure  we
present dierent realizations of 
i
s Recall that the policy bases the ordering
decisions on the individual inventory positions rather than the total inventory
position and hence we will investigate the eect of number of retailers individual
demand rates and the retailer maximumorder quantities on the behaviour of 
i
s
Figure a illustrates the behaviour of 
i
for N   and N   keeping

i
xed We observe that for smaller values of the inventory position value i 
i
is not sensitive to the number of retailers in the system The behaviour of 
i
s is
also observed to be oscillatory In Figure b we present 
i
values for N  
and N   keeping the system demand rate 

xed A similar behaviour as in
Figure a is observed for 
i
s
For the calculation of 
i
values for N   given in Figures ab we
use the proposed normal approximation for P
Q

q given in Equation 
To illustrate the eect of the approximation on the steadystate inventory
position distribution we simulated the inventory system under sS S
policy to obtain the true 
i
values In our simulations we used a run length
of  warehouse ordering instances with a warmup period of  order
placements and  replications The maximum percentage deviation of the
approximate 
i
values from the true values is found to be  with an average
of  deviation As will be presented in the next chapter the eect of the
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 Realizations for SteadyState Distribution of IP

under
sS S Policy
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approximation on the operating characteristics and cost rate function is negligible
Figure cd present realizations for the steadystate Distribution of IP

with dierent retailer parameters Figure c demonstrates the behaviour of

i
for dierent (

values keeping (

and 
i
xed As (

decreases the system
starts to behave as if there is only retailer  in the system and 
i
s have a more
smooth structure ie for (

  the distribution of the inventory position is
quite similar to a uniform distribution Figure d gives dierent realizations
of 
i
for dierent (

and 

values while keeping (




 (




xed We
observe that there is not a particular pattern for the behaviour of 
i

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 Realizations for F
W

q
under sS S Policy
Figure  presents realizations for the waiting time distribution under
sS S policy The interorder time has a similar structure to that of QS
policy ie the interorder time of an order of size q has an Erlang
q
distribution
Therefore we observe that the waiting time distribution under sS S policy
behaves similar to QS In Figure a we present F
W

q
w for two dierent
values of q It is observed that for higher values of q P W

q   for q   is
higher than that of q   which may be attributed to the stochastically larger
interorder time as in QS policy Figure b presents dierent realizations
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for the waiting time distribution when the demand rates are dierentiated For
a larger demand rate the waiting time of an order is stochastically larger
Unlike the previous three policies there are limitations on the retailer order
quantities for an order of size q Because if retailer i triggers the order then
R
i
q  (
i
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j
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j
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Chapter 	
Numerical Results for Policies in
Class P
In the previous two chapters we have studied dierent joint replenishment
policies in a twoechelon single item inventory system In this chapter our aim
is to discuss the computational results regarding these policies Although the
policies can be analyzed under a single policy class they each choose a particular
generation mechanism for the opportunitiesorders Therefore the overall costs
incurred by the inventory system depend greatly on how these opportunities are
generated and used in the system
In Section  we present the search algorithm employed and some
computational remarks for each policy In Section  we discuss the advantage
of employing the joint replenishment policies under the policy class P instead of
installation stock policies at the retailers In Section  and  we will present
the performance of the policies for the systems where the warehouse acts as a
crossdock point and it is allowed to hold stock respectively We will also include
a discussion on the allocation of cost between the echelons and the dierence of
echelon costs across the policies Section  will discuss the benet of allowing
the warehouse to hold stock instead of employing crossdock under the joint
replenishment policies of interest

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	 Computational Issues
Before we proceed with the performance the policies we will present the search
algorithm and search space we use in order to nd the optimal policy parameters
and some computational remarks for each policy Even under the simple QS
policy for which closed form expressions of operating characteristics are available
an analytical investigation for unimodality of AC
P
provided in Equation 
is not possible since the Lagrangian of ll rate constraints can not be proved
to be convex in the policy parameters See also Agrawal and Seshadri 
Therefore to nd the optimal policy parameters we employed either an iterative
search algorithm with randomized initial points or an exhaustive search algorithm
over a large solution space whichever is convenient for each of the four policies
considered Notice that the search algorithms provided herein cover the general
case where we allow the warehouse to hold stock ie optimization over s

 S


is also included For the problems in which the warehouse employs crossdock
the steps for the optimization of s

 S

 values are excluded from the algorithm
Before going on with the details for each policy we rst introduce some
notation that will be frequently used
 
t
is the expected number of units
demanded from the warehouse in  t ie 
t
 ED

 t 
P

k
kt k
EW

 is the expected waiting time of an order placed at the warehouse and is
calculated by EW

 
P

q
EW

qP
Q

q We let bxc
k
denote the smallest
integer larger than or equal to x which is divisible by k We also dene
Q
r


q
K



P
N
i
r
i
h
i


and Q
w

l
q
K




h

m
 As also explained in
Section  these values correspond to the optimal order quantities of the retailers
and the warehouse under EOQ model with corresponding ordering holding costs
and demand rates and provide a basis to determine the search space for the
optimal policy parameters see Pantumsinchai  We also note that the search
space we consider for each of the algorithm represents a very broad range of the
policy parameters
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 QS Policy
The QS policy is the simplest of four policies considered and requires only
N "  policy parameters QS

 S

     S
N
 s

 S

 to be optimized Moreover
as indicated in Section  and in Cheung and Lee  since the size of the order
placed by the retailers is constant s

and S

values should be integer multiples
of Q which narrows down the search space considerably This restriction makes
the exhaustive search algorithm over a large solution space possible We also
observe that for a given Q s

 S

 triplet it is easy to see that the optimization
problem to nd S

can be decomposed into N independent subproblems in each
of which we solve for S

i
separately where S

i
is the minimum value of S
i
that
satises the required ll rate constraint as also presented in steps 
and  of the algorithm given below
The search space consists of Q  Q
min
 Q
max
 s

 s
min

 s
max

 S


S
min

 S
max

 S
i
 S
min
i
 S
max
i
 i        N with increments of (
Q
 (
s


Q(
S

 Q(
S
i
  The boundaries of Q are given by
Q
min
 max Q
r
 Q
max
 maxQ
r
 Q
r
" 
The limits for s

 S

 will be determined based on the value of the other
parameters in the algorithm The employed search algorithm is provided as
below

Search Algorithm for QS Policy
 Set Q
m
 Q
min
 Q
max
 For each Q  Q
min
 Q
max
 by 
Q
 Compute s
min

 bQ
w
c
Q
  b

L

c
Q
and s
max

 bQ
w
c
Q
  b

L

c
Q

 For each s

 s
min

 s
max

 by 
s

 Compute S
min

 s

Q and S
max

 bQ
w
c
Q
  b

L

c
Q

 For each S

 S
min

 S
max

 by 
S


 For each retailer i  f      Ng
 Set S
in
i
 d
i
L
i
 EW

e
 If 
i
	 
i
 Set S

i
 minfS
i
 S
i
 S
in
i
 
i
 
i
g 
 Go to step 
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	 If 
i
 
i
	 Set S

i
 maxfS
i
 S
i
 S
in
i
 
i
 
i
g
	 Go to step 
 Compute and store ACQS

 s

 S


	 Set Q

 s


 S


  argminACQS

 s

 S


No approximations are used to calculate the cost rate function of QS policy
Therefore the best cost rate function ACQ

S

 s


 S


 found as a result of the
algorithm is exact We also note that over the  experimental instances where
we allow the warehouse to hold stock and whose details will be given in Section
 the search algorithm presented above did not result in best policy parameters
which are on the boundaries of the provided search space Similarly for 
experimental instances where the warehouse employs crossdock See the details
in Section  the best Q values were never obtained as Q
min
or Q
max

 QS T  Policy
In an N retailer inventory system where the warehouse is allowed to hold
stock the dimensionality of QS T  policy is N "  with the parameters
QS

 S

     S
N
 T s

 S

 to be optimized Although QS T  policy requires
only one more parameter than that of QS policy the optimization is not as easy
since none of the operating characteristics such as the steadystate distribution
of the warehouse inventory position and waiting time distribution have a closed
form expression They can be calculated only numerically as explained in Section
 From computation time point of view it becomes almost impossible to use an
exhaustive search algorithm to nd the optimal policy parameters Therefore we
used an iterative search algorithm starting with random initial points A total
of  initial points
'
Q
'
T 's

and
'
S

were selected sequentially over the ranges
given below These ranges are also used in the optimization steps of the iterative
algorithm Below we also give (
Q
(
T
(
s

and (
S

values which represent the
increments of each policy parameter within the given ranges
'
Q  Q
min
 Q
max
 T  T
min
 T
max
 s

 s
min

 s
max

 S

 S
min

 S
max

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Q
min
 max Q
r
 Q
max
 maxQ
r
 Q
r
"  (
Q
 
T
min
 Q
min



 T
max
 Q
max



(
T
 T
max
 T
min


s
min

 Q
w
  b
L

c  s
max

 Q
w
"  b
L

c  (
s

 
S
min

 s

"  S
max

 Q
w
"  b
L

c  (
S

 
The iterative algorithm as will be presented below starts with a randomly
selected quartet 
'
Q
'
T 's


'
S

 and ends either when the same policy parameters
are obtained in two consecutive iterations or the number of iterations reaches
 One iteration of our iterative search algorithm consists of ve consecutive
optimization problems for one of the policy parameters while keeping the other
four parameters constant We next give the details of the employed iterative
search algorithm for one initial random point In the algorithm n
it
corresponds
to the iteration number whereas Q
p
 T
P
S
p
 s
p

 S
p

represent the corresponding
parameter values in the previous iteration
Search Algorithm for QS T  Policy
 Set n
it
 
 Select

Q

T s



S


	 Set

S  S
p
  Q
p


Q  T
p


T   s
p

 s

  S
p



S

 
 If n
it
 	 and 

Q  Q
p
or

T  T
p
or

S  S
p
or s

 s
p

or

S

 S
p


 Go to step 	
 If n
it
 	 or 

Q  Q
p
and

T  T
p
and

S  S
p
and s

 s
p

and

S

 S
p


 Go to step 
	 Set Q
p


QS
p


S T
p


T s
p

 s

 S
p



S


	 For each retailer i  f      Ng
	 Set S
in
i
 d
i
L
i
EW

e
	 If 
i
	 
i
	 Set

S
i
 minfS
i
 S
i
 S
in
i
 
i
 
i
g
	 Go to step 	
		 If 
i
 
i
		 Set

S
i
 maxfS
i
 S
i
 S
in
i
 
i
 
i
g
		 Go to step 	
	 Set

S  

S



S

    

S
N

 Compute

S

 argmin
fS

s

S
max


i

i
iNg
AC

Q

S

T s

 S

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 Compute s

 argmin
fs

s
min



S


i

i
iNg
AC

Q

S

T s



S


 Compute

T  argmin
fTT
min
T
max

i

i
iNg
AC

Q

S T s



S


 Compute

Q  argmin
fQQ
min
Q
max

i

i
iNg
ACQ

S

T s



S



 Set n
it
 n
it
 
 Go to step 	
 Set Q

S

 T

 s


 S


  

Q

S

T s



S


Observe that similar to QS policy the problem of nding

S for given
QT s

and S

values is decomposed into N independent problems in each of
which
'
S
i
is assigned to the minimum value of S
i
that satises the target ll
rate In each of the optimization problem for nding
'
S

 's


'
T
'
Q dened in steps
   and  respectively we check the feasibility of the corresponding
parameters ie whether the ll rate constraints are satised or not
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Figure 
 Histogram for the Percentage Deviation of the Approximate
ACQ

S

 T

 s


 S


 from simulated ACQ

S

 T

 s


 S


 for QS T  Policy
We also note that at very step of the algorithm where the convolution of the
truncated Erlang distribution is necessary we use the normal approximation ex
plained in Section  Therefore the best policy parameters Q

S

 T

 s


 S



are solved using the corresponding approximate cost functions In order to obtain
the true ACQ

S

 T

 s


 S


 we simulated the inventory system with QS T 
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policy In our simulations we used a run length of  warehouse ordering
instances with a warmup period of  order placements and  replications
During the remaining part of this chapter we use the cost gures obtained from
the simulations As a performance of the normal approximation used we report
that over the  experimental instances where we allow the warehouse to hold
stock and whose details will be given in Section  the average percentage
deviation of the approximate cost gures from the simulated ones is  
whereas the maximum and minimum absolute values are  and  
respectively The histogram for the percentage deviations is presented in Figure
 We also note that for the experimental instances where the warehouse acts
as a crossdock facility the convolutions of truncated Erlang random variables
are not required and hence the cost rate functions obtained are exact
The iterative search algorithm presented above converged to the same policy
parameter values for all  starting points in  of  experimental instances
before hitting the maximum number of iterations In the remaining  of the
remaining  instances we hit the maximum number of iterations for at least
one initial point We observed that the solution of the algorithm converged to the
same policy parameter values for the other starting points In  experimental
instances the algorithm exceeded the maximum iteration number for all initial
points
In the  experimental instances where the warehouse employs crossdock
the above algorithm is used excluding steps  and  Incidentally we never
hit the maximum number of iterations in these instances and the solution of the
algorithm converged to the same policy parameters values for all initial points
Recall that we had a similar numerical observation for QS T  policy in the
singlelocation multiitem context
 QSjT  Policy
Similar to the QS T  policy the parameters to be optimized under the QSjT 
policy are QS

 S

     S
N
 T s

 S

 with a total of N "  parameters for an
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N retailer inventory system Although it is easier to calculate the operating
characteristics of the QSjT  policy than that of the QS T  policy an
exhaustive search algorithm is also very dicult to implement from computational
point of view Therefore we also used an iterative search algorithm with random
initial points to nd the optimal policy parameters for the QSjT  policy A
total of  initial points
'
T
'
Q 's

and
'
S

were selected sequentially over the ranges
given below The increments of each policy parameter within the given ranges
(
T
(
Q
(
s

and (
S

are given as follows

T  T
min
 T
max

'
Q  Q
min
 Q
max
 s

 s
min

 s
max

 S

 S
min

 S
max


T
min
 Q
r



 T
max
 Q
r



(
T
 T
max
 T
min


Q
min

l
T
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

m
 Q
max
 dT
max


e (
Q
 
s
min

 Q
w
  b
L

c  s
max

 Q
w
"  b
L

c  (
s

 
S
min

 s

"  S
max

 Q
w
"  b
L

c  (
S

 
As in the QS T  policy the iterative algorithm starts with randomly
selected
'
T
'
Q 's

and
'
S

values and ends either when the same policy parameters
are obtained in two consecutive iterations or the number of iterations exceeds
 One iteration also consists of ve consecutive optimization problems for
one of the policy parameters while keeping the other four constant What is
dierent from the QS T  policy is the boundary of the ranges as given above
and a change in the sequence the optimization problems of a single iteration
The details of the employed iterative search algorithm for a single initial point
are presented below Recall that this search algorithm is repeated for  dierent
initial points to obtain the best policy parameters In the algorithm n
it
and
Q
p
 T
P
S
p
 s
p

 S
p

represent the iteration number and the corresponding parameter
values in the previous iteration as before
Search Algorithm for QSjT  Policy
 Set n
it
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
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
Q s



S

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	 Set
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p

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
S

 S
p


 Go to step 	
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For the QSjT  policy what makes it easier to calculate the operating
characteristics is the discrete structure of both Y and Q

 For xed values of
Q and T  once f
Y
n
Q
n

y q values are calculated for possible values of n y
and q in an iterative way given in Equation  they can be used in steps
 and  without being recalculated On the other hand the unbounded
structure of both Y and Q

is a source of diculty from computational point
of view Since f
YQ

y q can not be calculated for innitely many values of
y and q we have to truncate the probability mass function at some point
while computing it numerically The convolutions and all other operating
characteristics are computed based on the truncated f
YQ

y q Hence the
truncation point is important for a correct computation of the cost rate function
While we compute f
YQ

y q numerically we stop at the values of y

T and q

values if
P
y

m
P
q

kQ
f
YQ

mT k   and f
YQ

y

T q

"   


and
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f
YQ

y

" T q

  


hold The same arguments also hold true for P
Q

q
and f
Y
y
The best policy parameters under the QS T  policy are found using the
truncated f
YQ

y q P
Q

q and f
Y
y values and hence using the approximate
cost rate function Therefore to obtain the true best cost rate function we
simulated the inventory system under the QS T  policy with the parameters
Q

S

 T

 s


 S


 found in the iterative search algorithm In the remaining parts
of this chapter we use the simulated cost gures which are computed by 
warehouse ordering instances after a warmup period of  order placements
and  replications Since the truncation issue is also valid for the cases where
the warehouse employs crossdock we also use the simulated cost gures for these
cases
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Figure 
 Histogram for the Percentage Deviation of the Approximate
ACQ

S

 T

 s


 S


 from simulated ACQ

S

 T

 s


 S


 for QSjT  Policy
To illustrate the performance of the truncation rule explained above the
average percentage deviation of the approximate cost gures calculated with
truncated f
YQ

y q from the simulated ones over a total of   for the
instances with the warehouse allowed to hold stock and  cases for crossdock
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cases is  whereas the maximum and minimum values are  and  
respectively The histogram for the percentage deviations is given in Figure 
We last present a summary of the performance of the iterative search
algorithm presented above The employed algorithm converged to the same policy
parameter values for all  starting points in  of  experimental instances
where the warehouse is allowed to hold stock In  instances the algorithm
exceeded the maximum number of iterations for at least one initial point In
the remaining  experimental instances the algorithm exceeded the maximum
iteration number for all initial points For the  crossdock instances in which
we omit steps  and  the iterative algorithm resulted in the same policy
parameter values in  instances In the remaining  instances maximum
number of iterations exceeded for some initial points However in these instances
the algorithm converged to the same parameters for the other initial points
 sS S Policy
In an N retailer inventory system the dimensionality of sS S policy is
N" with the parameters s

 s

     s
N
 S

 S

     S
N
 s

 S

 to be optimized
If N   dimensionality of sS S becomes larger than the dimensionality
of QS T  or QSjT  policies Similarly if N   the dimensionality of
sS S policy is larger than that of QS policy
As explained in Section  the structure of the sS S policy is dierent
from the other three policies the distribution of order quantity is a function of
the individual demand rates and individual order quantities Moreover in the
previous policies keeping the other parameters xed the problem of nding
the best S

 S

     S
N
 can be decomposed into N subproblems However
for the sS  S policy this decomposition does not work since keeping all
other parameters constant when S
i
changes for some i        N  P
Q

q
and hence all the remaining operating characteristics change and need to be
recalculated This complexity makes an exhaustive search algorithm impossible
to be implemented For the sS S policy  we design a search algorithm
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which is a combination of the iterative and the exhaustive search procedures
The search space in the designed algorithm consists of s

 s
min

 s
max

 S


S
min

 S
max

 s
i
 s
min
i
 s
max
i
 S
i
 S
min
i
 S
max
i
 i        N with increments
of (
s

 (
S

 (
s
i
 (
S
i
  The boundaries of the search space are
given as follows

s
min

 Q
w
  b

L

c  s
max

 Q
w
"  b

L

c
S
min

 s

"  S
max

 Q
w
"  b

L

c
s
min
i


q
Kr
i

i

h
i

  b
i
L

" L
i
c  s
max
i


q
Kr
i

i

h
i

"  b
i
L

" L
i
c
S
min
i
 s
i
"  S
max
i


q
Kr
i

i

h
i

"  b
i
L

" L
i
c
Search Algorithm for sS  S Policy
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min
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 s
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
 S
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
 S
max

 For each s

 s
min

 s
max

 by 
s

 For each S

 S
min

 S
max

 by 
S

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it
 
 Select

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
S
	 Set S
p


S  and s
p


s 
 If n
it
 	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
S  S
p
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
s  s
p

 Go to step 
 If n
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 	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
S  S
p
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
s  s
p

 Go to step 
 Set S
p


S s
p
 s
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i
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s
i



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
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
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
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
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S
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 Set n
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 n
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 Set S



S s



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 Compute and store ACs

S

 s

 S


	 Set s

S

 s


 S


  argmin
s

S

ACs

S

 s

 S


In the algorithm presented above notice that we use an iterative procedure
to nd the best s and S values for xed s

 S

 and use exhaustive search to nd
the best s

 S

 values We should also mention that during the iterative part
of the algorithm in order to nd the best 's
i
or
'
S
i
 we also consider the total
cost rate in the system in addition to ll rates of all the retailers Therefore the
computational requirements for sS S policy are much larger than those of
the other three policies
At every step of the algorithm where the average cost rate function and ll
rate of the retailers are calculated if the number of retailers N  is greater than
 we use the normal approximation explained in Section  for the distribution
of the order quantity Q

 and the retailer order quantities R
i
q Therefore
in the  cases where we allow the warehouse to hold stock in an N retailer
inventory system with N   and  cases where the warehouse acts as a
crossdocking facility for N   the best policy parameters are computed using
the approximate cost rate function The corresponding true cost rate functions
which will be used in the subsequent sections are calculated via a simulation
model The simulation model is run for  warehouse orders after a warmup
period of  order placements and  replications
The histogram of the percentage deviations of the approximate cost function
from the simulated ones is presented in Figure  The average percentage
deviation is  over a total of  instances and the minimum and maximum
absolute values are  and  respectively
Over the  instances where we allow the warehouse to hold stock the
best s

and S

values were never found to be on the boundary of the ranges
presented above and we never hit the maximum iteration number in the iterative
part of the search algorithm Similarly for the crossdock cases in which the
optimization steps over the s

 S

 values are not carried out the maximum
number of iterations is never exceeded
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 Histogram for the Percentage Deviation of the Approximate
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
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
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
 S


 for sS S Policy
	 Advantage of Joint Replenishment Policy
in a Twoechelon Inventory System
In this section we will present some sample results to illustrate the advantage
of using various policies under the policy class P instead of installation stock
policies at the retailers
We rst introduce some notation We let AC

P
denote the optimal cost rate of
a policy P within the policy class P Also let ACs S

be the optimal cost rate
of the model where the retailers employ independent s S policies As a measure
of the performance of the policy P over the installation stock s S policy we
dene ( 
sS
P
as follows

( 
sS
P

ACs S

AC

P
ACs S

	 
By denition a positive ( 
sS
P
value indicates that the joint replenishment
policy P within the class P performs better than the independent s S policy
of the retailers
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We should also mention that an exact analytical model is not available for the
installation stock policy with xed ordering costs at the warehouse and ll rate
constraints at the retailers Therefore in order to obtain the corresponding best
cost rate function for installation stock policy we have constructed a simulation
model and simulated the inventory system operating under independent s S
policies at the retailers over a moderate range of policy parameters For our
simulations we used a run length of  warehouse ordering instances after
a warmup period of  order placements and  replications to obtain the
average cost rate function of a selected policy parameter ACs S

is then
found by selecting the minimum of simulated cost rate functions
In Figures a and b we present ( 
sS
P
values with varying number of
retailers for L

  and L

  respectively where the other system parameters
are taken as K

 K   h

  h
i
  
i
  L
i
  
i
  i 
      N  We should mention that in all of the cases presented in Figures a
and b the warehouse acts as a crossdock facility Therefore the eective
lead time of an order for retailer i is L

" L
i
See the details of a crossdock
facility in Section  The ( 
sS
P
values presented in Figure  illustrate
that if the retailers use independent replenishments instead of employing joint
replenishment decisions the system wide costs may increase quite signicantly
ie the improvements achieved by the joint replenishment decisions may go
up to  and  for L

  and L

  respectively In addition
we observe an increasing behavior of ( 
sS
P
values with increasing N for all
policies within the class P This is to be expected because as we increase N 
keeping the demand rate of each retailer xed the average number of orders
placed per time increase and hence the savings of ordering costs obtained from
the joint replenishment decisions increase Also notice that the advantage of
using joint replenishment policies decreases as L

increases This may possibly
result from a disadvantage of joint replenishment policies in that the retailers
lose their exibility in ordering decisions due to joint replenishment and hence
the response to an increase in lead time andor lead time uncertainty is more
eective with independent replenishments These results are consistent with the
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results presented in Atkins and Iyogun  and Viswanathan  for the joint
replenishment problem in a singlelocation multiitem setting
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
 
Figures a and b illustrate the advantage of using a policy from class P
for the cases 
i
  and 
i
  respectively The other parameters in the
system are taken as L

 K

 K   h

  h
i
  
i
  L
i

 i        N  The cases of K

  and K

  presented in Figures a
and a respectively indicate that the advantage of using joint replenishment
generally increases by including an ordering cost at the warehouse This may be
due to the fact that the ordering cost pushes stock and a batch ordering policy
at the warehouse The stock at the warehouse decreases the eective lead time of
an order in case s

  and hence the advantage of using joint replenishments
at the retailers increase due to the explanation given above As we increase the
required ll rate of the retailers 
i
 we observe that ( 
sS
P
values decrease This
may also be explained by the reduced exibility of the retailers that employ joint
replenishment On the other hand the decrease in ( 
sS
P
values is smaller for
QS T  and sS S policies QS T  policy is a proactive policy which
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is demonstrated to perform better for larger target ll rates in Table  in a
singlelocation and multiitem setting The sS S policy bases the ordering
decisions on the individual inventory positions and hence it can attain the higher
ll rate values easier than QS and QSjT  policies
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 
Although joint replenishment policies provide signicant cost savings over
independent replenishments Figures  illustrate that there is not a single
policy within the class P that dominates the other policies for all system and
cost parameters The performance of a policy P diers depending on the system
and cost parameters In the next two sections we investigate the performance of
policies with respect to each other in detail In particular we attempt to identify
the operational environments in which it is benecial to implement a specic
policy within the class P
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	 Comparison of Policies within Class P
with Warehouse Employing CrossDock
In this section we examine the performance of the policies within the class P
for the special case where the warehouse acts as a crossdock point In cross
docking systems the warehouse functions as a transit point which is in charge of
ordering receiving unloading allocating and dispatching shipments Inventory
spends very little time at the warehouse so we assume that the items are shipped
to the retailers as soon as they arrive at the warehouse with no reallocation ie
the warehouse does not hold any inventory and inventory is only held at the
retailers
In the multilocation singleitem model constructed in Chapter  if the
warehouse employs crossdock it operates with s

 S

    and the
warehouse places an order at the outside supplier for every retailer order and
hence the eective lead time of an order for retailer i is given by L

"L
i
 In other
words as also conjectured in Chapter  the singleitem twoechelon inventory
system where the warehouse acts as a crossdock point with no reallocation can
be represented by the singlelocation multiitem model See also Figure  in
which the lead time for retailer i is given by L

" L
i
and the xed ordering cost
in the system is K

"K The numerical comparison provided in this section is
similar to the one presented in Chapter  except that the average cost rates of the
policies are minimized subject to modied ll rate constraints instead of explicit
backorder costs
For policy comparisons we let AC

P
denote the optimal cost rate of a policy
P within class P As a measure of the performance of the policy P  we use the
percentage deviation (
P
 dened as follows

(
P
 
AC

P
AC

AC

	  
where AC

is the cost rate of the best policy within the policy class P ie AC


min
PP
AC

P
 A zero entry for (
P
  by denition means that the policy P gives
the minimum cost rate among the four policies considered Similarly a positive
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Figure 
 Illustration of the analogy of the singlelocation multiitem
inventory system and the singleitem twoechelon inventory system with cross
dock
lower value of (
P
 indicates that the policy P achieves a lower cost dierence
from the best policy within the class P
Before we proceed with individual comparisons we rst present a summary of
our ndings over all  experiment instances in which the warehouse is assumed
to employ crossdock We observed that the QS T  policy is the best policy of
four in  out of  instances with an average and maximum improvement of
 and  over the next best policy in these instances In the remaining
 cases QSjT  policy is the best policy in  and sS S policy is
the best in  instances Obviously QS policy is never the best one In
the  cases where QSjT  policy is the best the average deviation of the
next best policy from QSjT  is  with a maximum deviation of  
The corresponding gures for sS S policy are  and  over the
 instances where sS S is the best We also report the average (
P
 
values over  experimental instances as       and  for
QS T  QSjT  QS and sS S policies respectively
Next we discuss our ndings in detail The test bed we are considering
consists of N  f   g identical retailers with identical cost and system
parameters We let K  f   g K

 fK K Kg L

 f g
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L
i
 L   
i
   f g 
i
   f    g h
i
 h  f g
The system and cost parameters presented here provide a total of  instances
Notice that these experimental points represent a wide range of parameters from
very low ordering and holding costs as well as demand rates to very high values
Recall that the twoechelon inventory system with the warehouse employing
crossdock acts like a singlelocation multiitem inventory system with xed
ordering cost K

" K With K

values assumed above we have K

" K 
fK K K Kg If the same K

" K value is generated more than once by
dierent K values we consider it as one instance and thats why we have a total
of  experimental instances for crossdock case
In Tables  we tabulate a total of  instances from the  instances
which are representative to illustrate the general behavior of the policies with
varying cost and demand parameters where we let L

 K

 K The QS T 
policy performs better than the other three policies in  out of  instances For
the remaining  experiment instances it is dominated in  cases by QSjT 
and  times by sS S policy Over the  instances where QS T  is
the best policy among four the average improvement that it attains over the
next best policy is  with a maximum improvement of   Over the 
instances where QSjT  is the best policy the average improvement over the next
best policy is  with a maximum improvement of   The corresponding
average and maximum improvements for sS S policy are  and  
respectively
The gures presented in Tables  and other untabulated results illustrate
that timebased policies namely the QS T  and the QSjT  perform better
with smaller demand rates when compared with the quantity based QS and
sS S policies Due to the integer values of the parameters with quantity
based policies the optimal parameters of QS and sS S may be quite
insensitive to the system parameters Since the lead time demand is low a unit
change in s S andor Q values may result in signicant cost changes On the
other hand the continuous time dimension of QS T  and QSjT  policies
usually captures the costsystem parameters and this increases the performance
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Table 
 Comparison of policies with the warehouse employing crossdock 
  
of these policies with respect to the others for low demand rates
The QS T  policy best performs with low ordering cost lower demand
rates and higher holding costs The proactive behaviour of the QS T  policy
increases its performance for higher ll rate constraints These observations for
the QS T  policy are consistent with those presented in Chapter  as expected
The performance of the QSjT  policy is generally better with higher ordering
cost and larger values of N  In other words (
QSjT 
 values decreases with
increasing K andor N  The periodic structure increases the performance of the
QSjT  policy for lower target ll rates We also observe that the instances
where sS  S policy dominates the other policies usually correspond to the
Chapter 	 Numerical Results for Policies in Class P 
Problem Parameters 
P

 K h N AC

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Table 
 Comparison of policies with the warehouse employing crossdock 
  
cases with larger N  higher ll rate constraints and higher ordering cost The
individual reorder levels for the retailers under sS S policy enable to cope
with the higher ll rates better especially for larger demand rates ie the integer
values of the policy parameters do not eliminate the advantage of reorder levels
Also notice that the performance of the policies become alike as the number
of retailers N increases We have a similar observation with increasing demand
rates eg (
P
 values decrease with increasing N and 
In order to give a broader view of the performance of the policies we next
present two tables illustrating the summary for the comparison of the policies
In Table  we provide a pairwise comparison across the instances where one
Chapter 	 Numerical Results for Policies in Class P 
policy dominates the other
Policy Dimensionality QS T  QSjT  QS sS S
QS T  N   	
    	
QSjT  N 
 
	     
QS N     	
sS S N 
 	  	   
Table 
 The summary comparison of policies across pairwise dominated
instances  crossdock case
Each element the entry corresponding to the ith row and jth column of
the table reports two entities
 the average improvement in the expected cost
rate achieved by policy P
i
over policy P
j
in the experimental instances where
P
i
dominates P
j
! and the number of such instances in parentheses The rst
row of the table gives the performance of the proposed policy in comparison with
the other policies For example we see that QS T  dominates QSjT  policy
in  out of  considered instances! and the average improvement in such
instances achieved over QSjT  policy is   Similarly QS T  policy is
better than sS  S policy with an average improvement of  in 
out of  considered instances
In Table  we provide an overall comparison of the average performance
of the policies In the same format as in Table  we present the average
percentage change in the expected total cost rate under policy P
i
versus P
j
as
the entry corresponding to ith row jth column of the table Dierently fromTable
 we consider all of the  experiment instances where P
i
may or may not
dominate P
j
 A positive entry indicates that policy P
i
provides that much average
percentage improvement in the cost rate over P
j
 A negative entry indicates that
the performance of P
i
is worse by that much on average in comparison with the
performance of policy P
j

What is signicant about the performance of the policies is that QS T 
policy is the only one providing cost improvements over the other policies over
a very wide range of parameter set QSjT  policy is the second if we rank the
policies with respect to the average performance presented in Table  On the
average QSjT  policy dominates QS and sS S policies and is inferior
Chapter 	 Numerical Results for Policies in Class P 
Policy Dimensionality QS T  QSjT  QS sS S
QS T  N    
QSjT  N    
QS N 	   
sS S N 
   
Table 
 The overall average performance of policies across all  instances
 crossdock case
only when compared with QS T  policy Although there are instances where
sS S dominates the other policies ie when the ordering cost andor
demand rate andor target ll rates are high as presented in Table  the average
performance is the worst among the considered policies
In this study we assume that the system is centralized and hence our objective
is to minimize the total cost rate in the system rather than dealing with the
individual cost of the warehouse and retailers separately Tables  and 
indicate that the performance of QS T  policy is better than the other policies
when the objective is to minimize the total cost rate in the system On the
other hand if we considered a decentralized system the allocation of the costs
among the echelons and the dierence of echelon costs would be two main issues
to be addressed Moreover it is important to distinguish the savingslosses of
the echelons when the retailers change the policy that they use In order to gain
insight on these issues we next give summaries of the allocation of the costs
among the echelons
Recall that when the warehouse employs crossdock the cost components at
the warehouse are the ordering cost incurred for every warehouse order or for
every retailer order and the holding cost of the items during their transportation
from the outside supplier to the warehouse Therefore the cost of the warehouse
C
W
is given by K

" h

EQ

L


EY   K


EY  " h



L

 Over all 
instances where the warehouse employs crossdock the average of the proportion
of the cost incurred by the warehouse C

W

AC

P
is the smallest for sS S
policy with  and the highest for QS T  policy with   The corresponding
average values are  and  for QS and QSjT  policies respectively
Since the warehouse incurs the maximum proportion of costs under QS T 
Chapter 	 Numerical Results for Policies in Class P 
policy it seems that when the warehouse acts as a crossdock point QS T 
is a policy which is designed for the benet of the retailers as well as the
inventory system itself Similarly it is the warehouse which benets most from
implementing sS S policy under crossdock Recall that sS S
performs on the average the worst when compared with the other policies
Policy QS T  QSjT  QS sS S
QS T    	    
QSjT   	  	 	  
QS    
   
sS S 
	 
 
    
Table 
 The overall average performance of the warehouse  crossdock case
Policy QS T  QSjT  QS sS S
QS T     
   
	
QSjT     
  		 
QS   	 	  
 
sS S 
 
 
 
  
 
Table 
 The overall average performance of the retailer  crossdock case
Table   presents the comparison of the warehouse retailer costs across
the policies over all  experimental instances The entries in the ith row and
jth column of the table present the average percentage change in the expected
warehouse retailer costs under policy P
i
versus P
j
and the number of instances
in which policy P
i
dominates policy P
j
in terms of warehouse retailer costs
Although the average proportion of costs incurred by the warehouse is achieved
by sS S policy the average performance of the warehouse is quite close
to each other for QSjT  and sS S policies
We should mention that the performance of the policies is more distinguishable
in terms of the retailer costs When we include the warehouse costs the
percentage deviation of the cost rates of the policies decreases signicantly and
hence the performance of the policies becomes alike When the warehouse
employs crossdock the QS and sS S are two policies in which the
warehouse benets much ie the entries corresponding to these two policies are
in favor of them
Chapter 	 Numerical Results for Policies in Class P 
In the next section we will investigate the performance of the policies for the
cases where the warehouse is allowed to hold stock and the dierentiation of the
echelon costs will become more clear
	 Comparison of Policies within Class P
with Warehouse Allowed to Hold Stock
In the previous section we examine the performance of the joint replenishment
policies studied within the policy class P for the special case of crossdock In this
section we extend the numerical study to the general case where the warehouse is
allowed to hold stock Unlike the special case of crossdock the optimization over
s

 S

 values is carried out and the optimal policy parameters for each of the four
policies within the class P are computed via the search algorithms presented in
Section  As in the case of crossdock we use (
P
 as a performance measure
of the policy P  which is given in Equation 
In this part of the numerical study our test bed is mainly composed
of the experimental instances with N  f   g retailers with identical
cost demand and lead time parameters In our experimental set we vary
K  f   g K

 fK K Kg L

 f g L
i
 L  

i
   f g 
i
   f    g h
i
 h  f g and
consider a total of  experimental instances Notice that the experimental
points represent a wide range of retailerwarehouse cost and demand parameters
Recall that among the considered policies QS policy in Cheung and Lee
 is the only one which has been previously studied in a twoechelon inventory
system We should also mention that the numerical study provided there is quite
restrictive eg the size of the orders are assumed to be xed and hence the
ordering cost of the retailers is not considered explicitly in their model and only
very low demand rates are considered Therefore the numerical study provided
herein also presents a detailed performance analysis of the QS policy over a
wide range of parameter set for the rst time in the literature
Chapter 	 Numerical Results for Policies in Class P 
Before we go on with the details of our numerical study we rst give a
summary of our numerical ndings over all  experimental instances in which
the warehouse is allowed to hold stock We observe that the QS T  policy
is the best policy among four in  out of  instances Over these 
instances the average improvement of QS T  policy over the next best policy
is   The maximum and minimum improvements over the next best policy
in these instances is  and   respectively
QSjT  policy is the best one in all of the remaining  experimental
instances where QS T  is not the best The average improvement of QSjT 
over the next best policy is  with maximum and minimum values of  
and   respectively over these  instances Incidentally among the
considered instances sS S policy is never the best one
The average (
P
 values over  experimental instances are found as  
   and  for QS T  QSjT  QS and sS S policies
respectively The corresponding maximum (
P
 values are found as  
   and   The summary of our ndings indicates that the (
P
 
values for the case where the warehouse is allowed to hold stock are generally
much smaller than the corresponding (
P
 values for the crossdock cases
This observation is also illustrated in Tables   in which we present
the results of a subset of  representative instances In order to compare the
performance of the joint replenishment policies where the warehouse is allowed
to hold stock with that of crossdock case in Tables   we use the same
cost and system parameters as in Tables    respectively
In Tables  we present the results of  representative instances with  
 and  respectively for the cases with   f g N  f   g h 
f gK  f gK

 KL

  The QS T  policy is the best among
four in  of these instances with an average and maximum improvement of  
and  over the next best policy QSjT  policy is the best in the remaining
 instances Observe that these  instances all correspond to a target ll rate
of    Over these instances the average and maximum improvement over
the next best policy is  and   respectively
Chapter 	 Numerical Results for Policies in Class P 
Problem Parameters 
P

 K h N AC

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Table 
 Comparison of policies with the warehouse allowed to hold stock 
K

 K   
The gures presented in Tables  also indicate that the QS T  policy
generally performs better for higher target ll rates of the retailers when the
number of retailers andor the ordering cost of the retailers are smaller As
we can also observe from the untabulated results the experimental instances at
which the QS T  policy is not the best policy usually correspond to the cases
where N is large In these instances (
QST 
values are usually smaller when K
and h values are smaller
As also tabulated in Tables  and expressed above the performance of
the QSjT  policy is better for lower target ll rates which is also valid in the
untabulated results Over the  instances of    the QSjT  policy
Chapter 	 Numerical Results for Policies in Class P 
Problem Parameters 
P
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 K h N AC
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 Comparison of policies with the warehouse allowed to hold stock 
K

 K   
is never the best and the average (
QSjT 
 values over these  instances is
   We also observe that (
QST 
values are generally decreasing in N and 
whereas they are generally increasing inK and h We observe a similar behaviour
for (
sSS
 values except that they are decreasing in 
In order to illustrate the behaviour of the policies with respect to larger values
of K

 we also present  illustrative intances in Table  where K

 K and
   QS T  policy performs the best in  of  instances with an average
improvement of  over the next best policy Over the remaining  instances
the improvement that QSjT  policy attains over the second best policy is 
  Therefore the performance of QSjT  policy decreases whereas (
QST 
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values usually decrease with increasing K


Problem Parameters 
P

 K h N AC

QS T  QSjT  QS sS S
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Table 
 Comparison of policies with the warehouse allowed to hold stock 
K

 K   
An important observation is that the decrease in (
QS
 values are more
signicant than the decrease in (
QST 
 values and hence QS T  and QS
policies become alike when K

increases The decreasing behaviour of (
QS
 
values is also valid when the warehouse is allowed to hold stock instead of
employing crossdock
When we compare the (
P
 values presented in Tables   with those in
Tables  and other unreported results we observe that the general behaviour
of the policies in the instances where the warehouse is allowed to hold stock are
quite similar to those for the crossdock case On the other hand as indicated
Chapter 	 Numerical Results for Policies in Class P 
above (
P
 values are usually much smaller than the corresponding gures of
crossdock case as the summary performance of the policies presented in Tables

Policy QS T  QSjT  QS sS S
QS T     	 
 	 	
QSjT   
   
  	
QS     

sS S 
   
  
 
Table 
 The summary comparison of policies across pairwise dominated
instances  warehouse allowed to hold stock
Policy QS T  QSjT  QS sS S
QS T    	 	

QSjT     
QS    

sS S    
Table 
 The overall average performance of policies across all  instances
 warehouse allowed to hold stock
The summary gures presented in Tables  illustrate that it becomes
very dicult to dierentiate the policies with the objective of minimizing the
total cost rate function although the ranking of the policies is the same with that
of the case where the warehouse employs crossdock In order to distinguish the
policies we next present a summary of the allocation of the costs among the
echelons which is more distinctive to compare the policies
Over the  instances where the warehouse is allowed to hold stock the
average proportion of the warehouse cost expressed by C

W

AC

P
is given by
     and  for QS QS T  sS S and QSjT  policies
respectively Observe that when the warehouse is allowed to hold stock the
proportion of the costs that the warehouse incurs is larger than that of the cross
dock case for each of the four policies considered Although this is an expected
behaviour the order of the policies in terms of the proportion of warehouse costs
changes completely which may be explained by the dierent behaviour of 
L

and c
L

which correspond to the expected value and the coecient of variation
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of warehouse lead time demand respectively Both of these quantities can be
considered as a measure of the safety stock of the warehouse
Figure  illustrates 
L

vs c
L

values for the particular instance with L


   K  K

 Kh   We should mention that this instance
represents the general behaviour of 
L

and c
L

across the policies Although
QS policy imposes a constant reorder size it is interesting to see that QS T 
policy has the smallest c
L

value which is followed by c
L

value of QS policy
This advantage of QS T  policy possibly results from the bounded structure
of both Y and Q

 When we compare 
L

values across the policies we see that
the QS policy usually attains the smallest value which is followed by QS T 
policy Since the smallest values of both 
L

and c
L

values are achieved by QS
and QS T  policies the warehouse level incurs the least proportion of the total
costs by these policies
On the other hand the highest c
L

and 
L

values are accomplished with either
QS T  or sS S policies The warehouse on the average incurs more
cost with these policies since more safety stock must exist at the warehouse On
the other hand the proportion of the warehouse costs at each of the experimental
instance obviously depends on the tradeo between the onhand inventory and
the ordering frequency at the warehouse
We next present the summary of the comparison of echelon costs across the
policies in Tables  When the warehouse is allowed to hold stock the
warehouse costs under QS policy are smaller than those of the other three
policies In terms of the retailer costs the QSjT  policy is the one which
benets much by allowing the warehouse to hold stock
Policy QS T  QSjT  QS sS S
QS T      	 	 

QSjT  	 
     
QS    		   

sS S   
 	   
Table 
 The overall average performance of the warehouse  warehouse
allowed to hold stock
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Figure 
 Illustration of 
L

vs c
L

across policies
Policy QS T  QSjT  QS sS S
QS T    
  
  
QSjT      
 	 	
QS       

sS S 		  	  		 
Table 
 The overall average performance of the retailers  warehouse allowed
to hold stock
	 Advantage of Allowing the Warehouse to
Hold Stock
Although implementing crossdock mainly aims to reduce the average inventory
level in a supply chain but it can result in more inventory required to achieve
the same ll rates at the retailers and the costs in the system may increase
signicantly On the other hand crossdock systems are often implemented due
to the ease of optimization and implementation In this part of the numerical
study we aim to quantify the adavantage of allowing the warehouse to hold stock
As a measure of the advantage of allowing the warehouse to hold stock we
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dene (

W
C
 as follows

(

W
C
 
AC

c
AC

w
AC

w
Here AC

c
and AC

w
correspond to the best cost rate under the policy class P
where the warehouse employs crossdock and is allowed to hold stock respectively
Obviously AC

c
 AC

w

Problem Parameters 
P
WC

 K h N 

WC
 QS T  QSjT  QS sS S
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Table 
 Advantage of Allowing the Warehouse to Hold Stock  K

 K  

Similarly we dene (
P
W
C
 as a measure of the performance of allowing the
warehouse to hold stock at the warehouse under policy P within the class P
(
P
W
C
 
AC
P
c
AC
P
w
AC
P
w
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where AC
P
c
and AC
P
w
correspond to the optimal cost rate of the policy P for
the cases where the warehouse employs crossdock and is allowed to hold stock
respectively
We present  representative results to illustrate the general behaviour of
(

W
C
 and (
P
W
C
 in Tables  and  where we compare the values
presented in Tables  and  respectively
Problem Parameters 
P
WC

 K h N 

WC
 QS T  QSjT  QS sS S
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Table 
 Advantage of allowing the warehouse to hold stock  K

 K  

As presented in Tables  we observe that (

W
C
 values increase with
increasing K N  h and  values Increasing K decreases the ordering frequency
of the retailers and the warehouse tries to hold stock in order to decreaese the
waiting time of an infrequent order When h changes from  to  inventory is
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pushed to the warehouse level to cope with the increase in the unit holding cost
of the retailers Increasing  and N increases the ordering rate of the retailers
and holding stock at the warehouse decreases the ordering rate of the warehouse
which will be more frequent with crossdock case Similarly when  increases
the advantage of holding stock at the warehouse also increases due to the reduced
waiting time of an order at the warehouse Similar observations are also valid
for (
P
W
C
 values and the maximum (
P
W
C
 is generally obtained with QS
policy The minimum (
P
W
C
 values are usually achieved by QS T  policy
when N is smaller or QSjT  policy when N is large We should also mention
that there are some instances where the cases of warehouse acting as crossdock
and allowed to hold stock result in dierent best policies These instances usually
correspond to higher number of retailers N   or  in which the best policy
switches from QSjT  to QS T  policy and higher ll rate constraints in which
the best policy switches from sS S to QS T  policy For these cases
(

W
C
 values are dierent from (
P
W
C
 values Otherwise (

W
C
 values are
equal to (
P
W
C
 value of the best policy for both cases
We should also mention that among the considered instances only forK

 
the optimal policy parameters indicate that the warehouse should act as a cross
docking point In all  experiments with K

  the sS S and QS
policies employ crossdocking at the optimal parameters The number of such
instances is  and  for QS T  and QSjT  policies respectively In
the remaining  instances the optimal policy parameters indicate that the
warehouse should hold stock We also observe that as the ratio K


K increases
(

W
C
 and (
P
W
C
 values increase signicantly as expected Over all the 
instances the average of (

W
C
 values is found to be   which means that
employing crossdock at the warehouse may lead to signicantly higher cost values
especially if the warehouse ordering cost is high
Chapter 

Conclusion
In this study we consider the stochastic joint replenishment problem in a
singlelocationmultiitemand singleitemmultilocation inventory settings The
stochastic joint replenishment problem is originally dened in a multiitem
inventory setting and it aims to determine the optimal replenishment and stocking
decisions to minimize the expected total ordering holding and backorder costs in
the system in the presence of random demands and joint ordering cost structure
Because of the applicability to multilocation inventory systems stochastic joint
replenishment problem is a challenging research area This study is among the
recent few studies considering the stochastic joint replenishment problem in two
echelon supply chain
In this chapter the contributions of this study will be explained and some
future research directions will be provided

 Contributions
The problem of replenishment coordination strategies has been one of the most
important issues faced especially by practitioners for years This issue has
become even more critical in recent years with the recent advances in information
technology as information sharing between the parties involved in the supply
chain Therefore the stochastic joint replenishment problem is a a real problem

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faced by retailers and is an integral part of supply chain management in general
Despite its practical importance solution of the stochastic joint replenishment
problem is extremely dicult The existing policies in the literature do not
dominate each other uniformly over the entire parameter space
In the rst part of the study we have proposed a new parsimonious ordering
policy for stochastic joint replenishment problem in a single location N item
setting The replenishment decisions are based on both group reorder point
group order quantity and the time since the last decision epoch We derive the
expressions for the key operating characteristics of the inventory system for both
unit and compound Poisson demands and constructed the expected cost rate
function explicitly
An extensive numerical study has been conducted to study the sensitivity
of the policy to various system parameters and to assess the performance of
the proposed policy over the existing policies in the literature The numerical
experiments indicate that there is no clear demarcation of operating environments
for the dominance of proposed policies in the literature and that the dominance of
the proposed policy is not monotone over the experiments However similarity of
items in their cost structure appears to be most critical factor in the dominance
of the proposed policy The diversity of the individual demand rates is also an
important factor We have found that the proposed policy provides signicant
savings over the existing policies for items similar in their cost structures and
individual demand rates This nding may have important implications for
supply chain design
The proposed policy attains such performance levels with parsimony This
parsimony reduces the computational eort in optimization enormously and eases
implementation in practice greatly Viewing the comparison in this broader
perspective we believe that the proposed policy and the model developed herein
provide signicant improvements over the existing models in terms of cost savings
optimization eort and ease of implementation Although we motivate our model
in a singlelocation multiitemsetting it can also be used in a twoechelon single
item multiretailer setting with cross docking at the upper echelon
Chapter 
 Conclusion 
In the second part of the study we extend our model to incorporate a two
echelon inventory system where the upper echelon also holds inventory We
studied a policy class under the joint replenishment problem in a twoechelon
divergent inventory system The policy class bases the ordering decisions on the
ordering opportunities that arrive according to some prespecied rule At each
ordering opportunity the retailers are all replenished to their maximum inventory
positions to take full advantage of savings of the ordering cost In order to analyze
the twoechelon inventory system under a policy class we have developed a new
generic framework which is only based on the ordering process of the retailers
The proposed methodology is not specic to a particular policy but is applicable
to any policy that satises the characteristics of the considered class
Our modeling methodology provides us an analytical tool to investigate
various joint replenishment policies under the considered policy class We have
provided the expressions and approximations for the operating characteristics of
four dierent policies and provided insights for the behaviour of these policies
Among these policies only QS policy was previously studied in a twoechelon
inventory system 
An extensive numerical study was conducted to investigate the performance
of these policies The numerical experiments indicate that the policy which has
been proposed proposed for the multiitemsinglelocation model also provides
cost savings over the other policies within the considered policy class especially
when the number of retailers in the system is small When the warehouse is
allowed to hold stock the cost savings achieved by a policy over another are not
as signicant as in the case of crossdock or singlelocationmultiitem case
However the allocation of the costs among the echelons and the comparison of
these costs across the policies provide better distinction between these policies
We also note that the holding cost associated with the pipeline inventory which
is the same for all policies is omitted the magnitude of the percentage deviations
across the policies would increase
Moreover the methodology proposed for the warehouse deals with one
of the research questions provided in Hill  ie modeling the lead time
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with an additional delay in case the partial shipments are not allowed The
distributions presented for dierent policies in Chapter  also provide insights
for the relationship between the order size interorder time and waiting time
and implications for the inventory model The analysis at the warehouse
is also applicable to a singleitemsinglelocation model facing renewal batch
demands where the interorder time and the interorder quantity have a bivariate
distribution
Finally we believe that this part of the study serves as a starting point for the
analysis of more complex joint replenishment policies in multiechelon inventory
systems

 Future Research Directions
The basic objective of this study was to present the joint replenishment concept
in a echelon inventory system and to develop a basic analytical model for a
class of joint replenishment policies In this section we provide possible research
extensions
A common practice in typical retail supply chains is to employ crossdock at
the warehouse although it may lead to signicant cost rate increases as presented
in Section  On the other hand if crossdocks have real time information
about the inventory status of the retailers and are also in charge of the allocation
of goods to the retailers it is possible to reallocate the units in an order before
they are shipped to the retailers according to a prespecied allocation rule This
eectively reduces the lead time variability of the retailers since the number of
units to be shipped to each of the retailer is decided according to the inventory
status L

time units after the order is given A quite preliminary study conducted
indicated that for each of the joint replenishment policies within policy class
P it is possible to reduce the costs in the system even by using an allocation
rule which ensures equal stockout probabilities for the retailers The numerical
study demonstrated that when an allocation is performed for QS policy it may
outperform the QS T  policy without an allocation especially if the demand
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diversity among the items is signicant The allocation problem in a crossdock
setting is an important issue that should be studied in detail
Recall that if the warehouse holds stock the dispatching policy does not allow
a partial shipment and is based on a rstcomerstserve rule Within the joint
replenishment context this assumption may be a fair and adequate one since we
are basically trying to reduce the ordering costs in the system However it is
quite restrictive and may lead to higher average cost rates since an order has
to wait until sucient inventory accumulates at the warehouse which increases
the eective lead time of an order An alternative way to relax this assumption
may be to allow partial shipments which may lead to more complex problems
eg how to allocate the existing stock to the retailers There is an additional
option of subcontracting for immediate additional shipments from the outside
supplier and ship the whole order immediately to the retailers In case the stock
at the warehouse is not enough to satisfy an order of the retailers the unsatised
part will be shipped to the warehouse from the outside supplier immediately at
an additional cost so that the order will be dispatched without waiting at the
warehouse In that case the eective lead time of an order will always be L

time
units However there will be two dierent supply modes for the warehouse which
may also increase the average inventory level A more intelligent subcontracting
option may consider the number of unsatised units andor the time that remains
until all units in the order are satised This option will obviously capture the
trade o between the increased stock at the warehouse and better service levels
at the retailers
In this study we basically considered the joint replenishment problem under
singlelocationmultiitem and singleitemtwoechelon settings An obvious
extension is to make a complete analysis of the multiitemtwoechelon inventory
system which is extremely dicult Therefore a echelon serial system with a
single warehouse and a single retailer may be a good starting point to analyze
multiitem and multilocation inventory systems In addition this setting is
important since it represents a typical supermarket chain where the warehouse
represents the central distribution center and the retailer is the market itself In
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order to dispatch a joint order without a partial shipment there must be enough
units from each item in the order at the warehouse and hence the order will wait
at the warehouse until sucient units from each item exist Then the waiting
time of an order at the warehouse will be the maximum time that elapses until
sucient inventory of the items in the order accumulates at the warehouseOn
the other hand once analytical model for this setting can be developed it will
be easy to extend it to a more general multilocation multiitem setting
In this study we considered inventory systems in which the items or the
retailers are jointly ordered according to a prespecied joint replenishment rule
ie all itemsretailers use the same joint replenishment policy However as
demonstrated in Section  the dominance of each policy is strongly dependent
on how the individual demand rates are distributed among the itemsretailers
This nding has important implications for supply chain design and management
In a multiitem setting the problem of clustering the items and determining
a joint replenishment policy for each cluster is important to eliminate the
disadvantage of reduced exibility in joint replenishment policies It would also
be interesting to investigate the joint locationallocationreplenishment problem
in a supply chain The extension of correlated demands across the itemsretailers
would also be an interesting issue to focus on
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Proof of Lemma 
Let Nt be the counting process of system demands in  t where t   is taken
as the beginning of a replenishment cycle
First suppose y  mT for m   and let  	 q 	 Q This case corresponds
to a replenishment cycle depicted in Figure a
P Y  mTQ

 q  P Nm T    NmT Nm T   q
 P NT   
m
P Ny  m T   q  
m

p

q 

y  m T 
m    	 q 	 Q
Now suppose m T 	 y 	 mT for m   and q  Q This case corresponds
to a replenishment cycle depicted in Figure b An order of size Q

 Q is
triggered in time interval y y" y if the following events occur
 NmT  
 NyNy  m T   Q  and Ny " yNy   Then we have
P Y  y y " y Q

 Q 
 P Nm T    NyNm T   Q  Ny " yNy  
 
m

p

Q  

y  m T 

y" oy
Result follows by dividing both sides by y and taking the limit as y 
Proof of Corollary 
a First let Q

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      Q 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 Q Then we have
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b For y  mTm   we can write
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Y
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q 
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T  


Now let y  m TmT  for m   It is obvious that
f
Y
y  f
YQ

yQ
Proof of Proposition 
The proof is based on the development of the partial dierential equations
describing the dynamics of the stochastic process 
i
t via supplementary
variables We refer the reader to Cox  and Schmidt and Nahmias  for
further details of the technique
Let g
i
t n
i
 n

 z denote the probability density function of 
i
t being in
state fn
i
 n

 zg at time t We rst derive the partial dierential equations that
g
i
t n
i
 n

 z satises and use them to obtain the partial dierential equations
for the steadystate distribution g
i
n
i
 n

 z We derive the equations for four
dierent cases and then we verify that the proposed solution  satises these
equations
Case  n

  n
i
   	 z 	 T 
g
i
t" 
t
   z " t  g
i
t   z 

t " ot
where ot
t   as t   This follows because the state of item i will be
  z " t at time t " t if it is in state   z at time t and no demands
arrive for any of the items during the interval t t " t which has probability
  

t" ot For suciently small t z " t 	 T should also hold so that a
review is not carried out
Subtracting the term g
i
t   z" t from both sides and dividing both sides
by t and letting t  gives
g
i
t   z
t
 
g
i
t   z
z
" 

g
i
t   z
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Taking the limit as t results in
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The state of item i will be n
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  z " t at time t " t if at time t the state
is n
i
  z and no demands have arrived in t t " t! or the state at time t is
n
i
   z and a demand has arrived for item i during the interval t t" t
with probability 
i
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i
t n
i
  z " t from both
sides and dividing both sides by t and letting t  results in
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This case is very similar to Case  and no further details will be given except
the following partial dierential equation for the steadystate probability density
function
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This follows because the state at time t" t will be n
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the following three events occur
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t t" t
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Finally letting t we have
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Boundary Condition The state of the system at time t" t will be    if
one of the following two events occur
 the state at time t is n
i
 Qn
i
 z and
a demand has arrived at the system in t t" t which means that Q demands
accumulate at the system triggering an order! and the state at time t is n
i
 n

 T
t and no demands have arrived at the system in t t" t which indicates an
order is placed by the time trigger Then we can write
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Let t   and t   Then the boundary condition to the system of partial
dierential equations described above is as follows
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We now verify that the proposed solution  satises the boundary condition
given in Equation 
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Thus the steadystate probability density function has the structure given in
Equation in  Moreover for g
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Derivation of Equation 
Using Corollary  we can write
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Proof of Lemma 
Recall that Nt is the counting process of system demands in  t Then we
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Result follows by dividing both sides by y and taking the limit as y 
Proof of Lemma 
Similar to unit Poisson demands we will prove that the proposed solution satises
the dierential equations for the steadystate distribution g
i
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i
 n

 z
Since the derivations of these dierential equations are quite similar to those
in unit Poisson demand we just present the dierential equations for g
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 z
without giving the derivations Then for each case we show that the proposed
solution satises the dierential equations
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Next we should show that
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Using the proposed solution given in Equations  and  we can rewrite
the right hand side of Equation  as follows
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The next step will be to prove that
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The proposed solutions in Equations  and  give
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Observe that Equation  can be rewritten as
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Equations  provide the result
Thus the steadystate probability density function of 
i
t has the structure
given in Equation  Moreover for g
i
n
i
 n

 z to represent a probability
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density function we should have
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should hold
Proof of Lemma  We rst derive the partial dierential equations that
gt i z satises and use them to obtain the partial dierential equations for the
steadystate distribution gi z
Observe that t " t is in state i z " t if and only if t is in state
i z and no order is placed at the warehouse during t t" t or in z z " t
Therefore we can write

gt" t i z" t  P IP

t  i Zt  z Y  z " t
 P IP

t  i Zt  zP Y  z " t jIP

t  i Zt  z
 gt i zP Y  z " t jY  z 
where Equation  follows the independence of the inventory position of the
warehouse and the interarrival time of the orders placed at the warehouse Hence
gt" t i z" t  gt i z
F
Y
z " t
F
Y
z

and
F
Y
zgt" t i z" t  gt i z gt i zF
Y
z " t
Rearrangement of the terms after adding F
Y
zgt i z and F
Y
zgt i z" t
to both sides gives

F
Y
zgt" t i z" t gt i z " t 
F
Y
zgt i z" t gt i z gt i zF
Y
z " t F
Y
z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Dividing both sides by t and letting t  we have
F
Y
z
gt i z
t
 F
Y
z
gt i z
z
 gt i zf
Y
z
Finally taking the limit as t results in
gi z
z
 gi z
f
Y
z
F
Y
z
for i z  s

"  s

"      S

	 
The boundary conditions to the system of partial dierential equations described
above are given in the following two cases

gS

  
 An order that has just been placed at the warehouse triggers a
warehouse order itself
gS

  
S

X
js



X
qjs

Z

z
gj z
f
YQ

z q
F
Y
z
dz 
gi  for i  s

"  s

"      S

  
 An order that has just been placed
at the warehouse does not trigger a warehouse order itself
gi  
S

X
ji
Z

z
gj z
f
YQ

z j  i
F
Y
z
dz 
We now verify that the proposed solution satises Equation 
gi z  C
i
F
Y
z
gi z
z
 C
i
f
Y
z  gi z
f
Y
z
F
Y
z
 C
i
F
Y
z
f
Y
z
F
Y
z
The boundary conditions given in  and  results in
gS

   C
S


S

X
js



X
qjs

Z

z
C
j
F
Y
z
f
YQ

z q
F
Y
z
dz

S

X
js



X
qjs

Z

z
C
j
f
YQ

z qdz 
S

X
js



X
qjs

C
j
P
Q

q
and for i  s

"  s

"      S

  we have
gi   C
i

S

X
ji
Z

z
C
j
F
Y
z
f
YQ

z j  i
F
Y
z
dz


X
ji
Z

z
C
j
f
YQ

z j  idz 
S

X
ji
C
j
P
Q

j  i
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For gi z to represent a probability density function
S

X
is


Z

z
gi zdz  
should hold Therefore
S

X
is


Z

z
C
i
F
Y
zdz 
S

X
is


C
i
EY   
Hence
S

X
is


C
i
 
EY 
The steadystate probability mass function of IP

is obtained by integrating
gi z over z

i

Z

z
gi zdz 
Z

z
C
i
F
Y
zdz  C
i
EY  for i  s

"  s

"      S


The steadystate pdf of Z is obtained by summing gi z over all possible
values of i
f
Z
z 
S

X
is


gi z 
S

X
is


C
i
F
Y
z
The result follows from Equation 
Proof of Lemma 
To prove the independence of IP

t and D

t t"   we should prove that
lim
t	
P IP

t  iD

t t"    k  
i
lim
t	
P D

t t"    k
i  s

"  s

"      S

 k       
lim
t	
P IP

t  iD

t t"    k  lim
t	
Z
t
z
P IP

t  i Zt  zD

t t"    kdz
 lim
t	
Z
t
z
P D

t t"    kjIP

t  i Zt  zgt i zdz

Z

z
lim
t	
P D

t t"    jIP

t  i Zt  z gi zdz

Z

z
P D

 z "    k
F
Y
z
C
i
F
Y
zdz  C
i
Z

z
z "  kdz 
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Equation  follows since given that the last order is placed at time t z ie
Ztz the distribution of D

t t"   is the same as D

 z "  
The next step is to nd lim
t	
P D

t t"    k
lim
t	
P D

t t"    k  lim
t	
Z
t
z
P D

t t"    kjZt  zf
Zt
zdz

Z

z
lim
t	
P D

t t"    kjZt  zf
Z
zdz 
Z

z
z "  k
F
Y
z
F
Y
z
EY 
dz


EY 
Z

z
z "  kdz
Then

i
lim
t	
P D

t t"    k  C
i
EY 

EY 
Z

z
z "  kdz  C
i
Z

z
z "  kdz
lim
t	
P IP

t  iD

t t"    k
Proof of Lemma 
a s

 
  	 L

 Using Equation  we can write
P W

t q     P IP

t"   L

D

t"   L

 t  q

S

X
imaxs

q
P IP

t"   L

  iD

t"   L

 t  i q
Due to Lemma  we can write
F
W

q
   lim
t	
P W

t q   
 lim
t	
S

X
imaxs

q
P IP

t"   L

  iP D

t"   L

 t  i q
Note that since t is an order point looking backward from t D

t"L

 t
has the same distribution as D

 L

   Then it follows that
F
W

q
  
S

X
imaxs

q
P IP

 iP D

 L

    i q

S

X
imaxs

q
iq
X
k

i
L

  k
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where L

  k and 
i
are given in Lemmas  and 
respectively
   L

Since we know that W

t q  L

for s

  we have
lim
t	
P W

t q     F
W

q
    for   L

b s

	 
  	 L

 F
W

q
  for this case is quite similar to s

  So we omit here
   L


F
W

q
L

  lim
	L


F
W

q
  " P W

q  L


Using Equation  we have
lim
t	
P W

t q  L

  P W

q  L


 lim
t	
s

q
X
is


P IP

t

  i 
s

q
X
is



i
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lim
	L


F
W

q
   lim
	L


S

X
imaxs

q
iq
X
k

i
L

  k

S

X
iq
iq
X
k

i
lim
t	

t k 
S

X
iq

i
since lim
t	

t k takes the value of  if k   and  otherwise Therefore
F
W

q
L

 
S

X
iq

i
"
s

q
X
is



i
  
q
X
is

q

i
   L

 Using Equation  we have
P L

	 W

t q     P IP

t

D

t t"   L

  s


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Here we can write D

t t"   L

  q "D

t t"   L

 Therefore
P L

	 W

t q     P IP

t

D

t t"   L

  s

" q

q
X
is

q
P IP

t

  iD

t t"   L

  i q  s


Since t is a demand point D

t t "   L

 and D

   L

 has the
same distribution Due to Lemma  IP

t and D

t t "   L

 are
independent as t Therefore
lim
t	
P L

	 W

t q   
 lim
t	
q
X
is

q
P IP

t

  iP D

t t"   L

  i q  s


P L

	 W

q    
q
X
is

q

i
P D

   L

  i q  s



q
X
is

q

i
  P D

   L

  i q  s

 

q
X
is

q

i

q
X
is

q
iqs


X
k

i


  L

 k
Then for   L


F
W

q
   F
W

q
L

 " P L

	 W

q   
  
q
X
is

q

i
"
q
X
is

q

i

q
X
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
q
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

X
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
i
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X
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
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X
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
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
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Proof of Lemma 
Referring to  we can write P OH

t"L

  i conditioning on IP

t Zt
as follows

P OH

t" L

  i 
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
Z

z
S

i
X
k
P OH

t" L

  ijIP

t  i" k Zt  zgt i" k zdz

Z
t
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P OH
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t" L

  ijIP

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Let t Then we can write
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
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Proof of Equation 
ES

 s

 
S

s

X
n
nP S

 s

  n
Using the denition of S

 s

  minfn 

P
n
i
Q
i
 S

 s

g we can write

ES

 s
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
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i
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
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Proof of Equation 
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where fx k  be the pdf of an Erlang random variable with shape and scale
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Proof of Corollary 
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Proof of Corollary 
Observe that Y
d
 Y MT where M   corresponds to the number of review
instances which do not trigger an order between two ordering instances
Now suppose that  	 q 	 Q and y  T  Then we have
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Proof of Corollary 
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First suppose that q  nQ It is obvious that all n orders are triggered by the
the accumulation of Q demands in the system In view of Corollary  Y
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Now suppose that n  q 	 nQ and let m   be the number of orders with size
less than Q units Then these m orders will demand a total of q  n  mQ
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Equation  follows because for q 	 Q f
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rst point out the following observation
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where K is a random variable corresponding to the number of review instances
which do not result in an order trigger
Suppose that there are K  k review instances in  y and therefore we
have a total of k " n decision epochs at which either an order is placed or only
a review is carried out The probability that k " nth decision epoch is an order
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The limits on k is determined using  	 y  kT  nT 
Proof of Equation 
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Proof of Equation 
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Proof of Lemma  Observe that the inter order time Y  T and the
order quantity is Q

 q  Q if q units have been demanded during the last T
time units Therefore
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Similarly the inter order time is Y  mTm   and the order quantity is
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q  k units have been demanded during the last period of T time units Then
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Proof of Corollary 
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does not have a further closed expression
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The result follows from the fact that Poisson distribution is closed under
convolution
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Proof of Corollary  If t 	 T  D
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For t  T and k   Lemma  gives
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result
Proof of Lemma  Let N
i
t be the counting process of retailer i demands
in  t where t   is taken as the time of the last order where the inventory
positions of all retailers are at their maximum levels
Observe that the interorder time is Y  y y " y and the order size is q
if q   demands that do not trigger an order arrive in  y the qth demand
that arrives in y y " y triggers the order The order of size q is triggered by
retailer i in y y " y if q  (
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Expand Poisson probabilities and multiply and divide the right hand side of
Equation  by q  #
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 Then we have
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Dividing by 
y
and letting 
y
  gives the result
Proof of Corollary 
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b Using part a one immediately sees that f
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Proof of Corollary 
Using Lemma  and Corollary b we can write
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Now suppose that k   A total of k units can be demanded with a minimum
of
j
k
Q

k
and maximum of
j
k
Q

k
demand arrivals Using Lemma  and
Equation  we have
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